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ABSTRACT
At the present time,

the owners'

equity section of

the balance sheet is not classified consistently in a c co r
dance with any one principle or set of principles.
lack of a principle

The

or set of principles may result in

misleading interpretations about the owners'
nancial statement readers.

equity by f i 

The lack of a clear principle

also fails to provide a framework within which accounting
problems

involving owners'

equity can be solved.

The purpose of the study is to examine several
principles that could be used
owners'

in the classification of

equity and to evaluate their appropriateness and

usefulness for financial reporting.
owners'

equity by its sources,

tions, classes of stock,

The division of

legal components,

restric

and utilization are the c lassifi

cation principles that were examined in this study.
The value of classification lies in the utility of
the information to its users.

Therefore,

the usefulness

of the information to financial statement readers was used
as the primary criterion
classifying the owners'

in evaluating the principles
equity section.

A survey of f i 

nancial analysis literature indicated that statement
readers have need primarily for information concerning

vi

for

the amount of the equity of each class of stock and the
amount of capital
holders.

that could be distributed to the s t oc k

Outside of this data,

little use for additional

statement readers have

information about owners'

equity.

The classification into invested and retained c a p i 
tal has been frequently advocated by accounting writers
the past.

However,

in

the sources of capital are of little

value to financial statement readers and may even be m i s 
leading .
Division by classes of stock appears to be the best
principle

for classifying the o w n e r s ' equity section on

the balance sheet.

The equity assigned to preferred

stocks should be based upon the capital contributed by
each class of preferred stoc kh ol d er s.

The residua]

should be assigned to the common stockholders.
method furnishes

equity

This

information that is useful to statement

readers in computing the rate of return on each class of
stock and for studying the capital structure of the firm.
This classification method is also consistent with the
concept that the equity side of the balance sheet r e p r e 
sents sources of the firm's capital.
Restrictions
significant

on owners'

equity may sometimes be

information and should be reported.

tions refer to all legal and contractual
distributions of capital to stockholders.

R e st ri c

limitations on
If there is

only one class of stock outstanding,

the owners* equity

section could be classified upon the basis of restrictions.
However, when there is more than one class of stock,
restrictions should be reported in the footnotes.

vi i i

the

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The owners'

equity section of the balance sheet r e 

ports the financial interests of the owners
enterprise.

in a business

As is true for other aspects of financial r e 

porting, the owners' equity should be presented fairly and
in such a way as not to be misleading to the statement
readers.

One important aspect of a clear presentation is

the arrangement of the information into parts which are
both meaningful and correctly measured.
tively little critical
of the owners'
past.

However, r e l a 

investigation of the classification

equity section has ever been done in the

The intent of this study is to explore the classifi

cation of the owners'

equity section.

Problem of the Study

The Absence of a Classification Objective
in the O w n e r s 1 Equity Section
There are numerous bases or objectives which may be
used in classifying the owners'
fication basis emphasizes

equity section.

One cla ss i

the legal aspects of capital.

Another method of classification emphasizes the sources of
capital.

Some bases concentrate upon the interest of the

1

2

various equityholders; other bases focus upon the amounts
which are legally available as a basis for dividends.*
Current statement presentation does not seem to c o n
form to any of these bases.

A firm's legal capital is

rarely, if ever, pointed out in the balance sheet.

Sources

of owners’ equity are frequently obscured by transfers b e 
tween retained earnings and contributed capital.

The equity

of preferred stockholders is sometimes stated at amounts
which are not representative of the preferred stockholders'
interest.

And unrestricted retained earnings, which is

usually implied on the balance sheet as the basis on which
dividends are declared,

is not usually the basis which is

specified under state corporate statutes for paying div i
dends.

These disparities between objectives and the actual

reporting of owners' equity have been pointed out by nu2
merous writers in the accounting literature.
One easily
concludes that the present manner of classifying the owners'
equity section seems to be a mixture of several objectives,
and consequently, none of the objectives

is reported

*Eldon S. Hendriksen, Accounting Theory (Homewood,
Richard D. Irwin, Inc.” 1965) , p p . 40 4-409.
2
For examples, see:
Samuel Broad, "Is It Desirable
to Distinguish between Various Kinds of Surplus?," The
Journal of Accountancy, LXI (April, 1938), 281-82; Howard D.
Lowe, "The Classification of Corporate Stock Equities," The
Accounting Review, XXXVI (July, 1961), 425-26; William J.
Vatter, "Corporate Stock Equities," Modern Accounting
Theory, ed. Morton Backer (Englewood Cliffs, N. J. :
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1966), pp, 257-61, 267.
111.:
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a de q u a t e l y .

The Need for a Definite
Classification Objective

To prevent misconceptions of statement r e a d e r s .- There are several undesirable results of an indefinite
basis for classification.
of the owners'

One

is that the nature of some

equity classifications

is

too easily m i s 

interpreted by financial statement readers.

For example,

many readers erroneously presume that retained earnings
represent the cumulative amount of past earnings which have
never been distributed to the shareholders.

The statement

readers overlook the fact that retained earnings can be
transferred into legal capital and capital surplus."*
Statement

readers may also think that the balance

sheet shows the legal aspects of capital and the amount
available as a basis for dividends;

after all, accounting

textbooks usually do mention the legal issues when d e s c r i b 
ing the accounting for corporations.

But the owners'

equity

section does not disclose the legal aspects of capital very
well.

For example, one rarely sees any balance sheets

which specify the amount of legal capital of the firm.

Al

though par value is generally the legal capital of the firm,
there are exceptions.

Some states allow corporations

3

Lowe, o p . c i t . , p. 427.

to

4

set their legal capital above par value if the corporation's
4

board of directors wishes to do so.

On the other hand,

Virginia allows legal capital to be less than the par value
if the consideration received for the stock is less than
par.**

In commenting upon the Virginia stature, one writer

points out that creditors should not rely upon par value to
infer the legal capital of the firm.**
To provide a guide in accounting
A second major undesirable result

for owners'

e q u i t y .-

is that the lack of any

clear-cut objective may account for some of the contr ov er 
sies about allocating owners'
elements.

equity among its different

As long as no classification objective is e s t a b 

lished, the elements of the owners'

equity section cannot

be defined in such a way as to be consistent with one a n 
other; nor can the dollar amount to be assigned to each
element be determined very well.
tion basis were accepted,
problems involving owners'
dent.

But if some classifica

the solution to some accounting
equity should become more e v i 

Accounting for stock dividends

The amount to be capitalized,

is one case

in point.

if any, would be clearer if

4

Michigan Statutes Annotated, Chapter
Section 21.20?

(Supp.

195,

^Virginia Code A n n o t a t e d , Section 13.1-18
1956} .

^George P. Gibson, "The Virginia Corporation Law of
1956," Virginia Law Review. X L H (May, 1956), 457.

5

it were decided that the classification objective of owners'
equity is to present either legal aspects of capital,
sources of capital, restrictions on dividends, or some
other objective.
A basic hypothesis of this study is that a classifi
cation basis is needed for the accounting of owners'
and its components.

equity

Such a classification basis or o b j e c 

tive could provide a guide which could be useful in a r ri v
ing at solutions

for valuing each element of owners'

when certain accounting problems arise.

equity

A generally a c 

cepted classification objective would also be useful to
financial statement readers because they would then be more
aware of what the owners'

equity signifies;

readers might

then be less apt to misinterpret parts of the owners'

equity

section.

Purpose and Scope of the Study

This study critically examines some of the various
bases of classifying o w n e r s ' equity.

For each basis, the

method of classification and its major components are d e 
scribed,

the capability of measuring each component is d i s 

cussed, and the usefulness of the classification bases to
the statement readers

is evaluated.

The purpose of the

examination is to determine which methods of classification
are appropriate for financial reporting purposes.
This study is concerned primarily with the principles

6

in classifying and allocating owners’ equity among its v a 
rious elements.

There are other important problems in a c 

counting for owners'
in this study.

equity, too, but they are not taken up

Some of the omitted problems are the a c 

counting for the conversion feature of convertible stock;
the valuation of owners' equity following purchases and
poolings of interests; and the correct determination of net
income and, thus, retained earnings.

These issues have no

direct bearing upon the classification of owners’ equity,
but they do have an indirect effect.

The forementioned

issues and problems affect the size of owners' equity.
Obviously,

if the size of owners'

of the components of owners'

equity is incorrect, some

equity are misstated.

determining the correct size of owners'
the scope of this study.

However,

equity is outside

This study focuses primarily upon

the principles for classifying owners’ equity.
The study is primarily a theoretical one.

Although

references are occasionally made to how owners' equity has
been presented by several companies, the study is not a
statistical

investigation to ascertain what the common or

usual practices are in corporate reportings of owners'
equity.
The study is made within the framework of generally
accepted accounting principles.

The cost basis of account

ing, the realization of revenue, the matching of revenues
and costs, and other conventional accounting principles
are observed.

7

Theory of Classification
Need for Classification
Man classifies knowledge because it is the only way
he can use it in a manageable way.

People are confronted

with and acquire many varied pieces of information,
sions, and experiences.

impres

The knowledge one has is so vast

that he is unable to comprehend all the individual events
at any one time.

This limitation hinders his ability to

evaluate the data and make intelligent decisions.

In order

to organize the vast amount of knowledge into manageable
proportions, man classifies the data into groups.
Classification Groupings
Most objects and events have numerous properties
which describe the object or event.
color, substance, or weight.

Objects have size,

In the act of classification,

one particular property is chosen and is abstracted to the
7

exclusion of all other properties.

For instance, if o b 

jects are being classified according to their color, the
weight, size, use, and value of the objects are disregarded.
Each object and event can be classified according to
each of its properties.

Because objects and events have

numerous properties, there are several possible ways of

7

R. J. Chambers, "Measurement in Accounting,"
Journal of Accounting Research , III (Spring, 1965), 34.

8

classifying an item.
Because there are many bases for classification,

it

leads to the question of whether there are any proper or
natural classification bases.

In other words, are there

certain classification bases which are inherently correct
and others which are not?

Some might say, for instance,

that the classification of animals into divisions of vertebrata, mollusca, articulata, and radiata is a natural basis
for classification while the classification of animals by
g
color is not a natural classification basis.
The philosophers Cohen and Nagel do not think there
is such a thing as natural classification, but neither do
they think that all possible classification bases are
equally useful or logical.

To them, the most important

criterion is to determine which trait or property is most
significant and then use that trait as a basis for classio
ficat ion.
Classification is a mental activity which serves as
a short cut to thinking.

Any classification basis which

helps a person to accomplish his purpose is useful and co r 
rect in that situation.

However, the same classification

basis which is useful to a person in one set of

g
Morris R. Cohen and Ernest Nagel, An Introduction
to Logic and Scientific Thought (New York:
Harcourt, Brace
and Company, 1934), p. 223.
9Ibid.

9

circumstances may not be useful to him in a different situa
tion .^

Guidelines for Classification
Although there are not any natural classifications,
there are some established guidelines to be used in classi
fication .
Exhaustive g r o u p i n g s -The divisions

into which

items are being classified must be exhaustive.

This means

that there must be some division into which items of data
can be classed.

Practically speaking, divisions such as

"miscellaneous" or "other" are used to catch those items
which are insignificant and do not fall into any of the
specific divisions.
No overlapping.--The divisions should not overlap.
Each division must exclude properties of other divisions so
as to prevent an item from simultaneously fitting into two
different divisions.

For instance, the divisions of red,

green, and other than red are not a proper classification
arrangement.

Green falls into two of the categories.

■^Chambers, loc. c i t .
*^The discussion on the guidelines of classification
comes from Cohen and Nagel, o p . c i t . , pp. 241-42 ; and
Lionel Ruby, Logic:
An Introduction (Chicago:
J. B. Lippincott Company^ 1960), p p . 461-62.

10

One classification principle per d i v i s i o n -Only one
principle of classification should be used at any level.
More than one classification principle at a level can also
result in overlapping divisions.

However, different classi

fication principles can be used at different levels.

As an

example, one level could classify by colors, and each of
the color divisions could be subdivided on the principle of
economic value into expensive and inexpensive.
Definition of the d i v i s i o n s It is necessary in
classification that the divisions be precisely defined.

If

the divisions are not well defined, there may be questions
as to how some items should be classed.

Application to Owners* Equity
Two important principles about the classification of
owners' equity can be drawn from the preceding discussion.
One, the classification of owners'

equity should conform to

the guidelines which were presented.
only

At any given level,

one principle of classification should be employed.

Each classification basis should be exhaustive and also
should be devoid of any overlapping.

Each class should

also be precisely defined.
Second, there is probably not any classification a r 
rangement which is innately correct.

Instead, there are

numerous ways in which owners' equity can be classified.
However, all the possible classification bases are not

11

equally valuable.

For financial reporting, the important

requisite is that the classification arrangement should
provide information which is needed by the statement reader
in making decisions.

Usefulness of the information is the

criterion by which the classification of o w n e r s 1 equity
must ultimately be judged.

Organization of the Study

Chapter II sets forth a backdrop for observing
owners'

equity and its classification.

with the nature of assets,

The chapter deals

liabilities, and owners'

equity

and attempts to define a meaningful relationship between
the three balance sheet components.

The major purpose

is

to lend some perspective to the study as q, whole; after all,
studying the classification of owners'

equity is a futile

exercise if the balance sheet has no real importance or
significance.
The major ways of classifying owners'

equity are

taken up in Chapter III.

For each classification basis,

the components of owners'

equity are enumerated and defined.

Problems in valuing the components are also examined.
In Chapter IV, a review is made of the information
that financial statement readers need about owners'
in making their decisions.

equity

A major premise in the study is

that the owners' equity section should convey information
that is relevant to the statement readers.

To judge the

12

usefulness of a classification basis, the uses which the
statement readers make of owners' equity must be known.
The various classification bases are evaluated in
Chapter V, and recommendations are made for classifying the
owners' equity section on the balance sheet.
Chapter VI is a summary of the major findings and
conclusions of the study.

CHAPTER II

THE NATURE OF THE BALANCE SHEET
AND OWNERS'

EQUITY

In order to have a perspective for studying the c l a s 
sification of the owners'

equity section,

it is helpful to

have an understanding of the nature of owners'
Such a perspective
Owners'
owners'

equity.

is provided in this chapter.

equity cannot be studied in a vacuum,

equity is a component of the balance sheet.

for
Be

cause the nature of owners' equity should be studied within
the context of its larger w h o l e , it becomes necessary to
think about the nature of the balance sheet and the r e l a 
tionship of all its components.

T h e r e f o r e , this chapter

devotes a considerable amount of attention to the balance
sheet,

and in doing so, the nature of owners'

emerges.

equity

Specific topics discussed are the equity theories,

the cost valuation basis for assets,

and the nature of

equit i e s .
This chapter is descriptive rather than prescriptive.
As was mentioned in the introductory chapter,

this study is

being made within the framework of accounting principles
which are now generally accepted by the business and a c 
counting community.

Therefore,

13

this chapter attempts to

14

explain the significance of owners'

equity and the balance

sheet as they are now presented in financial statements.
This chapter attempts to explain "what is" rather than
"what should b e ."
The nature of the balance sheet and o w n e r s ' equity
as presented in this chapter is not the only interpretation
which accountants have developed.

At the present time,

there is no unanimous agreement among accountants as to
what the balance sheet

is or what

it should do.

N e v e rt he 

less, to study a segment of the balance sheet requires that
some basic assumptions be made about it.
made that the philosophy presented here

No presumption is
is the only valid

one, but it is a satisfactory explanation of the balance
sheet as it exists today.

The Multiplicity of Balance Sheet Concepts

The balance sheet is one of the two most common f i 
nancial statements that is produced.

Its existence

form or other dates back for several centuries.*
spite its long existence,
cial statement,

in some

But d e 

its prominence as a major f in an 

and its well-known mechanics of preparation,

the nature of the balance sheet is still not precise nor
recognized.

*A. C. Littleton, Essays on Accounting (Urbana,
University of Illinois Press , 1961) , p p . 86-92.

111.:
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The Terminology Bulletins of the American Institute
of Certified Public Accountants define a balance sheet as
a tabular statement or summary of balances (debit and
credit) carried forward after an actual or constructive
closing of books of account kept according to p r i n c i 
ples of accounting.2
This authoritative definition tells something about the
mechanics of the balance sheet.

However, the definition

tells very little about the nature of the balance sheet.
In the 1960's, numerous articles were written about
the nature of the balance sheet.

The writers had rather

diverse opinions which tended to exemplify the unsettled
state of the balance sheet.

For instance, Marple argued

that the balance sheet does not tell about the financial
position of the firm.

Instead, he contended that the b a l 

ance sheet is a report about the firm*s capital.^

Ashburne

felt that the low esteem of the balance sheet is caused by
misconceptions people have of the statement.

Ashburne s u g 

gested that the balance sheet should emphasize the future
4

recoverability of past costs.

2

Battista and Crowningshield

Committee on Terminology, American Institute of C e r 
tified Public Accountants, "Review and R€sumd," Accounting
Terminology Bulletin Number 1 (New York:
American I ns ti 
tute of~Certified Public A c c o u n t a n t s , 1953), p. 12.
3
Raymond P. Marple, "The Balance Sheet --Capital
Sources and Composition," The Journal of A c c o u n t a n c y , CXIV
(November, 1962), 57-60.
4
Jim G. Ashburne, "A Forward Looking Statement of
Financial Position," The Accounting Review, XXXVII (July,
1962), 475-78.

16

wrote that the balance sheet is so unserviceable that it
should be omitted from the annual reports.^

Zeff vehemently

disagreed with the suggestion of Battista and Crowningshield.^

Chambers maintained that the present cost basis

of the balance sheet does not provide the information upon
7

which people must make financial decisions.

Moonitz and

Sprouse advocated the use of current values on the balance
g
sheet.
Others recommended using price-level adjustments.
Other accountants still maintained that the cost basis is
9

most desirable.
In the following sections, some of the balance sheet
concepts which provide an insight into the nature of the
owners' equity section are studied.

George L. Battista and Gerald Crowningshield, "The
Balance Sheet--A Subordinate Statement," NAA Bulletin, XLIV
(February, 1963), 32.
^Stephen A. Zeff, "The Balance Sheet and Income
Statement--Analytically Coordinate," NAA Bulletin, XLV
(February, 1964) , 27-31 .

7
R. J. Chambers, "Reality and Illusion in Account
ing, Finance, and Economics," Michigan Business R ev i e w , XX
(January, 1968), 4-9.

g

Robert T. Sprouse and Maurice Moonitz, A Tentative
Set of Broad Accounting Principles for Business^Enterprises
TJTew York:
American Institute of Certified Public- Accountants, 1962), pp. 23-36.

g

For examples, see:
Eric L. Kohler, "Why Not Retain
Historical Cost?," The Journal of Accountancy, CXVI (Oc
tober, 1963), 38-40; G. KennetiDstelson, "Current and H i s 
torical Costs in Financial Statements," The Accounting R e 
v i e w , XLI (January, 1966), 42-47.

17

Equity Theories

In accounting for the business enterprise,
several viewpoints
ported.

there are

from which the financial data can be r e 

These viewpoints are known as equity theories.

The equity theories provide a framework in which the nature
and the classification of owners*

equity can be studied.

Four equity theories are discussed in this section with
special emphasis on their significance to the balance sheet.

Proprietary Theory
The oldest of the equity theories
theory.

As its name implies,

role of the proprietor.

is the proprietary

the theory emphasizes the

Under this theory,

accounting for

the business is done from the viewpoint of the proprietor.
The assets are considered to be his property;
ties, his debts.

the liabili

Any excess of the assets over the l i a 

bilities represents the net worth of the o w n e r .
any changes

in the amount of assets over liabilities r e p r e 

sent corresponding changes
In essence,

Of course,

in the net worth of the owner.

the business and its owner are one and the same.

What affects the business affects the owner as well.
accounting for the business,

When

the o w n e r ’s wealth in the b u s i 

ness is being accounted for at the same time.
The proprietary theory seems to be quite

appro

priate for business enterprises which have only one owner.
But the proprietary theory cannot be adapted to the

18

corporate form of business very well.

One of the reasons

for this inadequacy is the high turnover and manner in
which ownership changes take place.
tence,

Upon coming into e x i s 

the corporation issues shares of ownership and d i 

rectly receives the proceeds from their sale.

After the

initial issuance of the shares, the corporation seldom buys
or sells its own stock.

Instead, most transfers of c o r p o 

rate ownership are the result of transactions between s t oc k
holders.

The sales price of transactions between stock

holders can be any figure upon which the parties agree.

It

is probably very seldom that the sales price is the same as
the book value of the stock on the books of the corporation,
and this is where the problem arises.
The corporation does not record the prices of the
stock exchange transactions

in its financial records.

It

is at this point that the corporation's report of owners'
equity is no longer equal to the shareholders'
vestment to acquire ownership in the firm.

cost or i n 

Consequently,

the corporation's accounting records do not represent the
stockholders'
business.

investment in the same way as in a one-owner

Nor does the reported corporate

income repre

sent a proper basis for computing the individual
holder's personal profit or gain.*^

st ock

In computing the

^ W i l l i a m J. Vatter, The Fund Theory of Accounting
and Its Implications for Financial Reports (Chicago:
The
University of Chicago Press, 1947) , p p .
.
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corporate profit, expenses are based upon the recorded book
value for assets of the corporation.

The expenses do not

reflect the investment costs of the shareholders.
result, the corporation’s computation of profits

As a
is not

necessarily the same as the stockholders' p r o f i t s . ^

Nor

is the profit per share of one stockholder necessarily the
same as for another stockholder.
tried to update its owners'

Even if the corporation

equities to reflect what was

paid by each stockholder for his shares, the continual c o r 
responding revaluation of assets would make the computation
of expenses quite difficult.

Entity Theory
The weaknesses of the proprietary theory in account
ing for corporations led to the development of the entity
theory.

The entity theory's distinctive characteristic is

that it accounts for the business firm and its operations
from the viewpoint of the business and not from the v i e w 
point of its owners.

The business is regarded as being

separate and distinct from its stockholders.

In this r e 

spect, the entity theory resembles the concept of the cor
poration as it is established by legal statutes.

Some

accountants cite the legal concept to justify the account
ing entity concept.

However, the inability of the

^ G e o r g e R. Husband, "The Entity Concept in Account
ing," The Accounting Review, XXIX (October, 1954), 558.
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proprietary viewpoint to account for stock transfers would
seem to be a better justification of the entity theory.

In

fact, the entity concept can be applied to any business e n 
terprise whether or not it is a corporation.
From the entity viewpoint,

the business enterprise

is entrusted with a group of resources.

The resources are

entrusted to the firm by various groups of persons, and
these persons are said to have an equity in the firm.
Since all resources have been contributed by s o me on e, the
equities in the firm are equal to the total assets.

The

equities of the firm include both the creditors and the
stockholders.

Both of these groups are considered to be

similar in nature.

12

As far as the entity

is concerned,

both are suppliers of the f i r m ’s capital, and in a sense,
even the owners'

equity can be considered to be a li a 

bility .
From the entity point of view,

the center of a t t e n 

tion is on the pool of resources and the equities
pool.

in that

Only those transactions which affect the resources

and its corresponding equities are even recorded.

Thus,

if

a stockholder buys shares of stock directly from a c o rp or a
tion,

the resources of the corporation are increased and so

is the recorded owners'

12

equity.

However,

if the stockholder

William Andrew Paton, Accounting Theory
The Ronald Press Company, 1922), pp. 66-67.

(New York:
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purchases his stock from another stockholder, the corpora
tion's resources are not affected; nor is the recorded
owners' equity changed in any way.

Thus, under the entity

concept, owners' equity represents the amount of resources
which the business has received directly from its owners
plus any retained earnings.

Owners' equity is not the

amount which the present stockholders may have paid to acquire an ownership in the firm.

13

To reiterate, the entity

theory reports from the viewpoint of the entity, not of the
proprietors.
Fund Theory
William J. Vatter contended that both the proprie
tary and entity theories are unsatisfactory, and he originated the fund theory as a viewpoint for accounting.

14

Vatter felt that the proprietary and entity theories
are unsatisfactory because they are based upon the p e r 
sonalization of the firm.

In one case, the business enter

prise is viewed as having the personality of the proprietor.
In the other, the entity is institutionalized and is given
a personality of its own, separate and distinct from its
owners, creditors, and managers.

^Vatter,
14

Vatter warns that

"Corporate Stock Equities," p. 253.

The following discussion on the fund theory comes
from:
Vatter, The Fund Theory of Acco un ti ng , pp. 4-19,
58-59; Vatter, "Corporate Stock Equities," pp. 255-56.
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the weakness in these personalized bases for accounting
is that the content of accounting reports will tend to
be affected by personal analogies; and issues will be
decided not by considering the nature of the problems
but upon some extension of personality. . . . Depen
dence upon personality and personal implications in
accounting theory, even as a convention, does not con
tribute to that objectivity toward which all quantita
tive analysis is aimed.15
Vatter also points out that accounting reports arc used by
many groups:

management, creditors,

tory agencies.

investors, and regula

The uses of accounting information by these

groups are diverse, and no single personality of the b u s i 
ness enterprise can effectively serve all the different
points of view.

Vatter concludes that a more objective or

fundamental approach to accounting theory is needed in
place of the proprietary and entity viewpoints.

Vatter

offers the fund theory.
Vatter's fund theory, which is an extension of the
entity theory, de-emphasi2es the personalization of the
entity.

Under the fund theory, a fund is any group of

assets which have been set aside for a specific function or
to describe a set of activities.

The fund could be, for

example, a business, a governmental agency, working capital,
or a branch of a business.
Each fund also includes equities.

However,

in the

fund theory, equities are not considered to represent owner
ship or claims against the assets.

^Vatter,

Instead, "equities are

The Fund Theory of Accounting, p. 7.
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viewed as restrictions that apply to assets in the fund,
which therefore condition the operations of the fund as
dictated by the m a n a g e m e n t . " ^

For example,

liabilities

represent a restriction which requires that assets be
available so that debts can be paid when due.

Capital

stock is a restriction on the fund which requires that
original capital be maintained.
earnings represent restrictions
assets.

Appropriations of retained
imposed upon the use of

And although unappropriated retained earnings does

not impose any specific restrictions on the fund, u n a p p r o 
priated retained earnings

is

restricted in the sense that

all the fund's assets are devoted to the operation of the
fund.
Under fund theory,

financial reports would not be

highly structured as they are now.

The balance sheet could

be arranged and valued in various ways depending upon the
uses to be made of the statement.

For instance,

a balance

sheet for credit purposes would value assets in such a way
and arrange the data in a form that would emphasize the
ready availability of assets for liquidation of indebted
ness.

Investors would be interested in at least two kinds

of balance sheets.

One would be a "charge and discharge"

statement of stewardship.

A second kind of balance sheet

is one which presents information relevant to the firm's

i6I b i d . , p.

19.
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future.

According to Vatter, the important thing is that

the financial statements be designed with some purpose in
mind and that a valuation basis be used which would best
accomplish the purpose of the report.
According to Vatter, the value of the fund theory is
that the notion of a fund is not encumbered with personalistic thinking.

The fund concept would provide a fresh,

objective outlook in thinking about financial accounting.
Residual Equity Theory
Another equity concept is the residual theory d e 
veloped by Staubus.*^

In this theory, all equityholders

are divided into two groups:
and residual equityholders.

the specific equityholders
The specific equityholders are

the creditors and the preferred stockholders;

their interest

in the enterprise is a definite amount in accordance with a
contractual agreement.

The residual equityholders are

those who are entitled to any residue of the enterprise's
operations.

In normal business situations, the common

stockholders are the residual equityholders.
Specific equityholders are vitally interested in
knowing how well the firm will be able to pay its claims as

^ 'The following discussion on the residual equity
theory comes from:
George J. Staubus, "The Residual Equity
Point of View in Accounting,” The Accounting Review, XXXIV
(January, 1959), 6-13; George
Staubus, A Theory of A c 
counting to Investors (Berkeley, Calif.:
University of
California Press, 1961), pp. 28-51, 110.
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they come due.

Residual equityholders are vitally inter

ested in knowing how much the enterprise will be able to
pay as dividends

in the future.

Therefore, each creditor

and investor hopes that the present cash balance plus future
cash receipts less future cash disbursements will leave a
future cash balance that is large enough to pay his claim
on the due date or pay a dividend at the time as expected.
All equityholders desire information related to the future
course of the firm's cash position,

and Staubus suggests

that the balance sheet should provide data along this line.
He advocates that assets should symbolize cash receipts
which are quite certain to be collected in the future.
Equities should be thought of as future cash disbursements.
Staubus considers the residual equity to be very im
portant because all equityholders are
amount or size.

interested in its

To the specific equityholders,

equity serves as a buffer.

residual

Because future cash flows c a n 

not be accurately predicted, a margin of safety is desired
by the creditors.

Any increases in the residual equity,

whether contributed by the common stockholders or as a r e 
sult of profitable operations, enhance the position of the
specific equityholders whereas decreases are unfavorable.
The amount of the residual equity is also of importance to
the residual equityholders since it is a measure of their
claims.

Because all equityholders have a strong interest

in the residual equity, Staubus recommends using the
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residual equity as a focal point in financial accounting
rather than adhering to the proprietary or entity equity
t heories.
Under the residual theory, measurement of the r e 
sidual equity is dependent upon the correct measurement of
assets and specific equities.

Since the future cash r e 

ceipts and disbursements are of primary concern to all
equityholders,

assets and equities should be measured in

terms of their expected cash flows.

However,

it is d i f f i 

cult to predict the future cash flows of assets very p r e 
cisely,

so alternative measurement techniques often must

be used.

As a result, valuation bases such as net r e a 

lizable value,

replacement costs, discounted cash amounts,

and adjusted historical costs are used in valuing assets
and equities under the residual equity concept.

Evaluation of the Several Equity Concepts
The salient points of several equity theories have
been presented.

These theories must be evaluated to a s c e r 

tain which of them might offer the best explanation of the
nature of the balance sheet as it is prepared today.
One of the major functions of the residual equity
theory is to measure the margin of safety of the specific
equityholders on the date of the balance sheet.
to measure the margin of safety,
at up-to-date values.

In order

the assets must be valued

But present-day accounting assigns
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values according to the costs of the assets.

Past costs

tend to become out-of-date, and consequently, do not r e 
flect the present margin of safety of the specific equity
holders.

Since the cost basis is not compatible for measur

ing the residual equity nor for indicating future cash
receipts, the residual equity theory does not offer a rele
vant explanation concerning the nature of the conventional
balance sheet which is prepared on the cost basis.
The fund theory also fails to provide an explanation
about the conventional balance sheet.

As was noted earlier

in the discussion on fund theory, new financial reports
would be devised to meet the specific needs of the reader
of the report.

As Goldberg has written, the fund theory

tends to advocate new ways of reporting financial informa
tion rather than to furnish an explanation of present f i 
nancial reports and records.

Goldberg also contends that

the fund concept does not provide a sufficient foundation
on which to base accounting theory.

18

A notable feature of the proprietary theory is that
it stresses the role of the owner.

It is for the owner's

benefit that the firm is operated, and it is the owner who
usually has the most concern of any group for the enter
prise and its success.

18

The proprietary point of view can

Louis Goldberg, An Inquiry into the Nature of A c counting (Iowa Gity, Iowa:
American Accounting Association,
153T), pp. 149-51.
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be easily implemented in sole proprietorships and in those
multi-owner businesses which have infrequent changes of
ownership.

But as was demonstrated earlier, the proprietary

theory is impractical to use in accounting for businesses
in which transfers of ownership take place frequently.
The entity concept offers an equity theory which is
applicable to corporations as well as to simpler forms of
business organizations.

Although many accounting writers

stress the legal separation of the corporation from its
stockholders as a justification of the entity theory, its
superiority lies in that it is a satisfactory method for
handling frequent changes in ownership.

The entity concept

can also be used in accounting for proprietorships and
partnerships as well as for corporations.
However, there are criticisms of the entity theory.
Critics of the theory think that too much emphasis

is

placed on the entity and that too little consideration is
given to the investors in the entity.

As one writer has

pointed out, the corporation is not operated for its own
benefit, but instead, is operated for the benefit of its
investors.

The corporation is only a legal device which

makes it easier for a large number of individuals to pool
their resources into profitable undertakings.

Regardless

of the legal characteristics, the corporation is basically
an organization of individuals.

For these reasons, George

Husband thinks that financial reporting should stress an

29

agency or entrepreneurial point of view rather than the entity viewpoint.

19

And in the opinion of Goldberg,

the

problems caused by transferability of ownership are the
only justification for the entity concept in accounting;
other than this, the proprietary point of view would be
20

pr op er .

The Equity Theories

in Current Use

In the accounting practice of today, the entity
theory is supposedly the dominant one.

21

For instance, the

manner in which corporations account for transfers of owner
ship is in accordance with the entity theory.

Many balance

sheets also express the entity viewpoint by presenting the
statement in the format of assets equal liabilities and
owners' equity.

22

In 1967, the assets-equal-liabilities-

and-owners’-equity style was used by 556 of the 600 compa23
nies surveyed in Accounting Trends and Techniques.
Another feature which characterizes the entity
theory is found in some balance sheets which entitle the

19

Husband, "The Entity Concept
p p . 553-54 , 563.
^Goldberg,

22
23

o p . c i t . , p. 145.

in Accounting,"

^^ Ibid. , p. 109.

Hendriksen, Accounting T h e o r y , p. 396.

American Institute of Certified Public Accountants,
Accounting Trends and Techniques:
1968 (22nd edition; New
YorTTi
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants,
1968) , p. 33.
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right-hand side as "liabilities and stockholders'
The right side lists the current liabilities,

equity."

long-term

debt, deferred credits, minority interests in subsidiaries,
and stockholders'

equity.

However,

there is not any e x 

plicit division of these items into liabilities or owners'
equity.

Nor is any figure designated as total

Consequently,

liabilities.

the impression is that all the items on the

right side are very similar in nature.

Maybe all the items

are equities as is suggested in the entity theory.

Some

very clear illustrations of this are found in the 1968
balance sheets of Armstrong Cork Company, Ashland Oil 8
Refining Company,

and Bethlehem Steel Corporation.

24

Some companies go even further and use only the term
"liabilities" as the title of the entire right side of the
balance sheet.

This title is clearly in accordance with

the notion of the entity concept.
of Boise Cascade Corporation;

The 1968 annual reports

Borden,

Penney Company are examples of this.

Inc.; and J. C.

25

There are some prevalent accounting practices which
are not consistent with the entity theory, but instead, are
in accordance with the proprietary point of view.

Under

24

Armstrong Cork Company, Annual R e p o r t , 1968, p. 17;
Ashland Oil § Refining Company, Annual "Report7 1968, p. 23;
Bethlehem Steel Corporation, AnnuaTTiteport~ 1*968, p. 11.
25

Boise Cascade Corporation, Annual R e p o r t , 1968,
p. 33; Borden, Inc., Annual R e p o r t , 1968, p. 19;
J. C.
Penney Company, I n c .,"A n n u a l R e p o r t , 1968 , p. 18,
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entity theory,

interest charges and income taxes are a d i s 

tribution of income rather than a deduction in computing
income.

26

In practice, however, both interest and income

taxes are treated as expenses, and income is the residue of
revenues from the p r op ri et or ’s point of view.
A closely related issue is to whom the retained
earnings belong.

Under the proprietary theory,

the business is also income to the proprietors,

income of
and hence,

the retained earnings are part of the o w n e r s ’ equity.
the status of retained earnings in the entity concept
not so clear.

Under the entity concept,

But
is

income of the b u s i 

ness is not considered to be income to the owners until
there is a severance of assets by the entity to the owners.
Thus, George Husband says

it would be inconsistent under

the entity theory to think of retained earnings as a part
of the o w n e r s ’ equity;

instead, he maintains

that the re-

tained earnings are an equity of the entity in itself.

27

But Paton and Littleton contend that under the entity c o n 
cept, retained earnings is a part of owners'

equity.

Their

reasoning is that even though the owners do not yet have an
income,

the owners do have a claim against the undistributed

earnings of the entity.

It is this claim, not the income,

which is the justification for retained earnings being

26

27

Paton, Accounting T h e o r y , pp. 264-71.

Husband,
pp. 554-58.

"The Entity Concept

in Accounting,"
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considered as part of the owners'

equity.

28

Regardless of

the theoretical issues, retained earnings is generally c o n 
sidered to be a component of o w n e r s ’ equity in current f i 
nancial reporting.
None of the equity theories has gained anywhere near
a unanimous acceptance.

Each of the theories emphasizes a

different aspect of the enterprise, but each of the theories
is also incomplete in that none of them can fully account
for all the important characteristics or situations of the
business enterprise.

Some accounting authorities recognize

the shortcomings of each concept and insist that the most
important thing is to use in a consistent manner the equity
theory which is chosen.

29

On the other hand, maybe the

"true" equity theory has not yet been conceived, and until
that time,

shifts of equity viewpoints within financial

statements might be excusable to overcome some

of the

ob

vious deficiencies of any one equity concept.

The Valuation and Nature of Assets
Valuation of Assets
Cost b a s i s .--One of the most fundamental concepts of
present-day accounting is that the valuation of assets be
based upon their cost.

28

The merit of the cost basis is its

W. A. Paton and A. C. Littleton, An Introduction
to Corporate Accounting Standards (Columbus, 0.: American
Accounting Association^ 1940), p. 8.
29
Hendriksen, Accounting T h e o r y , p. 403.
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objectivity.

The price in a transaction is usually quite

evident and is easily verified.

By using historical costs,

the accountant's own personal bias and subjective judgment
are kept to a minimum in the accounting records.
The cost basis represents the value of the asset or
service at the time of the exchange transaction.

The price

paid is established by a r m ’s length negotiations of two
separate parties who are each attempting to maximize their
own financial position.

But as time passes,

the value of

the asset might change, and as a result, the original e x 
change price no longer represents the current exchange
value.

On the accounting records, however,

the asset c o n 

tinues to be shown at cost.
Current v a l u a t i o n s -The disparity between the o r i g i 
nal cost and the current value of assets has been quite
disturbing to many persons.

Many accounting theorists b e 

lieve that the balance sheet would be more useful
assets were reported at up-to-date values.

if the

A frequently

mentioned reason for using current values is that an asset
represents a future economic benefit.

Therefore,

some p e r 

sons contend that the dollar amount to be identified with
the assets should be the expected benefits flowing from the
assets.

For example, marketable securities would be valued

at the amount they could be sold for, and inventories would

34

be valued at their net realizable value.

30

In lieu of e x 

pected future receipts, a substitute basis such as current
market value is sometimes suggested.

As the American A c 

counting Association's Committee on Concepts and Standards-Long-Lived Assets maintains:
a practical approximate measurement of service potential
may be attained by reference to the current cost of s e 
curing the same or equivalent services .31
There are some weaknesses

in reporting assets at

their current market or replacement values, especially when
the value

identified with the asset

mate its future service potential.

is considered to approxi
Some writers contend

that assets should be valued in relationship to the specific
enterprise.

The value of an asset should be the amount the

enterprise will realize from the asset in its planned use
by the firm, not the amount for which others are buying the
same asset.

32

To illustrate,

identical piece of machinery.

two business

firms may own an

If one firm uses its machine

more effectively than the other firm,

the economic benefits

of the machine are different to each firm.

The current

30

Sprouse and Moonitz, A Tentative Set of Broad A c 
counting Principles for Business E n t e r p r i s e s , pp. 24-30 , 57.
^ C o m m i t t e e on Concepts and Standards--Long-Lived
Assets, "Accounting for Land, Buildings, and Equipment,"
The Accounting R e v i e w , XXXIX (July, 1964), 194.
32

Sybil C. Mobley, "Revenue Experience as a Guide to
Asset Valuation," The Accounting Review, XLII (January,
1967), 115.
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market values, which would be identical for both firms,
would not reflect the differences in future economic bene
fits.

As many writers acknowledge, there are intangible

factors which have some impact upon the real value of the
assets.

It would seem that the current market value is

only a partial explanation of the assets' value to the firm.
Some may think that a balance sheet prepared on the
basis of current values for the assets reflects the value
of the business enterprise as a whole.

However, the value

of a firm depends upon its future earnings.

In general,

using the aggregate current values of a firm's assets to
represent the value of the business as a whole is subject
to the same weaknesses as using the current market value of
an individual asset to represent its future economic b e n e 
fits.

The firm has intangible factors which will affect

its profits.
Nature of the Assets
Because this study of owners' equity is being made
within the framework of generally accepted accounting
principles,

the nature of assets must be defined in a way

so as to be consistent with the cost basis.
Assets are defined as a pool of resources which the
business has at its disposal.

Although assets are recorded

as dollar amounts, assets are more than dollars.
are very real things such as machinery,

Assets

inventory, and cash,

36

which are useful

in carrying out the firm's operations.

Assets are the resources which management has available for
33
use.
The dollar amount shown for an asset is the cost of
that resource.

The cost merely indicates how much of the

firm's capital has been invested into a particular asset or
group of assets.

To read any additional meaning into the

figures is erroneous.

As was discussed earlier, cost is

not likely to be equal to either the replacement cost or
the current sales value of the assets.
sent the amount of future benefits

Nor does cost r e p r e 

to be derived from the

use of the assets.
In summary,

assets only show the firm's resources

and the amount of capital originally invested in each r e 
source.

In no way can the list of assets and their costs

indicate how well management will use the resources.

The

list of assets only provides a starting point for persons
who are analyzing the business.

With the help of this list

and other information about the firm,

the investor must

make his own valuation of the firm and its future o p e r a 
tions .

^ T o m K. Cowan, "A Resources Theory of Accounting,"
The Accounting R e v i e w , XL (January, 196S) , 14-15.
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Equities as Sources of Capital

As was mentioned earlier, the entity concept is
probably the best accepted of the equity theories.

Most

balance sheets are also presented in the form which typi
fies the entity point of view.

Therefore,

in discussing

the nature of the balance sheet as it is presented today,
its entire right-hand side will be thought of as represent
ing the equities of the firm.
An equity is usually defined as a claim or right.
However, this definition does not tell very much about the
nature of a claim or right.

Additional consideration must

be given to the meaning of equities.
Definition of Capital
Before continuing,

the term capital should be d e 

fined as it is used in the remainder of this chapter.
Capital refers to the total assets of a business.

Little

ton defines capital as "the sum total of property active in
the business from whatever source d e r i v e d . L i k e w i s e ,
Paton defines capital as "a mass of commodities and
services but in a sense independent of the variations in
the character and identity of the concrete units making up

34

A. C. Littleton, Accounting Evolution to 1900
(New York:
American Institute Publishing Co., I nc . , 1933),
pp. 191-92.
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the ma ss ." 33

It is in this collective sense that capital

is used in discussing the equities.

Liabilities and Owners'
as Sources of Capital

Equity

Because a business
entity,

is considered to be an artificial

the business firm by its nature does not have any

resources or capital of its own.
firm possesses

is lent to it, and in return,

have an equity in the enterprise.
holds an equity in an enterprise
capital.

Any capital which the

For example,

the lenders

Conversely,

anyone who

is lending or supplying

stockholders have an equity because

they provide capital either by investing directly into the
firm or by allowing the profits to remain in the business
rather than withdrawing assets.

Trade creditors have an

equity because they have supplied assets which have not yet
been paid for by the firm.

The government may also have an

equity in the firm because by allowing firms to postpone or
defer their payments for income taxes,

the government

is

providing firms with capital which the firms would not have
7/
otherwise.
Employees who are awaiting compensation for

35

Paton, Accounting T h e o r y , pp. 91-92.

3^David F. Hawkins, "Deferred Taxes:
Source of NonOperating Funds," Financial E x e c u t i v e , XXXVIII (February,
1969), 39-41; Thomas F. K e l l e r , ^The Annual Income Tax A c 
crual," Finaneial Accounting T h e o r y , eds. Stephen A. Zeff
and Thomas F . Keller (New York:
RcGraw-Hill Book Company,
1964), p p . 325 -26.
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past services also have an equity in the firm; these e m 
ployees are providing capital which the firm would not have
if the wages had been paid immediately when earned.

37

As

the examples illustrate, equities represent the sources of
a business enterprise's capital,
Paton and Littleton discuss whether equities should
be based upon the source or the recipient of capital
amounts contributed or the amounts to be paid).

(the

They illus

trate the point with a bond which has been issued at a p r e 
mium.

The bondholder’s equity on the books of the issuer

is the amount of the total proceeds, not the maturity amount.
Paton and Littleton conclude that:
the funds invested in a corporation should be credited
to the liability and stock accounts in accordance with
the actual amount contributed by each group of inves
tors; that is to say, the distribution amount which
might be required in the event of reorganization, li
quidation, or other special settlement is not the e f 
fective figure from the point of view of the going
concern.
The equity accounts are of course subject to
modification through the process of assigning income or
loss, and in the event of continued loss of senior s e 
curities may be maintained at the expense of the r e 
sidual equities.
Whatever the changes required by s ub 
sequent conditions, only the amount invested can
furnish a clear-cut starting point.38
Paton and Dixon also express a similar viewpoint
when they define assets and equities:
The assets are the economic resources of the enterprise
and the equities represent the sources of the funds--

37
38

Paton, o p . c i t . , pp. 40, 260-62.

Paton and Littleton, An Introduction to Corporate
Accounting Standards, pp. 42-43”!

40

and the legal rights--reflected in the total assets.
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Harold Bierman writes;
The term equities refers to the rights of the various
contributors of assets to the firm.
The amount of the
equity of each group is equal to the dollar amount of
assets they contribute to the f i r m . 40
On the balance sheet, Bierman prefers the phrase "sources
of assets" in place of the term "equities" to describe the
right-hand side.

41

He also points out that the asset

sources do describe the firm's obligations to each class of
the capital suppliers.

42

Criticism of Equities as
Sources of Capital
The notion that the right-hand side of the balance
sheet represents

sources of assets has drawn criticism.

Robert Sprouse contends that dividends payable,

interest

payable, and taxes payable do not represent sources of
assets except in the perverted sense that they represent
amounts that have not required the use of any assets; he
writes that these payables represent obligations rather
than sources of assets.

Sprouse also contends that

39

William A. Paton and Robert L. Dixon, Essentials
of Accounting (New York:
The Macmillan Company"] 19S8) ,
p p . 35-36.
40

Harold Bierman, Jr., Financial Accounting Theory
(New York:
The Macmillan C o m p a n y , 1965) , p . H T
41Ibid.

4 2 Ib id . , p. 76.
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statement readers are more interested in the amounts and
due dates of future obligations than in the sources of
assets.

In summary, Sprouse definitely feels that li abili

ties on the balance sheet should be thought of as future
obligations rather than asset sources.

In addition, he

notes that the most meaningful report about the sources of
assets

is found in the funds statement rather than in the

equities section of the balance sheet.
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The equities side of the balance sheet has been
gradually changing.

Equities used to be thought of as c o n 

sisting only of owners'
tors.

However,

equity and amounts owed to c r e d i 

items have been appearing

in the right-hand

side of the balance sheet which do not fit into either of
these two categories.

Examples are deferred investment

credits, deferred income on sale and leaseback transactions,
and reserves for estimated costs of discontinuing fac il i
ties.

Some accountants deplore this trend and believe that

the strict concept of liabilities should be followed.
the other hand,

44

On

there are accountants who say that a more

43

Robert T. Sprouse, "The Measurement of Financial
Position and Income:
Purpose and Procedure," Research in
Accounting M e a s u r e m e n t , e d s . Robert K. Jaedicke, Yuji Ijiri,
and Oswala Nielsen (Madison, Wis.:
American Accounting
Association, 1966), pp. 104-106.
44

Maurice Moonitz, "The Changing Concept of Li a b i l i 
ties," The Journal of A c c o u n t a n c y , CIX (May, 1960), 42-46;
Arnold
J o h n s o n , rTTHe Interpretat ion of Financial S t a t e 
ments ," Financial Analysts J o u r n a l , XXIV (NovemberDee ember 7 1968), 80 -8 2 .
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flexible approach needs to be taken with concern to lia
bilities and that the notion of equities being sources of
capital should be accepted.
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Conelusion
For this study, equities will be used to mean
sources of capital.

This definition is concordant with the

two-sided view of the entity theory which describes the
balance sheet as a pool of assets and their equities.

The

sources-of-capital concept is also broad enough to account
for the deferred credits which are now used to produce a
better measurement of periodic income.
The Nature of O wn e r s ’ Equity
The nature of the balance sheet, assets, and equities
has

been discussed.

From the past discussion, the nature

of owners' equity can be extracted.
The owners' equity represents the dollar amount of
assets that have been supplied to the firm by owners.

From

the entity's point of view, the owners are a source of c ap i
tal just as are the trade creditors, employees, and bon d
holders.

Of course, the owners do differ in many other

respects from the creditors.

However, the balance sheet

is a report on the sources of a firm's capital, and for

45

Hawkins, o p . c i t . , p. 38.
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this reason, creditors and owners are treated as a homoge
nous group on the balance sheet.
As has been stressed previously, the amount of the
owners' equity is reported from the entity's point of view,
not from the viewpoint of the stockholders or owners.

The

owners' equity represents only the amount of capital that
was originally received by the entity upon the initial
issuance of the shares of stock plus any retained earnings
which have not yet been distributed.

In those firms which

have had numerous transfers of ownership, only a part of
the owners'

equity shown on the balance sheet was actually

supplied by the current or present stockholders.

Instead,

most of the owners' equity was probably supplied to the
firm by previous stockholders through their original p u r 
chase of stock directly from the firm plus their share of
undistributed earnings.

The contribution of the present

stockholders to owners' equity is only their share of u n 
distributed earnings which have arisen since the present
stockholders became owners of the firm.
rious error to construe the owners'

It can be a s e 

equity as representing

the amounts which the present stockholders have paid in
order to acquire their ownership.
The aggregate market value of a firm's outstanding
stock

is

seldom the same as the owners'

on the balance sheet.

equity shown

The owners' equity represents the

dollar amount of assets contributed to the firm by owners
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whereas the market value of the stock is dependent upon the
future expected profits of the firm.

Since two different

valuation bases are used in determining owners’ equity and
the market value of the stock, the two will seldom be the
same amount.

Summary

In this chapter, an interpretation of the conven
tional balance sheet has been presented.

In summary, the

balance sheet is a report on the enterprise's capital.

The

balance sheet indicates how much capital has been committed
to the firm by various groups of persons and in what assets
the capital is now held.
In searching for an explanation of the balance sheet,
several of the equity theories were examined.

Despite the

shortcomings of all the equity concepts, the entity theory
seems to offer the most insight as to the nature of the
balance sheet.

Under the entity theory, the balance sheet

is a report about the firm rather than about its owners;

it

resembles a manager giving an account of the assets the
firm holds and the equities in the firm.

The superiority

of the entity concept is that it provides a viewpoint which
is compatible in accounting for frequent transfers of
ownership.
The assets are facilities which the firm has at its
disposal.

The dollar amounts accompanying the assets
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represent cost or the amount of the firm's capital which is
invested in that asset.

One should be careful about i n 

ferring any additional meaning

into the figures shown on

the balance sheet.
The equities are the sources of capital,

the two

major sources being the creditors and the owners.
owners'

The

equity consists of capital which the firm has r e 

ceived directly from its past and present owners plus the
retained e a r n i n g s .
The balance sheet provides only a very limited type
of information about the firm.

Admittedly,

the information

provided may not be very illuminating and may not tell the
reader what he would really like to know.

The balance

sheet does not report the current values of the assets nor
the future value of the firm or its stock.

Neither does

the balance sheet tell about the intangible factors which
may affect the firm nor indicate how well management will
operate the firm in the future.

The balance sheet only

tells what facilities and resources the firm has, the cost
of those resources,

and where the firm acquired the capital

that is invested in the resources.

CHAPTER III

CLASSIFICATION BASES OF OWNERS' EQUITY

There are numerous bases or objectives which may be
used in classifying owners' equity.

However, all of them

may not be feasible or capable of implementation.
for a classification basis to be practicable,

In order

its components

must be identifiable and capable of being measured.
The purpose of this chapter is to study the feasi
bility of the various classification methods.

Each major

classification basis is described, and the problems and
implications in the measurement of the components are e x 
plored.
The methods of classification to be discussed in
this chapter are based upon:
1) the provisions of state corporate statutes,
2) the sources of owners' equity,
3) the equities of the various owners,
4) the restrictions on withdrawals, and
5) the utilization of the owners' equity.
In addition, two other related subjects to be discussed are
the use of a two-stage method of classification and the
effect of the income concept on classification.
Obviously,

the above list of classification methods
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is not exhaustive.

There are other possibilities of c la s

sification, for a classification basis can be conceived for
every kind of trait or characteristic of owners'
For example,

equity.

some would be the year in which the equity was

acquired, the destination of owners' equity, and the amount
permanently committed.

However, the classification methods

discussed in this chapter are probably the most significant
ones.

Statutory Classification
Purpose of the Statutory Classification
All states have laws which impose restrictions on
the owners' capital of corporations.

Under these statutes,

owners’ equity is segmentized into several parts, and d i f 
ferent restrictions are put on each part.

The division of

owners' equity into segments as specified by corporate
statutes is a basis which could be used for classifying
owners' equity on the balance sheet.
The purpose of the legal restrictions on owners'
equity is to protect the creditors of the corporation.

Be

cause of the limited liability feature, creditors need some
assurance that the stockholders will not indiscriminately
withdraw most of the assets from the corporation and thus
jeopardize the firm's ability to pay its debts.*

^Harry Buttimer, "The Evolution of Stated Capital,"
The Accounting Review, XXXVII (October, 1962), 746-47.
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The philosophy originally adopted for corporate r e g u 
lation was that the capital
regarded as a permanent

invested by stockholders was

investment;

the creditors could a l 

ways rely upon this margin of safety being present
it could be decreased by operating lo s s e s ) .

(although

The amount by

which assets exceeded the total of liabilities and invested
capital was surplus, which was derived from profits.

Asset

distributions to stockholders could not exceed the amount
of surplus.

Thus,

the earliest division of owners'

equity

was into surplus and invested capital, or in terms of their
restrictions,

capital which could and could not be d i s 

tributed to stockholders.

H o w e v e r , abuses

in the issuance

of stock and the introduction of no-par stock brought about
changes in defining components of o w n e r s ’ equity.
tion among states to attract industry also resulted
changes that diluted the traditional
owners'

equity.

Competi
in

legal components of

2

Legal Divisions of Owners' Equity
In the Model Business Corporation Act and in recently
revised state statutes,
owners'

equity:

earned surplus.^

there are three components of

stated capital, capital surplus, and
Briefly,

stated capital is the amount

2

Ray Garrett, "Capital and Surplus under the New
Corporation Statutes," Law and Contemporary Problems, XXIII
(Spring, 19S8), 239-40.
^Model Business Corporation A c t , Sec.

2.
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which is legally committed on a permanent basis.

Any e x 

cess of owners' equity over stated capital is surplus, the
surplus being divided into earned surplus and capital sur
plus.

Generally, earned surplus is the same as the account

ing concept of retained earnings.

Capital surplus is any

surplus other than earned surplus.
However,

some states still classify owners'

equity

into stated capital and surplus with no differentiation of
4

the surplus into two parts.

Stated Capital
Basic elements.--Stated capital is a quantum repre
senting that part of owners'

equity which has been declared

as permanent capital by the corporation's board of direc
tors.

Except in special circumstances, the firm cannot

give any dividends which would lower the stockholders'
terest in the firm below the amount of stated capital.

in
The

purpose of stated capital is to provide a buffer or margin
of safety to creditors by putting a maximum limit upon how
much of the firm's assets can be distributed to the stock
holders .
As a minimum, stated capital must generally be equal
to the par value of the issued stock.

However, if the

stock is without a par value, some amount of the

4

Delaware C o d e , Title 8, Sec.
vised Statutes, Sec. 14:8-19.

154; New Jersey R e 
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consideration received for the stock must be designated as
stated capital.

In addition, some of the firm's surplus

can also be designated as stated capital.^

There are n u 

merous variations of stated capital among the states, and
a few of the variations are noted.
The Ohio statutes specify that in the absence of any
action by a corporation's board of directors, stated cap i
tal is the entire amount of consideration received when the
consideration exceeds the par value.

However,

if the board

of directors wishes to do so, it may specify that the c o n 
sideration in excess of par be designated as capital sur
plus.^

In Virginia, stated capital is equal only to the

amount of consideration received when stock is issued for
7

less than par value.
When no-par value stock is issued, the entire c o n
sideration received is designated as stated capital unless
the board of directors allocates some of the consideration
to capital surplus.

Some states limit the allocation to a

maximum of twenty-five per cent of the consideration while
other states do not impose any such restriction upon the
amount that can be allocated to capital surplus.

**Model Business Corporation A c t , Sec.

(Supp.

^Ohio Revised Code A n no ta te d, Sec.
1956) .

However,

19.

1701.30

(B) (1)

7

Virginia Code Annot at ed , Sec.

13.1-18

(Supp.

1956).
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if the no-par stock has a liquidation preference, the
stated capital must be equal at least to the liquidation
value of the stock; only the excess of consideration r e 
ceived over the liquidation amount may be assigned to c a p i 
tal surplus.

In some states, the liquidation value refers

to voluntary liquidation whereas in other states it refers
g
to involuntary liquidation.

Increases of stated c a p i t a l -Stated capital can be
increased by methods other than the sale of new shares of
stock.

For example, the par value per share can be i n 

creased and therefore automatically requires a transfer of
surplus into stated capital.

Stated capital can also be

increased by a decision of the directors to transfer either
capital surplus or earned surplus to stated capital.

And

whenever a corporation issues a stock dividend, statutes
usually require a transfer of surplus to stated capital in
an amount at least equal to the aggregate par value of the
q
newly-issued stock,
(The transfer usually can be from
either capital surplus or earned surplus.)

Decreases of stated c ap ital.--Stated capital can be
decreased in several ways.

For instance, the New York

O

Robert T. Sprouse, "Accounting Principles and C o r 
poration Statutes," The Accounting Review, XXXV (April,
1960), 249-51.
^Garrett, o p . c i t . , pp. 248-49 .
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corporation law allows the board of directors to reduce
stated capital by eliminating amounts which had previously
been transferred to stated capital from surplus, by ar bi 
trarily reducing the amount of stated capital of stock
without a par value, and by canceling shares of the corpora
tion's own s t o c k . A p p r o v a l

by the stockholders to reduce

the par value per share also decreases the stated capital
of the firm.

Several states also allow the stated capital

to be reduced for a partial liquidation;

this facilitates

the distribution of a large part of a firm's assets when
they are no longer needed.*1
The acquisition of treasury shares does not reduce
stated capital.

However,

if the treasury stock is subse-

quently canceled, stated capital is then reduced.

12

Convertible stock and stated capital.--Stated capi
tal is sometimes affected by conversions of preferred stock
into common stock.

One such instance is when the par or

stated value of convertible preferred stock is less than
that of the common stock for which it is exchanged.

In

this case, an adequate amount of surplus must be transferred

*®Miguel A. de Capriles and Edward J. McAniff, "The
Financial Provisions of the New (1961) New York Business
Corporation Law," New York University Law R ev i e w , XXXVI
(November, 1961), 1264.
11Garrett, o p . c i t . , pp. 253-54 .
12Ibid., p. 253.
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to stated capital.

Sometimes, though, the par or stated

value of the convertible stock is more than the par value
of the new shares being issued.

In this situation, some

state corporation laws do not allow any reduction to be
made in the stated c a p i t a l . ^

Earned and Capital Surplus
Definitions.--Under the Model Business Corporation
Act, earned surplus is defined as the summation of all past
profits, gains, and losses less distributions of property
to the stockholders and any amounts which have been trans
ferred to either stated capital or capital surplus.

Cap i 

tal surplus is simply any part of surplus which is not
earned surplus.

14

In most cases, capital surplus consists

of consideration received for the stock in excess of stated
value and also of capital which has been transferred to it
from stated capital or earned surplus.
Most states have adopted, for the most part, the
definitions of earned and capital surplus as they are p r e 
sented in the Model Act.

However, Louisiana defines c a p i 

tal surplus in detail, and earned surplus is defined as any
surplus which is not capital surplus.

In Louisiana, capi

tal surplus consists of consideration received in excess of

15Ibid., pp. 255-56.
14

Model Business Corporation A c t , Sec.

2.
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stated capital, amounts transferred to capital surplus from
stated capital and earned surplus, and amounts resulting
from the revaluation of assets,

less any transfers to other

components of owners* equity. ***
Unrealized appreciation.--The Model Business Corpora
tion Act is silent as to how unrealized appreciation should
be classified.

According to two members of the committee

which drafted the Model Act, unrealized appreciation should
be classified as part of earned surplus but made available
only for stock dividends.^

However,

some states which

have used the Model Act as a guide in revising their c o r 
poration laws are more explicit in their treatment of u n 
realized appreciation.

Texas and South Carolina expressly

exclude unrealized appreciation from earned surplus.

17

As

was mentioned in the Louisiana statute, appraisal capital
is clearly part of capital surplus.
Gains on the sale of treasury st ock.--The Model Act
is also unclear as to the classification of the proceeds
from the resale of treasury stock which exceeds its cost.

^ Louisiana Business Corporation Law (1968), Sec.

1.

*^Garrett, o p . c i t . , p. 259; George W. Seward,
"Earned Surplus--Its Meaning and Use in the Model Corpora
tion Act," Virginia Law Revi ew , XXXVIII (May, 1952),
pp. 440-43.
17

Texas Business Corporation Act (1955), Art. 1.02
(13); South Carolina Business Corporation A c t , Sec. 1.2 (q) .
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Some legal experts argue that the sale of treasury stock
for more than its cost represents a gain and,
is part of earned surplus.

by definition,

Others accept the a cc o un ta nt s1

interpretation that transactions

in o n e ’s own stock is not

a gain or loss and therefore cannot be classified as part
of earned surplus.

Nevertheless,

legal authorities say

that the clarity of the Model Business Corporation Act will
be lacking on this point until the courts decide the
18
issue.
Some state statutes are more explicit than the Model
Act.

For example, Wisconsin's revised corporate statute

specifically excludes gains on treasury stock from earned
surplus.

19

New York's revised statute also prevents earned

surplus from being

increased by any gains on treasury stock

20
transact i o n s .
Accounting for Treasury Stock
Acquisition of treasury s t o c k .--The legal concept
concerning treasury stock is that stock may be purchased
only "out of" corporate surplus.
this viewpoint

The underlying reason for

is that the firm should always maintain its

18

William P. Hackney, "The Financial Provisions of
the Model Business Corporation Act," Harvard Law Review,
LXX (June, 19573, pp. 1395-96.
Ibid.
20

517

(a)

New York Business Corporation Law, Secs.

(TT.

515 6
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stated capital.

In order to prevent any impairment,

trea

sury stock purchases are limited tc the amount by which
owners' equity exceeds stated capital.
guarantees that owners'

This procedure

equity cannot fall below stated

capital as a result of treasury stock acquisitions.

21

The details of state statutes regarding treasury
stock vary from state to state.

However,

treasury shares

can be purchased in all states at least to the extent of
any unrestricted earned surplus.

Capital surplus can also

be used as a basis for acquiring treasury stock although
some states require stockholder approval.

22

Under certain

conditions, corporations can even purchase their own stock
when there is no surplus of any kind.

Some of the c o n d i 

tions are to buy fractional shares, to satisfy dissenting
stockholders under certain circumstances, and to buy redeemable stock

23
(stock that has a redemption f ea tu r e ) .

Upon purchase of a corporation's own stock, the c o n 
ventional procedure is to reduce a surplus account for the
cost of the acquisition.

This action is specifically

21

Harold S. Freeman, "Accounting for Treasury Shares,"
University of Cincinnati Law Review, XXIX (Spring, 1960),

TfT.

22

California Corporations Code, Sec.
Business Corporation Act (1955), Art. 2.03.
23

1707; Texas

California Corporations C o d e , Sec. 1706; Texas
Business Corporation Act (1955), Art. 2.03; New York B u s i 
ness Corporation Law, Sec. 513,

S7

directed by some state codes

24

while in some other states

this procedure is implied by the phrase that treasury
shares may be purchased "out of" a given surplus.

25

However, the effect on surplus is not as clear in
the statutes of states which have patterned their law on
the Model Business Corporation Act.

Although it may not

have been the intention of the drafters of the Model Act,
the Model Act seems to result in a double effect on surplus.
The Model Act is silent about reducing any surplus for the
cost of treasury stock.

However, owners'

equity has been

decreased, and the reduction of some owners' equity c o m 
ponent is logical; an owners' equity account must be r e 
duced to maintain the equality of assets and their sources
on the balance sheet.

Because stated capital should not be

impaired, a surplus account must be reduced.

So even

though the Model Act is silent on this point, surplus is
affected by the cost of treasury stock.
But to compound the matter, the Model Act states
that surplus is to be restricted for the cost of treasury
stock as long as the stock is held by the company.

Thus,

the double effect is that surplus is reduced by the amount
of the purchase,

and on top of the reduction,

24

surplus is

California Corporations C o d e , Sec. 1709 as amended
by 1951, (Thap, 1377 , S e c . Tj Michigan^ General Corporation
A c t , Sec. 10 as amended 1953, Act No. 156.
25

Hackney, o p . c i t . , p. 1392.
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also restricted by the cost of the repurchased stock.

26

The double effect is probably not intentional, but instead,
is an example in which corporate codes are not precise.
Disposition of treasury s tock.--Upon the resale of
treasury stock, procedures vary from jurisdiction to juris
diction.

In some states, the surplus account that was r e 

duced by the stock purchase is restored to the extent of
the consideration received upon the resale of the stock;
any excess of the sales price over cost cannot be earned
surplus.

27

In California, the entire sales price is

credited to capital surplus even though the earned surplus
28
account is reduced for the pur ch as e.

And in the Model

Act, the entire restriction apparently is lifted even when
treasury stock is sold for less than its cost.

29

26
Miguel A. de Capriles, "Modern Financial Account
ing," New York University Law R ev i e w , XXXVIII (January,
1963) , 30; Hackney, op. c i t ., p p . T392-95; Robert T. Sprouse,
"Accounting for Treasury Stock Transactions:
Prevailing
Practices and New Statutory Provisions," Columbia Law R e 
view, LIX (June, 1959), 888-89.

27

New York Business Corporation L a w , Secs. 515 6
517 (a)
Louisiana Business Corporation Law (1968),
S e c . 6 2 (D).

(S)\

28

Harry Buttimer, "Statutory Influence on Treasury
Stock Accounting," The Accounting Review, XXXV (July, 1960),
477 .
-------------- -------29

Hackney, o p . c i t . , pp. 1394-95.
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Dividends
Accountants generally maintain that dividends should
be paid only if there is retained earnings or earned s u r 
plus.

A few states restrict dividends

to the amount of

earned surplus,30 but there are many exceptions.
In the Model Business Corporation Act, property
dividends are payable "out of" earned surplus.

However,

capital surplus can be used as a basis for paying cum ul a 
tive dividends on preferred stock if there is not any
earned surplus.

31

Quite a few state corporation codes

follow the dividend recommendations as outlined in the
Model A c t .32
Some states do not seem to have any restrictions
T T

against paying dividends "out of" capital surplus.
ever,

How

some states do not allow the capital surplus paid in

by one class of stock to be distributed to a class of stock
that is junior to the contributing class.

34

New York

allows dividends to be paid from either capital surplus or

30Harry Buttimer, "Dividends and the Law," The Accounting R e v i e w , XXXVI (July, 1961), 435.
3 ^Garrett, "Capital and Surplus under the New C o r 
poration Statutes," p. 262.
32I b i d ., p. 261.
33

Virginia Code A n n o t a t e d , Sec. 13.1-43(a)
(Supp. 1956); Louisiana Business Corporation Law (1968) ,
S e c . 63 (A).
34

Garrett,

l o c . cit.
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earned surplus; dividends can be paid from capital surplus
even though there is a balance in earned surplus.
if dividends are paid from capital surplus,
must be notified of the fact.

However,

stockholders

Consequently,

the disclosure

requirement prompts most New York corporations to declare
dividends from earned surplus rather than capital sur,
35
plus .
Because some states do not separate surplus
capital surplus and earned surplus, dividends

into

in these

states can be based upon the entire amount of surplus. ^
Some states do not allow property dividends to be
based upon unrealized appreciation.

However,

the surplus

arising from revaluation of the assets may be used as a
basis for declaring stock dividends.
Some states allow dividends

37

to be paid on the basis

of current earnings even though there

is a deficit

in the

.
* 38
surplus accounts.

^ C a p r i l e s and McAniff, "The Financial Provisions of
the New (1961) New York Business Corporation Law," p. 1259.
^ Delaware C o d e , Chap.
vised S t a t u t e s , Sec. T 4 :8-19.
37
38

8, Sec.

170; New Jersey R e 

Ohio Revised Code A n n o t a t e d , Sec.

1701.33.

Buttimer, "Dividends and the Law," pp. 434-36.
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Conclus ions
Lack of uniformity among s t a t e s .--If the legal basis
of classification is to be used, the owners'

equity section

should be presented in accordance with the statutes of the
state in which the business

is incorporated.

from the discussion, there are variations
state to state.

Consequently,

As is evident

in the laws from

these variations hinder the

uniformity in accounting for owners'

equity.

A transaction

could be accounted for in several different ways according
to the differing corporate statutes among the states.

Incompleteness of statutes as a guide for a cc ou nt 
ing .--State corporate statutes were not drafted with the
intent of being an accounting handbook.

Instead,

were written to protect the corporations'

creditors.

result, the statutes are oftentimes incomplete
out the procedures
for the owners'

the laws
As a

in spelling

to be used in measuring and accounting

equity.

For instance, corporate

statutes

do not tell how the assets or o w n e r s ' equity should be
valued

(at cost or some other basis)

losses, and gains are to be computed.

nor how the profits,
As has been seen,

state codes are sometimes silent or vague about the c la s s i 
fication of some items.

As was noted earlier, one g u i d e 

line of classification is that the classes should be d e 
fined so there cannot be any doubt as to what group an item
belongs.

In this respect,

state corporation statutes are

sometimes

inadequate and incomplete for accounting purposes.
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Classification by Sources
of Owners' Equity
There have been numerous suggestions that owners'
equity be classified on the basis of its sources or origins.
As suggested by several writers,

owners' equity can be

classified into the following sources:
by the otvmers,

(1) capital paid in

(2) undistributed earnings,

(3) donated

capital, and (4) revaluation of the assets.

39

The items to

go in each category should not be influenced by their legal
characteristics.
The four classifications are self-explanatory a l 
though paid-in capital should be amplified a bit.

Paid-in

capital includes the entire amount of proceeds received
upon the issuance of stock.

This includes premiums as well

as the par or stated value of the stock.

Paid-in capital

also includes gains on the sale of reacquired stock, gains
on the retirement of stock, and paid-in amounts resulting
from the conversion of securities.

40

The division of owners' equity into the four sources

39

Hendriksen, Accounting T h e o r y , pp. 405-406; Lowe,
"The Classification of Corporate Stock Equities," pp. 425-33;
Maurice Moonitz and Louis H. Jordan, Accounting:
An A n a ly 
sis of Its Pro bl em s, II (revised edition; New York:
HoltT
Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1964), 138-39.
40

American Accounting Association, Accounting and
Reporting Standards for Corporate Financial Statements and
Preceding Statements and Supplements (Madison, Wis.:
American Accounting Association, n T d .) , p. 63.
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as mentioned is an arbitrary classification.

The sources

of owners’ equity could be contracted into fewer source
classes or expanded into additional ones.

For example, d o 

nated capital could be eliminated by classifying all gifts
as paid-in capital.

Or appraisal capital could be classi

fied as a revaluation of paid-in capital and retained earn41
ings.

Following these two suggestions, all owners'

equity could be classified as either paid-in capital or r e 
tained earnings.

For this study, however, the four-source

classification will be used.

Increases in Owners' Equity
Unprecise definition of c l a s s e s -Most increases in
owners' equity can be attributed to one of the four sources.
There are, however, a few increases in owners'

equity which

do not distinctly fall into any one of the sources because
the classes are not exhaustively defined.
One example is the classification of a bona fide
gift of property from a stockholder.

Its classification is

not clear because it can fit into two classes:
capital by an owner, and donated capital.
solution is quite simple:

paid-in

However,

the

the classes need to be well d e 

fined .

41

Hendriksen, loc. c i t . The difficulty in determin
ing the allocation between paid-in capital and retained
earnings makes this method impractical.
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In this case, the donated capital class could be r e 
stricted to gifts only from outsiders,

and the gift by the

owner would then be classified as part of the capital i n 
vested by owners.

An alternative

is to define donated

capital so that it includes gifts from outsiders and owners,
and paid-in capital would refer only to capital

in which

there was an exchange of property or service for an ownership right.
The

important point is that each class be defined so

that there is no question as to how an item should be c l a s 
sified.

The result is that items will be classified c o n 

sistently.

Furthermore,

statement readers will have a

better understanding of what each class represents.
Stock opt i o n s .--The sources of owners'

equity are

misstated if executive stock options are accounted for i n 
correctly.

There is general agreement that a stock option

is a form of compensation, but the major difficulty

is e s 

tablishing the amount of compensation.
A stock option represents a source of paid-in c a p i 
tal.

The executive agrees to provide services

for ownership in the firm.

in return

Instead of giving cash or

property as most stockholders do, the executive gives his
services as partial payment for the stock.
42

42

The services

Daniel L . S w e e n e y , Accounting for Stock Options
(Ann Arbor, Mich.:
Bureau of Bus 1he s s Res ear"elf, School of
Business Administration, The University of Michigan, 1960),
p p . 179 -85 .
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become an asset of the firm and are eventually matched
against the revenues.

To account properly for the stock

option, the services and paid-in capital must be recognized.
Because of the difficulty in determining the value
of the services, most companies do not record stock options.
Neither the services nor paid-in capital

is ever recognized.

Consequently, the paid-in capital is understated.

And b e 

cause the services are never recognized, the expenses are
understated and, thus, cause an overstatement of retained
earnings equal to the value of the services.

The effect is

to misclassify the source of owners' equity arising from
stock options.

The owners'

equity attributed to earnings

is too high, and the paid-in capital is too low.
Numerous methods have been suggested for establish
ing the value of the services, but none of them has gained
any general acceptance in practice.

The analysis of the

alternative methods is complex and is not undertaken here.
The major point to be stressed is that the sources of
owners' equity are misstated if executives'

services are

not recognized as a source of paid-in capital.
Transfers between Sources
Under the source basis of classification,

there

would not be any transfers of owners’ equity from one
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source to another.

43

This pertains especially to stock

dividends and quasi-reorganizations.

Stock d i v i d e n d s -Under presently accepted account
ing principles, a stock dividend is accounted for as a
transfer of retained earnings to the capital stock and p r e 
mium accounts.
provisions.

This procedure is consistent with the legal

However,

it misstates the amount of owners'

equity that was put into the firm by stockholders and the
amount of the earnings which have been retained by the firm.
To avoid this misstatement of owners' equity by source,
there should not be any reclassification of owners'
for stock dividends.

equity

44

Quas i-reorgani zat ion s.--The conventional method of
accounting for a quasi-reorganization also transfers owners'

43

This concept is supported in the writings of:
Paton and Littleton, o p . c i t . , p. 105; Hendriksen, o p . c i t . ,
pp. 423, 440; Lowe, o p . c i t ., pp. 430-32; James L. D o h r ,
"Capital and Surplus in the Corporate Balance Sheet," The
Accounting Review, XIV (March, 1939), 40-42; William A.
£aton, "Is It Desirable to Distinguish between Various
Kinds of Surplus?," The Journal of Accountancy, LXV (April,
1938), 288-89.
However, there is not complete agreement on this
point.
The Accounting Terminology Bulletins and several
reports of the American Accounting Association endorse the
source basis, too, but they maintain that transfers from
retained earnings to paid-in capital should be made for
stock dividends, recapitalizations, and other appropriate
actions.
See Committee on Terminology, o p . c i t ., pp. 29-30;
American Accounting Association, o p . c i t . , pp. 57 , 63.
In this study, the concept to be used is the one in
which there are no transfers among sources.
44
Hendriksen, o p . c i t . , p. 423.
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equity from one source to another.

In the usual case, a

deficit is eliminated by offsetting it against invested
capital.

When the firm subsequently begins to earn a

profit, the income becomes retained earnings and is not
diminished by the previous deficit.
owners'

Consequently, the

equity section misstates the amount of capital

which came from the various sources.
tributed by the owners

The capital c o n 

is understated whereas the earnings

accumulated by the firm are overstated.

To avoid the d i s 

tortion, there would not be any accounting entry for a
q u a s i -reorganization under the source basis of classifica45
tion.
Difficulty of Relating Decreases in
Owners* Equity to Specific Source'sIf the o w n e r s ’ equity section is to be classified
according to sources, all decreases must be charged to some
source of owners'

equity.

Some well-established concepts

in accounting are that the retirement or redemption of
stock and the payment of liquidating dividends are returns
of paid-in capital.

Cash and property dividends,

from business operations,

losses

and the excess of cost over the

paid-in capital of retired and redeemed stock are considered to be distributions of earnings.

45
46

I b i d . , p. 440.

46

Also refer to footnote 43.

American Accounting Association,

o p . c i t . , p. 63.
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Homogeneity of owners'

e q u i t y .--The relationships

just cited are not as absolute and irrefutable as the ones
for increases of owners'

equity.

When owners'

equity i n 

creases,

the source or reason for the increase can be ide n

tified.

However, all owners' equity is homogeneous, and

subsequent decreases in owners'

equity cannot be identified

with the equity arising from some specific source.
sense, owners'

equity is analogous to water that

In this

is being

poured into a tank at the rate of one gallon per day.

Be

cause the water in the tank is homogeneous and commingled,
water added on one day cannot be distinguished from the
water added on another day.

Consequently,

water were removed from the tank,

if a gallon of

it would be impossible to

ascertain exactly how much water from each day's addition
was r e m o v e d .
The analogy is applicable
time that owners'

to owners'

equity is increased,

addition is evident;

equity.

At the

the source of the

the increase can be attributed to an

investment of capital by an owner, a gift, or the result of
profitable operations.

After

its entry into the business,

o w n e r s ' equity can no longer be traced according to its
source.

Every increment of owners'

its source,

equity, regardless of

is identical to all other o w n e r s ' equity;

owners' equity that comes from earnings

is identical to

owners' equity that is invested by stockholders.

Conse

quently, when there is a decrease in the total amount of
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owners'

equity, relating the decrease to any particular

• *
•
•
•1. 1
47
source of- equity
is
impossible.

D i v i d e n d s .--Even though decreases of owners'

equity

cannot be identified with a specific source, accountants
have usually assumed that there are certain relationships
between decreases and the source that
such assumed relationship
of that part of owners'
ings.

However,

is affected.

One

is that dividends are a reduction

equity which came about from e a r n 

a different assumption could be made.

For

i nstance, a company could take the point of view that the
periodical payments to stockholders are a return of the
capital which was

invested by the owners.

The company

could argue that its philosophy is to return the owners'
investment before making any distributions of earnings.
Retirement of s t o c k .--Another w e l 1 -accepted a s s u m p 
tion is that when a firm retires some of its capital stock,
payment for the acquisition is considered to be a return of
the capital paid in by the investor.
stockholder exceeds the original
represents

47

If the payment to the

investment, the excess

a distribution of retained earnings.

To

This idea is adapted from Maurice E. Peloubet, "Is
It Desirable to Distinguish between Various Kinds of S u r 
plus?," The Journal of A c c o u n t a n c y , LXV (April, 1938),
289-90.
Peloubet was writing about surplus, but his a r g u 
ments are equally applicable to the whole owners' equity
section.
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illustrate, assume that a corporation with 100 shares of
outstanding stock has the following sources of owners*
equity:
Invested capital
Retained earnings

$ 1,000
3,000

The book value per share of invested capital is $10, and
retained earnings per share is $30.
Assume that the above corporation purchases one
share of stock for $35.

Normally this transaction is made

in the accounting records as reducing the invested capital
by $10 and reducing retained earnings by $25.

The usual

assumption is that the stockholder has left $5 of retained
earnings in the corporation.
However, the assumption could be challenged.
could argue that the $35 reduction of owners'

equity repre

sents a distribution of $30 of retained earnings
value per share) and $5 of invested capital.
holder has left $5 of his invested capital

One

(the book

The stock

in the corpora

tion .
There is still another variation upon the retirement
of stock.

Some accountants would reduce invested capital

by $10 and reduce retained earnings by $25.

In addition,

the remaining $5 of retained earnings would be transferred
to invested capital on the grounds that the retiring stock
holder is allowing part of his equity to remain in the
business and that this could be considered invested capital.
The $5 is no longer considered to be an undistributed
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equity in retained earnings.

48

The net effect is the same

as in the assumption that the retained earnings related to
the canceled stock is distributed to the retiring s t o c k 
holder before any of the

invested capital

Treasury s t o c k .--The previous

is returned.

illustrations center

around two assumptions which are generally accepted:
dividends represent distributions of earnings;
retirement of stock represents

that

and that the

first a return of paid-in

capital , and if the payment exceeds the pro rata share of
paid-in capital,

the remainder of the payment

bution of earnings.
transactions

However,

is a d i s t r i 

there are some types of

in which there is no agreement as to which

sources are affected.

For example,

the assumption as to

what sources are affected by treasury stock transactions

is

not well established.
One method of accounting for the cost of treasury
stock is to treat it as an unallocated deduction from
o w n e r s 1 equity; neither paid-in capital nor undistributed
earnings

is specifically reduced for this decrease of

owners* equity.

The objection to this method is that the

individual sources of owners*
balance sheet.

equity are overstated on the

49

^®Vatter, "Corporate Stock Equities," p. 262; Lowe,
"The Classification of Corporate Equities," p. 429.
49

H e n d r i k s e n , Accounting T h e o r y , p p . 435 -36.
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The alternative is to reduce paid-in capital and
undistributed earnings for their pro rata amounts when
treasury stock is purchased.

When the stock is resold, the

full amount of the proceeds must be regarded as paid-in
capital; a deep-seated concept in accounting is that no
retained earnings can originate from the transactions of a
firm in its own stock.

Consequently, when treasury stock

is purchased at a cost in excess of its pro rata share of
paid-in capital and is subsequently resold at a price equal
to its cost, the net effect is to reduce retained earnings
and increase paid-in capital.

The major criticism of this

procedure is that the sources of owners’ equity are d i s 
turbed when the transaction is, in effect, a transfer of
stock from one stockholder to another.

Critics say that

the company is merely acting as a middleman or broker for
the stockholders.

Thus, the transaction should not have

any effect on the sources of owners'

equity except to the

extent that the treasury stock is sold for more or less
than its cost.

These critics favor treating treasury stock

as an unallocated reduction of total owners' e q u i t y . ^
As is seen, there are two differing concepts in a c 
counting as to the sources of owners’ equity that are a f
fected by the purchase of treasury stock.

One group r e 

gards the acquisition as a contraction of the capital

^ H e n d r i k s e n , o p . c i t . , p. 437; Vatter, "Corporate
Stock Equities," pp. 262-63.
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structure, that is, as a reduction of both invested capital
and undistributed earnings.

The purchase of the treasury

stock is considered to be a cancellation of the acquired
stock although the corporation has not formally canceled
the shares.

The second viewpoint is that the cost of the

treasury stock is in a temporary state of suspense during
its transfer from one stockholder to another.

This v i e w 

point maintains that the sources of owners' equity are not
changed.
In addition, the legal concept offers still another
assumption about treasury stock.

The legal assumption is

that treasury stock represents a reduction of earned sur
plus.^1

This legal viewpoint has apparently been accepted

by some accountants.
fication of owners'

In his article advocating the classi
equity by source, Lowe states that the

cost of treasury stock is a reduction of retained earn.
52
mgs.

Conclusions.- - In these illustrations

(dividends,

cancellation of stock, and treasury stock), there is no way
to prove which sources of owners' equity are actually d e 
creased by the transactions.

The source components of

owners' equity cannot be independently verified or measured
in the same manner that components of total assets or total

51

S upra, pp.

55-56.

S2

Lowe, loc. c i t .
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liabilities can be determined.

For instance, cash can be

counted, accounts receivable can be confirmed,
assets can be visually inspected.

and fixed

But there is no way to

independently verify, count, or visually inspect the amounts
of an owners'

equity balance which came from various sources.

Assertions about reductions of owners'

equity stemming from

different sources cannot be validated by any natural proof.
If the source basis is to be the principle for c l a s 
sifying owners'

equity,

decreases of owners'
recognized.

the artificiality of attributing

equity to specific sources must be

Furthermore,

the assumptions concerning the

sources that are affected by different types of transac
tions must be generally accepted.

Without general a c c e p 

tance, there would not be any uniformity in the reporting
of owners'

equity from company to company.

A lack of a g r e e 

ment regarding the assumptions could also result in u n c e r 
tainty and confusion on the part of the statement readers.

Classification of O w n e r s '
bquity by Investors

In partnerships,

the owners'

equity can be cl a ss i

fied according to the equity of each partner.
tions with more than one class of stock,

In c or po ra 

the owners'

equity

can be classified according to each class.
Allocating the owners'
rather simple.

However,

complex for corporations.

equity among the partners is

the allocation problem is more
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Equities of the Partners
In the case of partnerships,

the method for c o m p u t 

ing each partner's equity is found in the partnership a g r e e 
ment.

The agreement usually indicates how the profits and

losses are to be allocated.

By adding the partner's share

of profits to his investment and subtracting his withdrawals
and his share of losses, each partner's equity can be c a l c u 
lated.

The results represent the legal

interests of the

partners.

Corporations
In corporations,

there are several values which

might be used for determining the equity of each class of
stock.

In all these cases,

is determined first.

the equity of the senior stock

Any residual of owners'

then assigned to the most junior stock.

equity is

The values which

can be used for determining the equity of the preferred
stock are the par or stated value,
the preferred stockholders,

the capital paid in by

and the redemption and li quida

tion values.

Par or stated v a l u e .--The value at which preferred
stock is usually reported in balance sheets
or stated value.

is at its par

The residual of the owners'

longs to the common s t o c k .

equity b e 

In this m e t h o d , any premium

paid in by the preferred stockholders becomes part of the
common stock equity.
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Paid-in c a p i t a l -Another way of measuring the
equity of the preferred classes of stock is by the amount
of capital they invested in the f i r m . ^

After the paid-in

capital contributed by all senior stocks has been assigned,
any residual of owners' equity would be the equity of common
stock.

In most instances, the common stock equity would be

equal to its own paid-in capital plus earnings less any
losses and dividends.

Common stock equity would also be

increased by the donation of assets from outsiders.
One point which needs to be mentioned is the redemp
tion of senior shares of stock.

If a senior share is r e 

deemed for less than its paid-in amount, the question
arises as to whether the difference should be an equity of
the preferred stock or the common stock.

To illustrate,

assume that a preferred share had been issued for $102 and
subsequently redeemed for $100.

From one point of view,

the $2 difference represents capital that has been left in
and contributed to the firm by a preferred shareholder.
Because the amount was left in by a preferred stockholder,
the amount could be considered as a part of the preferred
stock equity.

On the other hand, the amount is not asso

ciated with any preferred share that is currently outstand
ing, and thus, the $2 could be part of the common stock
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William A. Paton and William A. Paton, Jr., C or poration Accounts and Statements (New York:
The M a c m i 1lan
Company, 1955), p. 423.
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equity.
The most desirable solution emerges when the entire
preferred issue is redeemed for an amount less than the
original investment.

To show the difference as an equity

of preferred stock would be absurd when the preferred
stockholders have absolutely no rights, claims, or interest
in the corporation.

The desirable solution is to credit

the common stockholders'

interest with any surplus arising

from preferred stock redemptions.
is a shift of invested capital
equity to the common stock.

According to Paton,

this

from the preferred stock

54

When preferred stock is redeemed for more than its
paid-in amount,

the excess should not be charged against

the paid-in surplus of the preferred stock.

If the p r e 

ferred stock were charged, the outstanding preferred stock
would be presented at an amount less than actually paid in
by such s h a r e s . ^

Liquidation and redemption v a l u e s .--Another basis
for determining the equity of preferred stock is its l i qu i
dation value.

This value emphasizes

owners1 e q u i t y . ^

54

the "destination" of

Sometimes there are two liquidation

Paton, Accounting T h e o r y , p. 537 .

55

Rufus Wixon (ed.), Accountants * Handbook (4th e d i 
tion; New York:
The Ronald Press Company, 1957) , p. 21*38.
^ M o o n i t z and Jordan, Accounting:
Its Problems, II, 137-38.
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values, one which is applicable in case of voluntary liqui
dation while the other is applicable to involuntary liqui
dation .
In some cases, the preferred stock is more likely to
be redeemed rather than liquidated.

Therefore, the redemp

tion value may be a more realistic figure representing the
amount that preferred stockholders will receive from the
corporation for their stock.

Comparison of the par, redemption, and liquidation
v a l u e s .- - In some companies, the equity of a corporation's
preferred stock is about the same amount under each of the
several valuation methods.

For instance, the 3 3/4% cumu

lative preferred, series A stock of Standard Oil Company of
Ohio has par, redemption, and liquidation values all at
$100.

57

(The annual report does not indicate the amount of

capital paid in by the preferred stockholders.)
On the other hand, the values differ considerably
for some stocks.

The preferred stock of Consolidated Foods

Corporation has a dividend rate of $4.50 and a stated value
of only $3.12 1/2.

The stock is redeemable for $113 to

$100 depending on the date of redemption.

In voluntary

dissolution the stock pays $100; if the dissolution is

"^Moody's Industrial Manual:
1968 (New York:
Moody's Industrial Service, I n c ., 1968) , p . 268.
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involuntary, the liquidation value is only $40.

58

In valuing the preferred stock equity for some co m 
panies, the choice of the valuation basis is not critical
because a similar valuation would result no matter which
basis is chosen.

But in some other companies, the choice

would be quite significant.

In Consolidated Foods Corpora

tion, the equity of preferred stock would be thirty-two
times larger if the redemption value basis were used rather
than the stated value basis.
Dividends in Arrears
Equity of preferred stock.--The presentation of p r e 
ferred dividends

in arrears has always been a problem.

some ways, accountants have felt that the arrearage
of the preferred stockholders'

equity.

In

is part

One evidence of

this is in the computation of the book value per share for
stock.

The computation usually treats

the dividend a r 

rearage as part of the preferred stockholders'
statement presentation, however,

equity.

In

there has been a hesitancy

to add the arrearage to the equity of the senior classes of
stock.

The reason usually cited for this viewpoint is that

the preferred shareholders have no legal claim to the divi59

dends until they are declared by the board of directors.

58

Consolidated Foods Corporation, Annual R ep o r t ,
1968, pp. 23, 28.
59

Paton and Paton, Corporation Accounts and State
ments , pp. 116-17.
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The lack of a legal declaration of dividends should
not prevent the inclusion of the dividend arrearage in the
preferred stock equity.

Furthermore, a justification for

including the dividend arrearage

in the preferred st ock

holders' equity is that the amount would otherwise become
part of the common stock equity.

There is less justifica

tion for allowing the arrearage to be part of the common
stock equity than of the preferred stock equity.

After all,

no dividend declaration has been made to give any legal i n
terest in the retained earnings to the common stockholders,
either.

However, since the intention is to allocate the

entire amount of retained earnings to the several classes
of stock, dividends in arrears should be allocated to the
preferred stock equity.

The senior shareholders have

priority to the earnings.
When the amount of assets paid in by the preferred
shareholders is the basis used in determining the p r e 
ferred's equity, dividends in arrears definitely should be
included in the preferred stock equity.

The dividends

in

arrears indirectly represent amounts that have been c o n 
tributed by the preferred stockholders;

the corporation is

using assets that it otherwise would not have.

In the

sense used in Chapter II, the dividends in arrears repre
sent a source of assets contributed by the preferred stock
holders .
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Liquidation and dividends

in a r r e a r s .--If the red em p

tion or liquidation values are used to measure

the equity

of preferred stock, the status of the arrearage can be
found in the articles of incorporation.

The provisions p e r 

taining to preferred stock often require that any dividends
in arrears be paid in addition to the redemption or liquida
tion values.

In such a case, the balance sheet presentation

should include the dividends
ferred stockholders'

in arrears as part of the p r e 

equity.

The question arises whether or not the preferred
shareholders are entitled to any arrearage when there is
not any surplus legally available as a basis for declaring
dividends.

The situation apparently differs from state to

state and depends upon the liquidation provisions given to
preferred stock in the articles of i n c o r p o r a t i o n . ^

In

those instances where preferred stockholders cannot recover
dividends

in arrears when there is a lack of any surplus,

the preferred stock equity presentation in the balance
sheet should exclude the arrearage.
dividends

But in other states,

in arrears can be "paid from" stated capital at

liquidation.

In such a case,

the preferred stock equity

should include the arrearage.***

^^Donald K e h l , Corporate Dividends (New York:
Ronald Press Company, 1941) , pp. 166, 195.
^ I b i d .; Moonitz and Jordan, Accounting:
sis of Its P r o b l e m s , II, 149-50.
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Classification by the Restrictions
on Owners * Equity

O w n e r s ’ equity is subject to various restrictions,
and these restrictions may be a basis for classifying
owners' equity.

The restrictions most frequently considered

for classification are those which limit the distribution
of corporate assets to the investors.

These restrictions

are sometimes significant because they offer a partial e x 
planation of a firm's dividend policy.
Restrictions on the distribution of owners'
arise in four ways.

The four are:

equity

state corporate stat

utes, articles of incorporation,

contractual agreements,

and decisions of the directors.

These four restrictions

are discussed.
Types of Restrictions
Statutory restrictions.--As was seen in an earlier
section, state statutes place limitations on the withdrawal
of assets by the owners.

Stated capital requires that a

minimum amount of owners' equity be maintained.

In some

states, capital surplus cannot be used as a basis for p a y 
ing dividends to the preferred stockholders.

In other

states, capital surplus imposes no limitations on asset
distributions.

Earned surplus usually is available as a

basis for distributions although treasury stock and the
possibility that a firm will be unable to pay its
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liabilities put limitations on the earned surplus.
these legal limitations are sometimes circumvented.

However,
For

example, the stated capital can be reduced without much
difficulty, thereby increasing the capital surplus which can
be used as a basis for distribution in some states.

And in

several states, dividends can be paid on the basis of the
current y e a r ’s earnings although there is a deficit in the
earned s u r p l u s . ^

Contractual

limitat i o n s .--Restrictions are also c o n 

tained in the articles of incorporation and in contractual
agreements with creditors.

63

These may require,

for i n 

stance, that dividends be limited to profits earned after a
certain date or to an amount which would not allow the cur64
rent ratio to fall below a certain level.

Restrictions of the d i r e c t o r s .--The board of d i r e c 
tors has the prerogative of restricting retained earnings.
However,

if the directors make any explicit restrictions,

such limitations seldom appear on the balance sheet.

Of

^ S u p r a , p p . 47-60.
63

Joseph F. Bradley, Administrative Financial M a n a g e 
ment (New York:
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1964) , p . 373;
Consumers Power Company, L isting Application to the New
York Stock E x c h a n g e , OctoFer 30, 1968, p. 17”!
64

For example, see Colgate-Palmolive Company,
Moody's Industrial Manual:
1968 (New York:
M o o d y ’s I n du s
trial Service, I h e . , 1968) , p . T42 3 .
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the six hundred companies surveyed in Accounting Trends and
Techniques, there were only nine firms which showed any
specific appropriation of retained earnings in 1967.
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Of

these appropriations, several probably represented appro
priations initiated by the d i r e c t o r s . I n

the same year,

411 of the companies mentioned restrictions on the limitations of dividends.

67

However, all of the 411 restrictions

pertained to debt and preferred stock and were probably
contractual limitations.

The evidence would seem to indi

cate that the corporate directors seldom impose any e x 
plicit restrictions on retained earnings.
Although the board of directors might not explicitly
restrict retained earnings in the balance sheet, other a c 
tions of the board imply a restriction.

The failure of the

directors to declare dividends when there are unappro
priated retained earnings implies a restriction.
in point is Control Data Corporation.

One case

In a listing a ppli

cation to the New York Stock Exchange, Control Data C o r 
poration points out that it had never paid a dividend on
its common stock and that dividends would not be paid in
the future as long as the company needs to conserve its
cash.

The cash is needed for expansion of operations.

68

^ A m e r i c a n Institute of Certified Public Accountants,
Accounting Trends and Techniques:
196 8, p. 230.
66I bi d., pp.

231-33.

6 7 Ibid, , pp.

237-38.

68
Control Data Corporation, Listing Application to
the New York Stock Exchange, August- if, 1968, p . 12.
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Despite this statement of policy,

the financial report of

that year does not mention this restriction which the c o m 
pany has placed on dividend d e c l a r a t i o n s . ^
"Practical" rest ri ct io ns .--Even though there may not
be any explicit restrictions

that are imposed by creditors

or the directors,

there is a practical restriction on r e 

tained earnings.

In many firms, the retention of earnings

is a major

source of assets;

a large part of the firm's e x 

pansion has been made possible by the retained earnings.
The firm could not distribute

its entire retained earnings

as dividends without seriously liquidating some of the
operations.

From a practical point of view, most of the

retained earnings should be considered a permanent i nv e s t 
ment in the firm.

In essence,

this part of retained e a r n 

ings is restricted as to dividend payments.

This practical

limitation is probably more significant than any other r e 
striction; yet

it is never mentioned in financial reports.

Basis for Determining
Restrictions in Classification
The question arises as to which types of r es tr ic 
tions should be used in the classification of the owners'
equity section.
One problem is that the concept of unrestricted

69

pp.

Control Data Corporation, Annual R e p o r t , 1968,
12-19.
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owners' equity is unclear.

On one hand, unrestricted

owners' equity could signify the amount of owners' equity
which is not legally restricted and is therefore available
as a basis for declaring dividends.

70

This concept says

nothing about the firm's asset availability or willingness
to pay dividends.

A second interpretation is that u n r e 

stricted owners' equity is "the portion of earned surplus
matched by liquid assets not needed in the business--a
measure of immediate dividend possibilities,"

71

to Paton, the latter concept is more significant.

According
It gives

the statement reader a better basis on which to judge a
f ir m’s dividend policy.

72

The managerial and practical r e 

strictions would be included as restrictions in the latter
c on ce pt .
But a practical difficulty arises from using the
managerial and practical restrictions in classifying owners'
equity.

Business enterprises would probably be reluctant

to label a portion of their owners' equity as available for
dividends, yet retained in the business.

73

Stockholders

70

Paton and Paton, Corporation Accounts and State
ments , p. 140.
71
New York:
72
73

W. A. Paton, Accountants' Handbook (4th edition;
The Ronald Press Company, 1946), p. 1034.
Paton and Paton,

loc. c i t .

Stewart Yarwood McMullen, "Clarifying the Balance
Sheet," The Accounting R e v i e w , XXVI (April, 1 9S1), p. 164.
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would certainly demand that the available amount be d i s 
tributed.

From a practical point of view, only the statu

tory and contractual restrictions should be used for classi
fication purposes.
Methods of Classification
Type of restrict i o n s -The owners* equity could be
classified according to the types of restrictions.

The

major classes would be stated capital, capital surplus, and
the restrictions on retained earnings imposed by contrac
tual agreements and the board of directors.

Any balance of

retained earnings would be classified as unrestricted.
One reporting difficulty may arise when classifying
retained earnings according to each separate restriction.
The sum of the individual restrictions may exceed the total
retained earnings.

Assume, for example, that a firm has

total retained earnings of $10 million.

The retained e a r n 

ings have a restriction of $4 million imposed by the b o n d 
holders.

In addition, assume that the preferred stock

holders have restricted the entire amount of retained
earnings.
million.

In this example, the total restrictions are $14
However,

some of the restrictions are overlapping

and apply to the same $4 million of retained earnings.

In

practice, however, only the most restrictive provision is
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reported rather than listing each separate restriction.
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Effect of the restrictions.--Whenever there are two
or more classes of stock, there may be more than one set of
restrictions.

Some of the restrictions apply to the senior

class of stock whereas there may be additional restrictions
that apply to common stock.
tions of this.

There are several illustra

In some states, capital surplus can be used

to pay dividends only to the preferred stockholders; d i v i 
dends to common stock cannot be based upon the capital sur
plus.

Bond indentures sometimes set different dividend

limitations on the common and preferred stock.
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By their

nature, common stock is restricted from receiving any div i
dends until the preferred stock dividends have been paid.
And the board of directors may have two sets of restric
tions; even though the company's policy is not to pay any
dividends to common stock, the preferred dividends are
faithfully paid.76

74

For examples, see Allied Products Corporation,
Annual Report, 1967, note 6 to the financial statements, no
page number; and Admiral Corporation, Annual R ep o r t , 1967,
note C, p. 19.
7^The 3 5/8s bonds (due in 1976) of Kaiser Aluminum 8
Chemical Corporation limit cash dividends to profits earned
after November 30, 1960.
However, an additional $5,000,000
of retained earnings is available for preferred stock d i v i 
dends.
See Moody's Industrial Manual:
19 68 , p. 731.
7^For example, Control Data Corporation does not pay
any dividends on its common stock.
However, the dividends
have always been paid on the preferred stock.
See Control
Data Corporation, Listing Application to the New York Stock
Exchange, August 13^ 1968, p.

IT'.
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One conceivable method of classification is based
upon the effects,
of owners'

in other words, on whom the restrictions

equity apply.

If there are two classes of stock,

there would probably be three classes of owners'

equity as

follows:
1) owners' equity which cannot be distributed as
dividends to any stockholders;
2) owners' equity which can be distributed as d i v i 
dends to preferred stockholders but not to common
stockholders; and
3) owners' equity which does not have any dividend
r es tr i c t i o n s .
The first class would consist of stated capital, capital
surplus of corporations

in states which do not permit any

kind of dividend payments out of capital surplus, and r e 
tained earnings which cannot be used as a dividend basis
to either group of stockholders.

The second class would

include capital surplus and retained earnings which can be
used for declaring dividends to preferred stockholders only.
The third class is obvious.

However,

it would

include the

amount which could be distributed as a current earnings
dividend when there

is a deficit in retained earnings;

the

stated capital in the first class should be reduced for the
potential dividend.
The usual textbook approach to restrictions e m p h a 
sizes the type of the restriction.

For example,

some

owners' equity is restricted because it is stated capital
or capital surplus.

The retained earnings might be r e 

stricted because of contractual agreements, contingencies,
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or other such purposes.

However,

the kind of restriction

does not always tell who is affected.

For instance,

the

capital surplus account does not indicate which s tock
holders,

if any, are denied distributions of this surplus.

Nor do the appropriations of retained earnings point out
which groups of stockholders are affected by the r e s t r i c 
tions .
Classification by Utilization
*
of Owners* Equity
O w n e r s 1 equity can be classified by its utilization
or purpose

in the business.

This basis has often been m e n 

tioned in reference to retained earnings, but it could
apply equally well to the entire owners'

equity.

Essence of the Utilization Concept
In discussions on the appropriation of retained
earnings,

restrictions are often thought of as indicating

the use of retained earnings.

However,

there is a f u n d a 

mental difference between a restriction and the use of r e 
tained earnings.

Restrictions emphasize the amounts of

earnings which are not available as a basis for dividends;
use stresses what has been done with the earnings that have
been retained.

To illustrate this point, stated capital

is

a restriction on distributions to stockholders, but stated
capital does not tell how the capital has been used.
other example is a bond indenture which restricts the

An
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entire retained earnings of a firm.

The bond restriction

does not indicate the use of the f i r m ’s retained earnings.

Methods of Classification
To classify owners' equity by its utilization r e 
quires that the relationship of ow ne r s ’ equity to particu
lar groups of assets must be traced.
cate how this might be done.

Paton and Paton indi

However, the procedure is

based upon several assumptions which, as the Patons note,
are incapable of objective verification.
assumptions are

The two major

(1) that current liabilities provide cur

rent assets, and (2) that long-term debt is used to finance
long-lived assets.

Any net current assets are regarded as

having been provided by the owners' equity.

Similarly, the

owners' equity is regarded as having furnished the longlived assets not accounted for by long-term debt.

77

However, Myer disagrees with some of the assumptions
of the Patons.

Myer says that the owners' equity should be

regarded as providing the long-lived assets.

Thus,

long

term debt provides the working capital and the long-lived
assets not financed by the owners' equity.

78

As is obvious, the method of classifying ow n e r s ’

77

Paton and Paton, Corporation Accounts and State
ments , pp. 138-40.
78
John N. Myer, Financial Statement Analysis (3rd
edition; Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
1 9 6 1 ) , p. 178.
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equity by its utilization is not clear-cut,

Two-Stage Classification
o f Owners* Equity
Definition of the Two-Stage Concept
Thus far, classification of the owners’ equity se c 
tion has been carried out to only one stage.

A one-stage

classification is a simple division of owners’ equity into
several classes based upon one classification principle.
However, classification can proceed to a second level by
subdividing the classes that were derived in the first
stage.

In the illustration below, the first level of clas

sification is

C

into classes A and B.

D

E

F

G

The second level of division subdi

vides classes A and B into subclasses C, D, E, F, and G.
In theory, the principle of classification that was used in
the first level can also be used in the second stage, or a
new classification principle can be employed.

79

79

Ralph M. Eaton, General Logic
Scribner's Sons, 1931), pjT 284-85.

(New York:

Charles
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Use of the Same Classification
Principle in Both Stages
To use the same principle
difficult,

if not impossible,

For example,

in both stages is rather

in classifying owners'

the corporate codes divide owners'

equity.

equity into

only stated capital, capital surplus, and earned surplus.
There is just not any additional basis in the statutes on
which to subdivide these three components.
The source basis can easily subdivide paid-in c a p i 
tal into whether
holders.

it came from common or preferred s tock

Returns of capital to these groups can be identi

fied when stock is retired.
earnings

But subdividing retained

into ordinary and extraordinary sources encounters

a major difficulty.

The problem is identifying and c h a r g 

ing decreases of retained earnings to one of its two
sources.

Assumptions would have to be made as to whether

dividends are being paid from ordinary income, e xt ra o r d i 
nary profits, or both.
The same difficulty would apply to any distributions
of retained earnings when retiring stock.

As was seen in

the discussion on sources of o w n e r s ’ equity,

the division

of sources at the first level is quite tenuous.

To s u b 

divide the sources a second time would require even more
questionable assumptions,

some which might not be generally

accepted by the business community.
The classification by types of investors cannot be
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carried beyond one stage, either.

Because each share of

stock is identical to another of the same class, there is
no way to differentiate the equity of a stock class into
smaller, differentiated groups.

If all the items in a

group are identical, there is not any way to subdivide them.

Use of Different Principles
in Each Stage
Basic illustration.--Using a different classifica
tion principle at each level is easier than using the same
principle at both stages.

A two-stage classification that

has been suggested by several writers

80

uses the source

basis at the first level and the legal principle at the
second level.

An illustration is shown.
Owners' Equity

Paid-in Capital:
Designated as stated capital
Capital surplus
Total Paid-in Capital
Retained Earnings:
Designated as stated capital
Designated as capital surplus
Earned surplus
Total Retained Earnings
Donated Capital:
Capital surplus
Total Owners' Equity

xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx

on

Lowe, "The Classification of Corporate Stock
Equities," pp. 425-33; D o h r , "Capital and Surplus in the
Corporate Balance Sheet," pp. 38-42; Paton, "Is It D esir
able to Distinguish between Various Kinds of Surplus?,"
pp. 287-89.
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The illustration shows how a stock dividend would
affect the owners' equity section.

Under the source basis,

no transfer should be made between the retained earnings
and paid-in capital.

Therefore, the capitalization of the

retained earnings would have to be shown in the retained
earnings section.

The retained earnings section indicates

the amount that is designated as stated capital and capital
surplus.

By necessity, the stated capital is separated and

shown in two different places.

The same also applies to

capital surplus.

Effects of treasury stock transact i o n s -A two-stage
classification can sometimes result in an illogical presen
tation of data.

Assume that a firm with paid-in and stated

capital of $100 and retained earnings of $50 purchases $30
of treasury

stock at a cost equal to its book value.

Under the source basis, a treasury stock transaction can be
regarded as a pro rata return of paid-in capital and r e 
tained earnings.

The distributions in this example are $20

and $10 respectively.

The remaining balance of paid-in

capital is $80, and the balance of retained earnings is
$40.
From a legal viewpoint, the entire cost of treasury
stock is a reduction of earned surplus.

Thus, the remain

ing balance of earned surplus is only $20.

The stated

capital is not changed by a treasury stock purchase.
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The presentation of the owners'

equity section show

ing both the source and legal components would be as f o l 
lows :
Paid-in Capital:
Stated capital
Retained E a r n i n g s :
Stated capital
Earned surplus
Total O w n e r s ' Equity

$80
$20
20

40
$120

The treatment of stated capital should be noted.
stated capital

The

is larger than the paid-in amount.

Thus,

some of the retained earnings must be regarded as stated
capital so that the full amount of stated capital
However,

this presentation is misleading because

is shown.
it appears

that the firm's stated capital was originally $80 and that
the board of directors has formally capitalized $20 of
earned s u r p l u s .
Another awkward situation results when the treasury
stock is resold.

Assume that the treasury stock is resold

for $30 and that the state statutes allow a restoration of
the earned surplus that was reduced when the treasury stock
was purchased.
back up to $50.

The amount of the earned surplus would go
Under the source basis,

regarded as paid-in capital.

the $30 would be

Added to the prior balance,

the new amount of paid-in capital is now $110.

To c o r 

rectly show the sources of capital and their legal c ha r a c 
teristics,

the owners' equity section would have to be p r e 

sented as follows:
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Paid-in Capital:
Stated capital
Earned surplus
Retained Earnings:
Earned surplus
Total Owners' Equity

$100
10

$110
40

The peculiar consequence is that part of the paid-in capi
tal has to be classified as earned surplus.

The result is

alien to accounting thought because earned surplus cannot
be contributed to a firm.

Summary
There are many possible combinations that could be
used in classifying owners'

equity.

However, the one which

has been illustrated brings out several important points.
Subdividing owners'

equity at a second level provides more

information to the statement reader.

At the same time,

though, the owners' equity section becomes more difficult
to read.

This is because some components of owners' equity

must be separated and shown in two different locations.
Statement readers may misinterpret the full amount of the
component because they overlook one of the amounts.

A

second effect of a two-stage classification may be a clumsy
and even misleading presentation of the owners' equity as
was illustrated with the treasury stock.
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Effect of the Income Concept
on Classification

Retained earnings is a component in several of the
classification bases which have been described.

In all of

the bases which use retained earnings as a class, the in
come concept plays a significant role in classification.
The income concept governs the classification of
many transactions which affect owners’ equity.

For example,

donations of property received by business firms are not
considered to be income under the present income concept
and, therefore, are not classified as part of retained
earnings.

Consequently, donations must be classified in

some other component of owners' equity.

On the other hand,

if the income concept were expanded to include donations,
donations would be classified as part of retained earnings
rather than as capital surplus
donated capital

(under the legal concept) or

(under the source basis).

In other words,

the classification of many items of owners' equity depends
upon the income concept.
According to classical thought,

income is defined as

the increase in the wealth of a business entity.

However,

accountants do not abide strictly by this definition.

For

instance, gifts, stolen property, findings, and gains from
illegal activities all result in increases

in a fi rm ’s

wealth, but normally, accountants do not consider these to
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be parts of income.

81

Because these increases of owners'

equity are not considered to be income, they cannot be
classified as part of retained earnings.

Instead, the in

creases must be classified under some other components of
owners' equity.
The significance of the present concept of income
seems to be as a gauge of managerial performance or e f fec
tiveness rather than as a measurement of the increase in
wealth.

This is exemplified in the matching process in

which the accomplishments are compared with the efforts
that were used to acquire the revenues.

Underlying the

income concept is the notion that income must be created or
earned.

Only those operations and events which are related

to the utilization of the firm's resources are included in
the income.

All other activities are excluded.

The concept of income changes over time to meet the
needs of the economic and social environment.

82

To illus

trate, the income concept in England at one time excluded
from income the gains and losses on the sale of fixed
assets.

The idea behind this exclusion was that income

arises only from the use of the fixed assets, not from
trading them.

This concept had its roots in English law

81Norton M. Bedford, Income Determination T h e o r y :
An Accounting Framework
1965), p p . 70-71.

(Reading, M a s s .:

Addison-Wesley,
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where the corpus was passed intact from generation to g e n 
eration.

The corpus , consisting primarily of land, was

rarely sold.

But if the land were sold,

the gain or loss

was regarded as an adjustment of the c o r p u s .

The life

tenant was entitled to spend only the income produced by
the c o r p u s .

But the economic situation was different in

the United States.

In this growing country, there were

profitable opportunities

in land speculation.

Some people

became wealthy by buying and selling land rather than by
putting the land to productive use.

As a result,

the

American concept of income has included capital gains and
losses as part of income.
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The point to be emphasized is that the income c o n 
cept plays an important role in determining how some items
are to be classified.

Furthermore, the classification of

some items may have to be modified as the income concept
changes.

If the income concept becomes more restrictive,

items formerly classified as retained earnings will be
classified into some other category of o w n e r s ’ equity.
Conversely,

if the income concept

earnings will

retained

include items which were formerly in some

other group of owners'

83

is broadened,

equity.

Lawrence H. Seltzer, The Nature and Tax Treatment
of Capital Gains and Losses (New York:
National Bureau of
Economic Research, Inc., 1951), pp. 25-30.
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Summary

Five methods for classifying owners’ equity have
been discussed in this chapter.

Their components,

feasi

bility in classifying, and their implications were studied.
In addition, the two-stage method of classifying owners1
equity was examined.

The effect of the income concept on

classification was also seen.

Statutory Classification
The three components usually found in legal classi
fication are stated capital, capital surplus, and earned
surplus.

The corporate statutes of each state are the

authoritative sources for particulars in classifying the
o w n e r s ’ equity.

Classification by this principle is g e n 

erally feasible although there are some transactions

in

which the statutes are silent or unclear regarding classi
fication .

Classification by Sources
The source basis classifies owners' equity according
to its origins.

The most common sources are paid-in cap i

tal and retained earnings.

Increases in owners' equity can

usually be attributed clearly to a specific source.

De

creases, however, are not as clearly related to any source.
For classification purposes, assumptions are made as to the
sources that are decreased by various kinds of transactions.
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These assumptions usually reflect the financial flows and
relationships as they are perceived by the business world.

Classification by Investors
The owners*

equity section can be classified a c c o r d 

ing to the equity of each partner or each class of s t o c k 
holders.
stock,

But for corporations with more than one class of

there is no clear-cut way of determining the equity

of each class.

Four methods of valuing the preferred stock

are by its par value,

liquidation value, call price,

the capital paid in by preferred stockholders.
the values might be different.

and

All four of

Any remaining equity is a s 

signed to the common stock.

Classification by Restrictions
Owners'

equity can be classified into its restricted

and unrestricted parts.

Only the statutory and contractual

restrictions should be taken into consideration for c l a s s i 
fication purposes.

One way of classifying the restrictions

is by their types, such as stated capital,
or bond indenture agreements.

However,

capital surplus,

the type of r e 

striction does not indicate the effects of the restriction
(such as when capital surplus can be distributed)

or to

whom the restrictions apply (to common or to preferred
stockholders).

Classifying the effects of the restrictions

on various groups of stockholders
formative method.

is probably the most i n 
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Classification by Utilization
The utilization basis attempts to show how the
owners' equity has been employed in financing working c ap i
tal and long-iived assets.

This basis requires several

assumptions as to the relationships between equities and
assets.

At the present time, no one set of assumptions is

generally accepted by the financial community.

Two-Stage Classification
If the owners' equity section is subdivided into
more than one stage or level, two principles of classifica
tion can be used simultaneously.

However, the two princi

ples must be used at separate stages.

This method

pre

sents more information than when only one principle is used.
However, the possibility exists sometimes that there are
fundamental differences between two principles, and c onse
quently, the presentation of owners'

equity can be illogi

cal or awkward.

Income Concept
The income concept automatically dictates how re ve 
nue and expense items shall be classified.
concept changes,

If the income

this causes corresponding changes in the

classification of some items of owners' equity.

C H A PT ER IV

THE USES AND IMPORTANCE OF OWNERS' EQUITY
TO THE READERS OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

As has been seen, owners' equity can be classified
in many different ways.
equally valuable;

However, all these ways may not be

some are more useful than others.

One of

the steps in evaluating the classification bases is to c o n 
sider the needs of the people who use the data.
The purpose of this chapter is to examine the impor
tance of owners'

equity to the readers of financial state

ments and to examine how the readers use or interpret
owners' equity in making their decisions.

Among the topics

to be explored are the uses of owners' equity in financial
ratio analysis,

the use of owners' equity in predicting

future dividends, and the role of owners' equity in study
ing earning power.

The Users of Financial Statements

Primary Users
There are numerous users of financial

information.

Among the major users are the firm's management,
holders and potential investors, creditors,
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and

stock
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governmental agencies.

These four groups have different

purposes in using financial data.

Consequently,

one set of

financial statements may not emphasize or contain the infor
mation that is best suited for each user to accomplish his
needs.
However, all these groups do not need to rely upon
published annual reports for their information.
stance, management already has access

For i n 

to all the data that

is generated by the firm's own information systems.

Manage

ment, therefore, has no need to rely on its own published
reports for information.

Neither do governmental agencies

depend upon published financial statements for data.

Gov

ernmental agencies have the power and usually require s p e 
cial purpose reports to be prepared in accordance with the
needs and purposes of the agency.^
By excluding management and governmental u n i t s , the
two major users of corporate
and investors.
competitors,

Obviously,

financial reports are creditors

there are other users such as

trade associations,

and unions.

However,

latter-named groups are probably not principal users.
purposes of this study,

the
For

the investors and creditors are

*Paul Grady, "Advantages of the Income Statement D e 
signed to Show Earning Power," Termination and Taxes and
Papers on Other Current Accounting P r o b l e m s , Papers Present ed at tlie Fifty -Se venth Me e ting of the American Institute
of Accountants (New York:
The American Institute of A c 
countants, 1944), p. 1S4.
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considered as the major users of financial statements.

Purposes of Financial Statement Readers
The creditors are primarily interested in how well
the firm will be able to pay its obligations as they come
due.

In the short run, the firm's current liquidity is the

most relevant indicator of debt paying ability.

In the long

run, the capital structure and the firm’s future profita
bility are important factors.
nancial statements,

In analyzing the firm's f i 

the creditors are looking primarily for

a margin of safety.
The owners must also be concerned about the debt
paying ability and the solvency of the firm.
stockholders are usually more
bility of the firm.

However, the

interested in the profita

Stockholders are also concerned with

the amount of dividends which the enterprise may pay.

The Use of O w n e r s r Equity in
FTnltrTcial Ratio Analysis
Both the creditors and investors take owners' equity
into consideration when evaluating a business enterprise.
One of the primary methods in which owners' equity is used
is in the preparation of financial ratios and statistics.

Ratios in Which O w n e r s ’ Equity Is Used
To determine specifically how owners' equity and its
components are used in financial ratios, the literature on
financial analysis was surveyed.

The literature that was
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surveyed consisted of six texts on financial statement
analysis, six books on investment principles, and four
2
accounting texts.
In addition, the standard ratios that
have been published by Dun § Bradstreet, Robert Morris A s 
sociates, and Troy were included in the survey.
The following financial ratios were found which used
owners' equity or a component in the computation of the
ratios.

The ratios are grouped according to their simi

larity .
Capital Structure Ratios
O w n e r s ’ equity to total liabilities
Owners' equity to total capital (including all lia
bilities and owners' equity)
Ow n e r s ’ equity to total assets
Total liabilities to own e r s ’ equity
Funded debt to owners' equity
Current liabilities to owners' equity
Unsubordinated debt to capital funds (tangible
owners’ equity plus long-term subordinated debt).
Capital structure percentages:
Percentage of funded debt to total of funded debt
and owners' equity
Percentage of preferred stock equity to total of
funded debt and owners' equity
Percentage of common stock equity to total of
funded debt and owners' equity
Profitability Ratios
Net income to owners' equity
Net income to total capital
Rate of return on common stock equity (when there
are two or more classes of stock)
Net income before taxes to owners' equity

2

See Appendix I for a list of the sources that were
reviewed.
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Fixed Asset Ratios
Fixed assets to owners' equity
Owners' equity to fixed assets
Owners' equity to non-current assets
Book Values
Book value per share--common stock
Asset protection per bond (total bond liability and
owners' equity divided by the number of bonds
outstanding)
Asset protection per share of preferred stock (total
owners' equity divided by the number of p r e 
ferred shares outstanding)
Miscellaneous Ratios

3

Net sales to owners' equity
Surplus to capital stock
In most of the ratios, tangible owners' equity can be used
in place of owners' equity.

Dun § Bradstreet,

never use total owners' equity;

for instance,

instead, tangible net worth

is always used.^
All the above ratios or their variations were found
in several sources with the exception of the ratio of sur
plus to capital stock.

The surplus -to-capital -stock ratio

was found in only one source.

One ratio that was seen but not included in this
listing is the ratio of retained earnings to net income.
This ratio was mentioned only in Troy's book (see page x i i ) .
In this ratio, retained earnings does not refer to the cumu
lative earnings beginning with the inception of the business;
instead, retained earnings refers to the current period's
earnings which were not distributed.
The retained earnings
to net income ratio is omitted from this listing because
the ratio is not prepared from any balance sheet component
of owners' equity.
4

"The Ratios of Manufacturing," Dun's Review, XCII
(November, 1968), 111.
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Components of Owners' Equity
Used in Financial Ratios
In the ratios above, there are some in which owners*
equity may be used in total whereas in others, owners'
equity must be subdivided.

The ratios in which owners'

equity must be divided are discussed.

Tangible owners* equ i t y .--As was noted, some analysts
prefer to use tangible owners' equity instead of total
owners' equity.

To calculate the tangible owners* equity,

the value of the intangible assets must be deducted from
the total owners'

equity.

Several reasons have been cited by writers for using
only tangible net worth.

One reason is that the intangibles

may have little or no value in forced liquidation.
the creditors' viewpoint,

From

intangibles may not provide any

buffer or margin of safety.^

A second reason is that the

policies of companies for valuing intangibles vary so
widely.

To achieve comparability between the companies, a

practical solution is to disregard any values assigned to
the intangible assets.^

A third reason for disregarding

intangibles is that intangible assets are not valued

c
Glen A. Welsch, Charles T. Zlatkovich, and John
Arch White, Intermediate Accounting (revised edition;
Homewood, 1117:
Richard D. Irwin, In c . , 1968), p. 891.
^Harry Sauvain, Investment Management (2nd edition;
Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
Prentice-Hal1, Inc., 1959), p. 206.
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properly.

The reasoning is that the real value of intangi

ble assets lies in their income producing ability.

The in

tangible assets, however, are usually reported on the b a l 
ance sheet at cost less amortization.

Because accounting

does not report the intangible assets on the basis of their
income potential,

some analysts say the amount reported on

the balance sheet is unsatisfactory.

The analysts often

remove the intangible asset values because they do not convey any usable

information.

7

On the other hand, some analysts would not deduct
the intangible assets from the total owners' equity.

Their

argument is that there is no reason for treating intangible
assets any differently than tangible assets.

Property,

plant, and equipment, for example, are accounted for at
cost less amortization, and their net book values do not
g
necessarily represent future earnings, either.
Although there is no clear-cut solution to the issue,
the division of owners' equity into tangible and intangible
parts is frequently used in financial and investment analy
sis.

7

John N. Myer, Financial Statement Analysis (3rd
edition; Englewood C l i f f s , N.J.:
Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
1961), p. 74; John H. Prime, Investment Analysis (4th e d i 
tion; Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
Prent ice -Hall, Inc., 1967),
p. 318.
g
Hendriksen, Accounting T h e o r y , p. 340.
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Owners*

equity allocated among several classes of

s t o c k .- -If there are two or more classes of stock, a few of
the financial ratios require that the owners*
allocated among the various classes.

equity be

Ratios or statistics

in which o w n e r s ’ equity must be subdivided according to
classes are

(1) the percentages of preferred and common

stock to total capital,
stock equity, and

(2) the rate of return on common

(3) the book value of common stock.

The other ratios and calculations on pages 107 and 108
do not require any allocation to classes of stock.

For

instance, all the capital structure ratios with the e x c e p 
tion of the percentages of common equity and preferred
equity to total capital are measures of safety to the
creditors.

As far as the creditors are conc e r n e d , the

equities of both the preferred and common stock are buffers.
Because the entire owners'
creditors,

equity provides a buffer

for the

there is usually no need to differentiate b e 

tween the equities for each class of stock in preparing the
capital structure ratios.
The fixed asset ratios

involving owners'

equity are

also measurements of the margin of safety to the creditors.
The fixed asset ratios may suggest whether there is an
under- or overinvestment of capital by the owners of the
firm.

q

The ratios may also indicate

if the firm has

□
Welsch,

Zlatkovich,

and White,

o p . c i t . , p.

888 .
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borrowed too h e a v i l y . ^

For the same reason as in the

capital structure ratios,

there is no need to differentiate

the margin of safety in the fixed asset ratios between the
common and preferred stock equities.
The ratio of net sales to owners* equity measures
the activity of the owners'

investment.

ratio mean that the owners'

equity is being used more s k i l l 

fully and efficiently.

However,

Increases in the

a very high ratio may indi

cate that the firm is undercapitalized and that there
overuse of borrowed c a p i t a l . I n

this ratio,

there

is an
is no

need to differentiate between preferred and common stock
equities.
In the percentages of net income to total owners*
equity and to total capital,

the owners'

equity does not

need to be separated into its common and preferred stock
equities.

The entire amount of owners'

the denominator of both computations.
asset protection per bond,

equity

is used in

In determining the

the entire o w n e r s ’ equity is

part of the protection given to each bond.

The asset p r o 

tection of preferred stock also includes the entire owners'
equity.

The distinction between the common stock equity

^°Walter B. Meigs and others, Intermediate A c c o u n t 
ing (2nd edition; New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company,
T9t>8) , p. 816.
**Roy A. Foulke, Practical Financial Statement
Analysis (5th edition; New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company,
I n c . , m i ) , p. 389.
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and the preferred stock equity is not necessary in any of
these r a t i o s .
As was noted, there are only four ratios or sta t i s 
tics in which an allocation of owners'

equity needs to be

made between the several classes of stock.

However,

the

major problem is in determining the basis on which the
allocation should be made.

This problem is taken up later

in the chapter.

Capital and s u r p l u s -The only other ratio that r e 
quires any classification of owners'
parts

equity

is the ratio of surplus to capital

into separate

stock.

This ratio

was mentioned in only one of the nineteen sources which
were reviewed.

12

The purpose of this ratio is to convey

the conservatism of management.
to capital

A large ratio of surplus

is supposed to indicate a conservative m a n a g e 

ment .
Guthmann,

in whose book this ratio is discussed,

seems to discredit

the ratio.

He lists three objections,

all of which can cause misinterpretation of the ratio.

One

objection is that surplus can arise from so many sources
besides earnings that the ratio may not be a good indicator
of e a r n i n g s 1 retention.

The ratio may also be misleading

when there have been stock dividends;

12

amounts actually

Harry G. Guthmann, Analysis of Financial State
ments (4th edition; New York:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1953),
p. 167.
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retained in the enterprise no longer appear in surplus but
instead are added to the capital portion of the ratio.

A

third criticism is that the age of the company also plays a
large factor in the r a t i o . ^
fulness

In general, this ratio's u s e 

is questionable.

The Allocation of Owners' Equity
to~t1he 'Classes of Stock
As was discussed earlier in the chapter, there are
four ratios or calculations which require that owners'
equity be allocated to the preferred stock equity and the
common stock equity.

These four calculations are the book

value per share of common stock, the rate of return on
common stock equity, the percentage of preferred stock
equity to total capital, and the percentage of common stock
equity to total capital.

There are several bases which

could be used for allocating owners' equity to each class
of stock.

However, there is not much agreement among fi

nancial or investment analysts as to how owners' equity
should be allocated.
Book value per share.--In the calculation of book
value per share, financial and investment analysts advocate
a diversity of methods for assigning equity to preferred
stock.

Badger, Torgerson, and Guthmann recommend using the
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par value of preferred stock.

14

Mosich say that the call price

Meigs, Johnson,

Keller and

is the value which should be

assigned to preferred s t o c k . G r a h a m ,

Dodd, and Cottle

maintain that preferred stock should be assigned an amount
equal to the highest of par value, call price, market value,
or a synthetic value.

(The synthetic value is the amount

of the preferred dividend capitalized at an appropriate
rate.

The synthetic value of a preferred stock with a

dividend of $4 capitalized at 5$ is $80.)16
Miller; Welsch,

Finney and

Zlatkovich, and White; Kennedy and McMullen;

and Prime all endorse the liquidation value as being the
proper measure for preferred stock.

17

also would use the liquidation value

Hayes and Guthmann
if the preferred stock

14

Ralph E. Badger, Harold W. Torgerson, and Harry G.
G u t h m a n n , Investment Principles and Practices (6th edition;
Englewood Cliffs , N.J.:
Prent ice-Hal 1, I n c . , 1969), p. 185.
^^Meigs and others, o p . c i t . , p. 585 .
^ B e n j a m i n Graham, David Dodd, and Sidney Cottle,
Security Analysis (4th edition; New York:
McGraw-Hill Book
C o m p a n y , Inc., T562), pp. 211-12.
17

H. A. Finney and Herbert E. Miller, Principles of
Accounting:
Intermediate (6th edition; Englewood Cliffs,
N. J . : P r e n t i c e - H a l l , I n c ., 1965), pp. 132-36; Welsch,
Zlatkovich, and White, Intermediate A c c o u n t i n g , p. 889;
Ralph Dale Kennedy and Stewart Yarwood McMullen, Financial
Sta t e m e n t s :F o r m . A n a l v s i s , and Interpretation (5th edition; H o m e w o o d , 111.:
Richard D. I r w i n , I n c ., 1968) ,
p. 390; Prime, Investment A n a l y s i s , p. 371.
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is no-par stock or if the par value is nominal.

18

Guthmann advocates the use of par value in most in
stances because it represents the going-concern concept.
He says that the call price and liquidation values should
be ignored because they are not based upon the principle of
the going concern.

19

Meigs and others suggest the call

price because it is more significant than the liquidating
values; however, they do not say why the call price is
preferable to the par value from a going-concern viewpoint.

20

Those who recommend the highest of par value,

call price, or market price do not state any reason why
this method provides the best value to be assigned to preferred stock.

21

And those who advocate that liquidation

values be used think that the book value should be a liquidation concept.

22

The justifications just cited reflect two fundamen
tal concepts.

One is that the book value should reflect

18

Douglas A. Hayes, Investments:
Analysis and M a n 
agement (New York:
The Macmillan Company, Idol) , p . 195;
Guthmann, o p . c i t . , p. 133.
19
20

Guthmann,

l oc. c i t .

Meigs and others,

loc. c i t .

21

Graham, Dodd, and Cottle, l o c . c i t .; Benjamin
Graham and Charles McGorlick, The Interpretation of Finan
cial Statements (2nd revision; New York:
Harper § Brothers,
Publishers, 1964) , p. 41.

22 Finney and Miller, o p . c i t . , pp. 132-33; Prime,
loc. cit.
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the going-concern concept.

The second justification is

that book value should be a liquidation concept.

To d e t e r 

mine which of the two has the most merit, the manner in
which financial analysts define and use book value is e x 
amined .
Writers on financial analysis first assert that the
book value of stock is not a guide to its market value.
The book value measures the paid-in capital and retained
earnings of the owners

in the firm while market value r e 

flects the estimates of the firm's prospective earnings.
The book and market values measure two different things,
and there is no reason for the two to be similar in value.
According to several writers,

there is an indirect

relationship between book value and market value.

These

writers stress that the trend of the changes in the book
value is important and may have some effect on the market
price.

Whenever an enterprise retains some of its earnings,

the book value or capital base which management has to work
with is larger.

If management can continue to earn the

same rate of return on a larger book value, the earnings
per share would increase.

In turn, the market value should

increase because of the larger earnings.

23

In their d i s 

cussions, however, none of the writers mention preferred

23

Sauvain, Investment Man a g e m e n t , pp. 260-61;
Frank E. Block, "The Place of Boot Value in Common Stock
Evaluation," Financial Analysts Journal, XX (March-Apri1,
1964), 29-33.
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stock and the concept of book value which might be most
useful in studying the relationship of changes

in book

value and future earnings.
The most prevalent concept of book value seems to be
a liquidation concept.

Book value

is most commonly defined

as the amount each share of stock would receive if the c o m 
pany were liquidated and its assets were sold at their book
value.

24

But as most writers quickly acknowledge,

the

probability that the assets could be sold at their book
value

is highly unlikely;

in forced liquidation, the

assets seldom have as much value as is shown in the account
ing records.

The Accountants * Handbook describes this c o n 

cept of book value as being "essentially a liquidation concept based on going-concern values."

25

For this reason,

the book value per share has only limited significance.
A few writers have indicated that book value per
share should represent a going-concern basis.
none of these writers elaborated on this point.

However,
Obviously,

preferred stock would not be valued at liquidation values,

24

Prime, o p . c i t . , p. 371; Frederick Amling, Invest
ments:
An Introduction to Analysis and Management (Englewood Cl iffs, N.J.:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1965), p. 125;
Norton Bedford, Introduction to Modern Account ing (New York:
The Ronald Press-C o m pany, 1968) , p p . 693-94; Graham and
McGorlick, o p . c i t . , p. 39; Finney and Miller, o p . c i t . ,
pp. 132-33; Rodger W. Bridwell, "What's It Worth?," Bairon's,
XXXVIII (December 29, 1958), 9-10; "Book Value," Financial
W o r l d , CV (March 7, 1956), 12.
25

Wixon, Accountants'

Handbook, p. 3*11.
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but there is not any clear idea as to what is meant by a
going-concern valuation of preferred stock.
earlier, one writer stated that par value

As was noted

is in accordance

with the going-concern concept while another said that the
2^
call price is appropriate for a going-concern valuation.
In general,
value per share.

analysts have little use for the book
Authors give little attention to the i n 

terpretation and significance of book value per share as
compared to some of the other financial ratios and c a l c u 
lations.

Some writers even downgrade book value.

Myer

says that book value per share has been assigned undue im27
portance.
Graham, Dodd, and Cottle state that analysts
make very little use of book value per share.
practicing

28

Several

investment analysts have also pointed out the

low esteem of book value per share.

29

And some authorita

tive literature on financial analysis does not mention book

i
v
30
value
per share.
The use which is made of book value per share is not
clear and does not offer much help in resolving how the

26„
S u p r a , p.
27

Myer,

28

116.

Financial Statement A n a l y s i s , p.

Graham, Dodd, and Cottle,

269.

Security Analysis,

p. 216.
29
30

Bridwell,

o p . c i t . , p.

9; Block,

o p . c i t ., p. 29.

See Foulke, Practical Financial Statement A n a l y s i s ;
Herbert V. Prochnow and Roy A. Foulke, Practical Barrie
Credit (2nd edition; New York:
Pren t i c e - H a l l , TncT^- 1950).
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preferred stock should be valued.

However, the liquidation

concept of book value per share seems to be the most gener
ally accepted notion.

Rate of return on common stock equity.--In computing
the rate of return on common stock equity, the equity of
the common stock must be ascertained whenever there are two
or more classes of stock outstanding.

Of the nineteen ref

erence books on financial ratios that were reviewed, only
one was specific about how owners' equity should be a s 
signed to preferred stock in the computation of the rate of
return.

The one source, Finney and Miller,

indicated that

the value of preferred stock should be its liquidating
value.

Whether the other writers also intended for the

liquidation value to be assigned to the preferred stock was
not discussed in their books.

In conclusion,

there is not

much evidence of what principle is used by financial an a 
lysts to allocate owners' equity among two classes of stock
when computing the rate of return on common stock.

Percentages of common and preferred equity to total
capital.--There is also an absence of information on how
o wners’ equity should be allocated when computing the p e r 
centages that the preferred and common stock equities are

■^Finney and Miller, Principles of Accounting:
Intermediate, pp. 405-407, 132-36.
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to total capital.

These percentages are generally used for

studying the margin of safety of creditors.
lysts are silent about this point,

Although a n a 

liquidation values would

seem to be appropriate for determining the margins of
safety.
Rate of Return on Common Stock Equity
In the majority of instances, the difference between
par,

liquidation,

and call values

is so slight that the

rate of return on common stock equity is not affected m a 
terially.

However,

there are some cases in which the par

and liquidation values are significantly different,

and the

question as to what types of value should be used does b e 
come impor t a n t .
When the liquidation and par values are used to a l l o 
cate owners'

equity to the several classes of stock,

the

rate of return on common stock equity is sometimes d i s 
torted.

Two examples of this are discussed.
Misleading effect of par v a l u e .--The first example

illustrates a distortion which may result when allocating
owners'

equity to preferred stock on the basis of its par

value.

The rate of return on common stock shows a decline

whereas the profits on common stock have actually improved.
Assume a hypothetical
equity of $20,000.
annually f o r a

firm which has a common stock

The firm has been earning $1,600

rate of return of 8 per cent.
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The business enterprise decides to issue one hundred
shares of preferred stock with a par value of $500.

The

preferred stock has a dividend rate of $6 per share, and
the stock is issued for $10,000.

In the first year that

the preferred stock is outstanding,
$1,000 to the earnings.

the new investment adds

The total income is now $2,600.

After deducting the preferred stock dividends, the earnings
for common stock are $2,000.
If only the par value is assigned to preferred stock,
the equity of common stock is $29,500.

This consists of

the $20,000 original common equity and $9,500 of the amount
paid in by preferred stockholders

in excess of par value.

The earnings of $2,000 result in a rate of return on common
stock of 6.8 per cent.

The rate of return has fallen from

the 8 per cent earned in the prior period.
In the illustration, the common stockholders did not
invest any additional capital while their profits increased
by $400.

This favorable increase took place because the

firm was able to generate earnings of 10 per cent on the
new capital.

Leverage was used successfully, the earnings

on the new capital exceeding the preferred stock dividends.
There is no doubt that the earnings of the common stock
holders are improved in the second year.

However, the rate

of return on common stock indicates that the earnings' p e r 
formance has declined.
turn is misleading.

In this situation, the rate of r e 
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Misleading effect of liquidation v a l u e .--Using l i 
quidation values to allocate o w n e r s ’ equity to the p r e 
ferred stock can also be distorting.
hypothetical business enterprise,

Using the preceding

the effect of liquidation

values on common stock equity is examined.
Assume that the liquidation value of the p r e 
ferred stock in the hypothetical firm is $14,000.
leaves $16,000 for the common stockholders'

This

equity.

The

earnings on the common stock equity are $2,000, and the r e 
sulting rate of return on common stock equity is 12 1/2 per
cent.

However,

assume that all the facts above are the

same except that the liquidation value had been set at
$25,000 rather than $14,000.

In such a case,

the rate of

return on common stock would be 40 per cent.
The effect is that the higher the liquidation value,
all other things being equal, the higher
turn.

is the rate of r e 

The earnings for the common stock are the same r e 

gardless of the liquidation value.

However,

the increased

liquidation value results in a smaller base for computing
the rate of return and is the cause of the higher earnings'
rate.

Arbitrary valuation on preferred s t o c k .--The amount
of the par value can similarly influence

the rate of r e t u r n .

A high par value assigns a large part of owners'
preferred stock.

This results

equity to

in a smaller common stock
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equity which produces a higher rate of return on a given
amount of earnings.
The weakness is that the liquidation and par values
can be arbitrarily established when the preferred stock
contract is being written.

The two values do not have to

be related to any economic fact or event.
The measurement of management's effectiveness is
seriously impaired when the capital base is influenced by
arbitrary values.

An opportunity is also provided for an

enterprise to manipulate or influence the level of its
earnings' rate.

A rate of return prepared in this manner

can also be misleading when compared to the rate of return
on common stock of other companies.

Valuation based upon paid-in capital of preferred
stockholders.--The owners' equity could be assigned to p r e 
ferred stock on the basis of the assets supplied by the
preferred shareholders.

This method removes the arbitrary

assignment of a valuation.

The method should also give a

more reliable rate of return on common stock.
This method of allocating owners'

equity would co r 

rect the rate of return of the enterprise that shows a d e 
creasing rate of return when the earnings'
improving.
lier,

32

situation is

In the illustration that was discussed ear-

none of the preferred stockholders'

^ S u p r a , pp.

121-22.

capital

12S

contribution would be allocated to the common stock equity.
The earnings of $2,000 on the common stock equity of
$20,000 would give a 10 per cent rate of return on common
equity.

The increase from 8 per cent of the previous year

is consistent with the higher earnings on the common stock
without

investing any new capital.

Rates of return illustrated for Glen Alden C o r p o r a 
tion .--The hypothetical examples that have been discussed
are not unrealistic.
the examples

The Glen Alden Corporation parallels

in several w a y s .

In 1967, Glen Alden Corporation acquired several
firms by exchanging Glen Alden preferred stock for the
equities

in the acquired firms.

These acquisitions were

treated as poolings of interests.

The poolings added at

least $132 million of equities to the net worth of Glen
Alden.^

On December 31,

was $216 million.

1967,

the total owners'

On the same date,

the preferred stock was $51 million.

equity

the stated value of
The

liquidation value

of preferred stock was $346 million.
The liquidation value of Glen Alden's preferred
stock exceeds the firm's total net worth.

Obviously,

the

rate of return on a negative common stock equity is

^ A p p e n d i x II contains a summary of pertinent finan
cial data taken from the annual reports of the Glen Alden
Corporation.
Appendix II also shows the computation of all
the ratios of Glen Alden that are discussed in this section.
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meaningless.
However, assume that the liquidation value of the
preferred stock had been $210 million rather than the actual
$346 million.

For 1967, the rate of return would have been

120 per cent on the common stock.
common stock were $7.2 million.

(The earnings on the
The common stock equity

would have been $6 million based upon the assumed liquida
tion value.)

Compared to the 9.1 per cent rate of return

on common stock which Glen Alden earned in the year prior
to the poolings,

the poolings have enhanced the earning

power of the common shareholders.
If the rate of return were computed by allocating
only the stated value to the preferred stockholders'
the rate of return would be 4.4 per cent.

equity,

Compared to the

9.1 per cent earned prior to the poolings, the earnings'
rate has declined by more than 50 per cent.
The rate of return would be 8.6 per cent if the p r e 
ferred stock equity were based upon the capital supplied by
the preferred stockholders.

This rate of return shows that

the earnings' effectiveness of the common stock declined
only a small amount after the poolings.

Evaluation.--The rates of return based upon liquida
tion, stated, and contributed values give three contradic
tory notions about the success of the poolings from the
viewpoint of the common stockholders.

In this two-year
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period, the profits of common stockholders went up from
$6.4 million to $7,2 million.
12 1/2 per cent.

This was an increase of

However, there were additional invest

ments of common stock equity.

The investments increased

the common stock equity by 20 per cent.

The effect was to

decrease the earnings per share from $1.35 in 1966 to $1.31
in 1967.
The figures in the preceding paragraph do not su p 
port the idea that the earnings' effectiveness increased
from 9.1 per cent to 120 per cent.

Nor do they seem to i n 

dicate that the earning power on common stock has fallen by
50 per cent.

The rate of return based upon the capital

contributed by each class of stock seems to correspond
closely with the data in the preceding paragraph.

The Use of Traditional Components of
Owners' Equity in Ratio Analysis
As has been seen, there are not many ways in which
owners’ equity needs to be divided or classified to meet
the needs of ratio analysis.

Most of the ratios use either

total owners' equity or tangible net worth.

A few ratios

do require that owners' equity be allocated to the several
classes of stock.
At least two writings in investment analysis litera
ture have commented specifically about the classification
of owners’ equity for ratio analysis.

In discussing the

rearrangement of financial data for ratio analysis, Sauvain
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says that owners'

equity needs to be classified according

to each class of stock.

In addition, he states that the

various surplus accounts

(including both earned and capital

surplus)

should be

. . . combined into one amount because the analyst
is seldom interested in the source of surplus.
In fact,
total surplus is often combined with common stock into
one item called "common stock and surplus," or "common
Stockholders' equity."34
Graham and McGorlick would also combine the accounts.

They

say:
. . . the division between capital and surplus may
be quite meaningless.
For most purposes of analysis it
is best to take the capital and the various kinds of
surplus items together, giving a simple total equity of
the sto c k h o l d e r s .35
The Role of Owners' Equity
in Predicting Dividends
Many stockholders are

interested in the current and

future dividends which a business enterprise may pay.
viously,

Ob

those investors who purchase stock for current

income purposes are interested in the dividend prospects.
Even those stockholders who do not invest primarily for
current income purposes may be interested
dividend

payments,

in the future

for dividends may influence the inves

tor's valuation of the stock.

^Sauvain,

Investment M a n a g e m e n t , p . 201.

35Graham and McGorlick, The Interpretation of F i n a n 
cial Sta t e m e n t s , p. 7.
Hayes,

Investments, p.

313.
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Factors Generally Considered
in Estimating Dividends
In studying the prospect of future dividends, most
financial and investment analysts stress the importance of
the fi r m ’s dividend policy.

Some firms have a relatively

stable pay-out ratio while others tend to pay a rather c o n 
stant amount of dividends each year.

When a firm does have

a stable dividend policy of one kind or another, the future
dividends can be estimated with a higher degree of confi
dence than when there is no apparent policy.

In addition,

other factors must also be weighed by the analyst.

Other

factors include the legal availability of surplus, the sta
bility of earnings, the condition of working capital, spe
cial plans for expansion or contraction of the business,
37

and the temperament of the corporation's directors.
The owners' equity section of the balance sheet p r o 
vides relatively little information that is helpful for
predicting prospective dividends.

For instance, the owners'

equity section does not reveal anything about the firm's
dividend policy.

Instead, the dividend policy must be a s 

certained by studying past years' dividends and comparing
them with the earnings.

Neither does anything in the net

worth section provide information about the stability of
earnings, the condition of working capital, or any future

37

Guthmann, Analysis of Financial Statements, p. 238.
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changes in operations.

The only information o w n e r s ’ equity

can provide is the maximum legal amount of dividends that
can be declared.

Unrestricted O w n e r s ’ Equity
The legal amount of owners'

equity which is used as

a basis for declaring dividends must be determined in a c 
cordance with state corporate statutes.
term "unrestricted owners'

equity"

In this study,

the

is used to refer to the

equity on which dividends may legally be paid.

This term

is chosen because the terms "earned surplus" and "surplus"
are too narrow.

In a few states, dividends can be "paid"

only from earned surplus;

in other states, dividends can be

"paid" from capital surplus as well as earned surplus; and
in some states, dividends can be "paid" from stated capital
if there are current earnings but no surplus.
equity"

is broad enough to include all components

which dividends might be declared.
"unrestricted"
owners'

"Owners'

However,

from

the term

is necessary to indicate what amounts of

equity are legally available for dividend purposes.
Whether or not unrestricted owners*

dividends depends upon each situation.
the unrestricted owners'

equity influences

In many situations,

equity has no restraining i n 

fluence on the amount of dividends that a company is likely
to pay.

This is true especially in those instances in

which the unrestricted owners'

equity is large compared to
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the f i r m ’s liquidity position and ability to pay a dividend.
In these cases, there is a large difference between what
the company financially can and wants to pay and what it is
legally able to pay.
In other cases, the unrestricted owners' equity
threatens to limit the dividends that would otherwise be
declared.

In this situation, the unrestricted owners'

equity probably becomes an important factor to the investor
or analyst.

But even here, the unrestricted owners'

equity

does not give any indication as to how much of the unre
stricted amount will be paid.
Retained Earnings as an
^Indicator of SucceTs~
Retained Earnings and dast Success
The size of a firm's retained earnings is not a r e 
liable indicator of past profits or success.

The retained

earnings' balance is the net result of past profits, d i v i 
dends, losses, and earnings that have been capitalized.

To

judge the past profits on the basis of this cumulative b a l 
ance is erroneous,
of several factors.

especially because it is the combination
A large balance of retained earnings

does indicate that a firm has earned a large profit in the
past.

But on the other hand, a small balance does not

necessarily signify that a company has been unprofitable.
An extremely profitable business may have a small retained
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earnings' balance if a large proportion of the earnings have
been capitalized or distributed as dividends.
The retained earnings'

figure is also influenced by

the length of time the firm has been in operation.

38

The

older the firm, the better the chance it has had to build
up the size of its retained earnings.

By comparison, a

young but successful enterprise has not had as much o p por
tunity to accumulate a large amount of retained earnings.

Deficits and Unsuccessful Operations
A deficit in retained earnings does mean that a
business firm has had some net losses in its past.

However,

financial analysts do not seem to say whether or not they
regard a deficit as a sign of weakness or probable failure.
A deficit would seem to be a poor indicator for d e 
termining the extent of a firm's unsuccessful past opera
tions.

A deficit often is the arithmetic result of several

factors.
erroneous.

To attribute a deficit entirely to net losses is
Two businesses could have identical profits and

losses, but one firm may have a deficit while the other has
a positive balance in retained earnings.

The firm with a

deficit may have capitalized a large portion of its earn
ings.

Therefore, when an operating loss is incurred, there

may not be enough retained earnings to absorb the loss.

5 8 I b i d . , p.

167.
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Consequently,

the firm has a deficit.

The other firm may

still have a positive balance in retained earnings because
it has not capitalized any earnings and still has an a d e 
quate balance to absorb any losses.

The presence of a

deficit should not necessarily mean that one firm is worse
off than another which has a positive balance of retained
earnings.

Just as retained earnings

successful operations,

a deficit

is not a good index of

is not a proper index of

business failure.
The best indicator of an en t e r p r i s e ’s success or
failure is its income statement.

The income statement r e 

ports the results of past operations more clearly than the
retained earnings and is not affected by dividends and
other reductions.

Appraisal Capital in the Analysis
of FTnancia 1 St atements

Roy Foulke insists that appraisal capital should be
shown as a separate item in the owners'
According to Foulke,

equity section.

this is an important fact,

should be clearly stated.

In his opinion,

equity accounts are grossly misleading

and it

the owners'

if the statement

reader is not notified of such a valuation.

39

However, he

does not indicate any specific use of appraisal capital

39

in

Foulke, Practical Financial Statement A n a l y s i s ,
pp. 585-86.
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financial analysis.
On the other hand, Birnberg questions the usefulness
of appraisal capital to the statement readers.

Birnberg

does not visualize any situations in which the amount of
apprai sal capital is a relevant piece of information or
would affect an investor's decision.

40

Other writers have not commented on the role of a p 
praisal capital and its treatment

in financial analysis.

However, upward revaluations of assets are rare and are
seldom encountered by analysts or investors.

Provisions on Owners' Equity for the Protection
of Creditors and Preferred Stockholders

In evaluating their investments, creditors and p r e 
ferred stockholders are interested in the restrictive p r o 
visions on owners' equity.

The provisions can either add

to or detract from the margin of safety of these two in
vestor groups.

Dividend Restrictions as a
Protection for Creditors
The most common protective provision that affects
owners' equity is the restriction on the distribution of
assets to the stockholders.

40

The larger the restrictions,

Jacob G. Birnberg, "An Information Oriented A p 
proach to the Presentation of Common Stockholders' Equity,"
The Accounting Review, XXXIX (October, 1964), 970.
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the larger is the buffer or margin of safety that is a f 
forded to the creditors.
safety,

In evaluating the margin of

the creditors need to know the amount of o w n e r s ’

equity that is either restricted for distribution purposes
or else is available for dividends.
As is obvious,

the creditors and stockholders are

interested in the same information for two different p u r 
poses.

The owners'

the creditors

equity that serves as a protection for

is not legally available to the stockholders

for dividend purposes.

On the other hand, any net worth

which is legally available for dividends does not afford
the high degree of protection for the creditors.

Protective Provisions for
Preferred Stockholders
The preferred stockholders may also have certain
protective provisions

that affect owners'

equity.

The

right of preferred stockholders to receive dividends ahead
of common stockholders
preferred shareholders.

is a protective device afforded the
The right

by the cumulative feature.

is further strengthened

The preferred right to assets

during liquidation also strengthens the safety of the
principal of the preferred stockholders.

And restrictions

on the withdrawals of assets by common stockholders serve
as a buffer for the preferred stock as well as for the
creditors.

The preferred stockholders use this information

about owners'

equity in evaluating the safety of their
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* 41
investment.

Implication for Classifying
Owners* Equity

The discussion in this chapter has shown that there
is a variety of information which statement readers want to
know about owners’ equity.

With an abundance of useful

data to be communicated, there is little reason for using
any classification basis which fails to disclose the facts
that statement readers can use.
Throughout this chapter, one could see that the var i
ous classification methods described in Chapter III provide
much of the information needed by statement readers.

This

topic is explored more fully in the following chapter.
Summary

Statement readers want information about owners'
equity for three different reasons.
tation of financial ratios.

One is for the compu

A second is to determine

whether dividend payments might be hindered by legal r e 
strictions.

And a third is in the evaluation of the p ro 

tection given to the creditors and preferred stockholders.
In ratio analysis, most ratios involving an owners’
equity item use either total owners'
owners' equity.

41

Sauvain,

equity or tangible

There is no need for the owners'

equity to

Investment Management, pp. 230-32.
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be differentiated into components such as invested capital,
earned surplus, or capital surplus.

In most ratios, the

total owners' equity figure is sufficient.
When there are two or more classes of stock, owners'
equity must be allocated to each class in the computation
of certain ratios.

One such instance is the computation of

the book value per share of common stock.

In this computa

tion, preferred stock is usually valued at its liquidation
value; any residual

is the equity of common stock.

In c o m

puting the rate of return on common stock, the value of the
capital contributed by the preferred stockholders should be
allocated to the preferred stock equity.
Unrestricted owners'

equity indicates the maximum

legal amount of dividends which can be paid.

This figure

is of importance if it restricts the amount of dividends
which would otherwise be paid.

In many situations, un re 

stricted owners' equity is so large compared to the usual
dividend payments that the unrestricted amount is not a
hindrance.

Normally, unrestricted owners' equity is of

little use in estimating prospective dividends.
Creditors and preferred stockholders want to know
the restrictions on owners'

equity.

The restrictions are

important because they add to the margin of safety of the
creditors.
The owners' equity section does not provide any u s e 
ful information in studying future earnings.

Neither is
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retained earnings a satisfactory index of past profita
bility .
The information which analysts,

investors, and

creditors want to know about owners' equity is:
1.

total owners' equity

2.

tangible owners' equity

3.

liquidation value of preferred stock

4.

capital paid in by preferred stockholders

5.

amount of unrestricted owners'

6.

the restrictions on ow n e r s ’ equity

7.

the par value and call price of preferred stock
(although par value has only questionable use).

equity

CHAPTER V
EVALUATION OF THE CLASSIFICATION BASES
FOR REPORTING O W N E R S ’ EQUITY
ON THE BALANCE SHEET
The previous chapters include discussions of the
nature of owners* equity, the needs of the financial state
ment readers, and some of the several ways in which owners'
equity can be classified.

These topics have provided a

background useful in evaluating how the owners* equity
should be classified on the balance sheet.
The present chapter includes evaluations of the
classification bases as to their suitability for financial
reporting.

As was noted about the theory of classification,

there are numerous ways of classifying data, but not all of
them have equal value.
more useful than others.

Some classification methods are
In evaluating the suitability of

the methods of presenting owners' equity, usefulness of the
data is the primary criterion.
Each of the classification methods is analyzed as to
its usefulness from the statement readers' point of view.
Some of the classification bases may be rejected as having
little value while others may be found to present informa
tion which is useful to investors, creditors, and analysts.
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Source Method of Classification

Justifications for the Source Basis
The source basis has been recommended by many accoun
tants as the best method for reporting owners’ equity.

Nu

merous reasons have been advanced to justify this position.
A summary of the reasons cited in the literature is given
below.

Disclosure of economic fa cts.--One justification for
the source basis is that it is consistent with the general
purpose and nature of the balance sheet.

In this argument,

proponents say that the purpose of financial statements

is

to communicate data of an economic and financial nature.
Based upon the foregoing premise, the legal basis of classi
fication is rejected because it can obscure the underlying
economic facts.

In contrast, the source basis is favored

because the sources of owners' equity do represent economic
f acts.*
Generally, the above argument unwittingly limits the
classification of owners’ equity to two alternative methods,
the sources and the legal components of owners' equity.
Obviously, one of the weaknesses is that it overlooks the
possibility that other classification bases may also

^Paton and Littleton, Corporate Accounting Standards,
pp. 105-106; Broad, "Is It Desirable to Distinguish between
Various Kinds of Surplus?," pp. 281-82.
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reflect economic facts about owners'

equity.

Paton and Littleton also feel that the distinction
between invested and earned capital is appropriate for f i 
nancial administration functions.

They discount the u s e 

fulness of the legal concept of capital for financial p u r 
poses when they write:
. . . Business needs are not adequately served if
terminology and organization of the statements are too
strongly influenced by the legal concepts and consid
erations .2
They conclude that
. . . the managerial and financial uses of corporate
statements are more frequent than the strictly legal
uses, and the customary usage should control the form
of presentation rather than incidental usage.3

Consistency with the nature of the balance sh eet.- Another justification based upon the nature of the balance
sheet is presented by Lowe.

Lowe points out that the b a l 

ance sheet is a report about

(1) the assets which have been

entrusted to the corporation and (2) the suppliers or
sources of the assets.

In reporting on the sources, each

source should be clearly identified.

To be consistent with

this principle, Lowe contends that the presentation of
4
owners' equity should emphasize each one of its sources.

2

Paton and Littleton, o p . c i t . , p. 106.

3

Ibid.

4
Lowe, "The Classification of Corporate Stock Equi
ties," pp. 425-27.
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Importance of the distinction between paid-in and
earned c a pi ta l.--Other writers stress the reasons why the
distinction between invested capital and retained earnings
is significant information.

For one thing,

tal is the base from which all
are measured.

Furthermore,

invested c a p i 

i n co me s, g a i n s , and losses

invested capital

is the focal

point for determining the commitment of owners'
The invested capital

capital.

is permanently committed to the firm

until its termination.

Any owners'

equity in excess of the

invested amount does not have the same degree of c o m m i t 
ment .^
Stockholders are also presumed to be interested in
the distinction between invested capital and retained e a r n 
ings when dividends are received.

Stockholders usually

presume that dividends represent distributions of earnings.
If the distributions are not from earnings,
should be aware of the exception.

stockholders

The sources of owners'

equity must be maintained so that the exact nature of d i s 
tributions to stockholders can be known.
Other writers contend that the historical d e v e l o p 
ment of owners*
portant .

equity as indicated by its sources is i m 

Hendriksen says that

. . . Corporate growth provided through internal
sources of funds is relevant information when compared
with a firm that has grown entirely through the sale of

**Vatter, "Corporate Stock Equities," pp.

257-58 , 266.
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preferred and common stock or through the sale of d e 
bentures .^
And some writers say that sources of owners' equity provide
an insight about a firm's profitability.
retained earnings

Dohr states that

is "a representation as to the profita7

bility of the business enterprise."

Paton and Littleton

write:
. . . with reference to the measurement of earning
power, [earned] surplus should preferably not be fused
with paid-in capital either by transferring [earned]
surplus to capital account or vice versa.8
The sources of owners'

equity are acknowledged in

the Accounting Terminology Bulletins as an important stan9
dard to be considered in reporting owners' equity.
How
ever,

in prescribing the accounting procedures

for stock

dividends and other transfers of retained earnings to paidin capital, the Accounting Terminology Bulletins

follow the

legal rather than the source basis. ^

^Hendriksen, Accounting T h e o r y , p. 405 .
7
Dohr, "Capital and Surplus in the Corporate Balance
S h e e t p . 40.
Q
Paton and Littleton, o p . c it . , p. 105.
g
Committee on Terminology, Accounti ng Terminology
B ulle ti ns , pp. 29-30.
^ Ibid. , pp. 30-31.
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Sources and Their Usefulness
to Statement Readers
The previous section enumerated the merits which
various accountants have attributed to the source basis of
classification.

However, there are numerous objections to

some of the reasons.

In this sectinn,

some of the objec

tions are mentioned and the arguments favoring the source
classification are evaluated.
A summary of the justifications

for the source basis

of classification are:
1.

The right-hand side of the balance sheet repre
sents the sources of assets.

Presentation of

the sources of owners' equity is consistent with
the overall principle.

2.

The balance sheet is used more frequently for
making decisions

of a financial nature than of a

legal type.

source basis would therefore be

The

more useful than the legal classification of
owners' equity.
3.

Invested capital and retained earnings represent
a distinction between capital which must be pe r 
manently retained and that which could be avail
able for distribution.

4.

This information is u s e 

ful to creditors

and investors alike.

The source basis

is necessary so that stock

holders know whether dividends are distributions
of earnings or of capital.
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5.

Retained earnings is helpful in studying the
growth and profitability of the firm.

The first justification does not specify any way in
which statement readers use information about owners'
equity.

However, the second justification does recognize

that the use of the data should be a governing factor of
classification.

The last three reasons identify specific

uses of information about the sources of owners' equity.
The forementioned justifications are discussed below.

Sources of the firm's assets.--As was developed in
Chapter II, the right side of the balance sheet represents
the sources of assets.

The issue is then whether every

subclassification of liabilities and owners' equity must be
by sources.

According to classification theory,

the ideal

method is to use the same principle throughout all levels
or stages of classification.

From a practical point of

view, however, theorists recognize that adherence to the
same classification principle through all stages may not
provide meaningful information.**

Consequently,

changing

the principle of classification from one stage to another
is acceptable if the usefulness of the data is improved.
Classifying owners' equity by a method other than
source does not negate the concept that owners' equity

**Eaton, General L o g i c , pp. 284-85.
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represents a source of the enterprise's capital.
stance, classification of owners'

For i n 

equity by its utilization

tells how the capital provided by the owners is being used.
Or the legal classification indicates
the capital provided by the owners.
owners'

the legal status of
The manner in which

equity is subdivided does not obscure the amount of

capital that has been provided by the stockholders.
The source method of classifying owners'

12

equity c a n 

not be wholly justified merely because the right-hand side
of the balance sheet represents

the sources of capital.

More important is whether the sources of owners'
provide useful

equity

information to the readers of financial

s ta t e m e n t s .
Owners'

equity available for d i s t r i b u t i o n .--Some

persons state that the source basis indicates the amount of
owners'

equity which may be withdrawn.

tal is regarded as a permanent

The invested c a p i 

investment whereas the r e 

tained earnings is not so regarded.

However, this premise

is only an ethical or moral point of view and does not a l 
ways correspond to the legal statutes.
stance,

Creditors,

for i n 

should be aware that some invested capital can be

distributed to the stockholders under certain circumstances.

12

In this paragraph, "capital provided by s t o c k 
holders" is used in the sense that retained earnings is
part of the capital provided by stockholders.
See
p p . 42-43.
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And on the other hand, some retained earnings cannot be
distributed because it has become part of the stated c a p i 
tal.

In determining what part of owners'

tributable,

the legal classification

the sources of capital;

equity is d i s 

is more pertinent than

the legal basis is the one which

is enforceable and must be observed.
Nor does the retained earnings represent the amount
of owners'

equity that is not permanently committed.

As

Mason notes, retained earnings can be tied up in long-term
assets and not be available for distribution.

13

Obviously,

many corporations today consider most of their retained
earnings

to be a permanent method of financing.

sources of owners'

equity to interpret

mitment of owners'

capital is erroneous.

Using the

the permanent c o m 

Source of dividend p a y m e n t s .--Advocates of the
source basis assume that shareholders want to know if a
dividend represents a distribution of paid-in capital or of
earnings.
earnings,

If the dividend represents a distribution of
stockholders have an income.

represents a distribution of capital,
have any income.

This concept

ing, law, and federal

If the dividend
stockholders do not

is generally used

income taxation.

However, the concept is open to question,

13

in a c co un t

especially

Perry Mason, "The 1948 Statement of Concepts and
Standards," The Accounting R e v i e w , XXV (April, 1950), 137.
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as it applies to stockholders who are not the original
owners of stock.

Subsequent owners usually pay a price for

the stock which does not correspond to the amount of c a p i 
tal that the corporation received when the stock was o r i g i 
nally issued.

In effect, the new owner is acquiring the

book value of stock which includes both a paid-in amount
and retained earnings per share.

If the corporation d e 

clares a dividend soon after a new stockholder acquires a
share from a prior owner, the dividend in a sense does not
represent

income to the new stockholder;

instead,

the d i v i 

dend merely represents a distribution of retained earnings
which the investor has already purchased.

Or if subsequent

dividends received by the stockholder exceed the earnings
during the time he holds the stock, part of the dividends
represent,

in effect,

a return of capital.

In conclusion,

a distribution of corporate retained earnings does not p r o 
vide a sufficient basis for the investor to presume that
the dividend is income to him.

Each investor must assess

for himself in his own situation whether a dividend is i n 
come or a return of capital.
The above situation is recognized in several
stances.

One

is by parent corporations which account for

their subsidiaries on the cost basis.

14

in

If the subsidiary

George 0. May, Financial Accounting
The Macmillan Company, 1§57), p p . 217-18.

(New York:
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pays a dividend based upon retained earnings created prior
to the parent's acquisition of the subsidiary,

the parent

regards the dividend as a recovery of capital, not income.
Another such recognition of the inadequacy of paid-in c a p i 
tal and retained earnings
dates.

is whenever a corporation liqui

The stockholder disregards the amount of paid-in

capital and retained earnings which the corporation says
are being distributed.

Instead, the stockholder first a p 

plies the proceeds against his own cost of the investment.
Any excess of proceeds over cost is income to the s hare
holder .^
The stockholder needs
dividend represents

some method to judge whether a

income to him or not.

Reliance upon

the corporation's viewpoint of what the dividend represents
is unsatisfactory from the i n v es to r’s point of view.
suggested procedure

One

is to use the accrual or equity method

of accounting for investments.

17

The investor's

income

would be equal to his share of corporate profits earned

H. A. Finney and Herbert E. Miller, Principles of
Accounting--Advanced (Sth edition; Englewood Cliffs, N.J.T
f re nt ic e- Ha ll , I n c . , 1960}, pp. 349-50; Wilbert E. Karrenbrock and Harry Simons, Advanced Accounting (standard v o l 
ume; 3rd edition; C i n ci nn at i: South-Western Publishing
Company, 1962}, pp. 249-50; Wixon, Accountants' Handbook,
p. 23*11.
*^Wixon, o p . c i t . , p.

17

13*17.

Gabriel A. D. Preinreich, The Nature of Dividends
(Lancaster, Pa.:
Lancaster Press, I n c ., 1^3 5) , p p . 31-33,
47-50.
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during the time he holds the stock.
affect the amount of the investor's

Dividends would not
income.

If the e a r n 

ings exceed the dividends during the time the stock is held,
the dividends represent a distribution of earnings.
ever,

How

if the dividends exceed the earnings, the excess

represents a distribution of capital from the investor's
point of view.

In a slight variation,

that from the investor's viewpoint,
ceed either the

(1)

George May suggests

income should not e x 

income accrued during the time of the

i nvestor's ownership or (2) the amount of dividends re ceived by the investor.

18

The evidence indicates that the source basis of
owners'

equity is not pertinent in determining whether the

shareholder has earned an income on his investment.

A dis

tribution of earnings by the corporation is not necessarily
income to the investor.

The investor must use other

methods to ascertain if the dividends are returns of c a p i 
tal or distributions of profits.

Earning power and sources of o w n e r s ' e q u i t y .--Several
writers have expressed the idea that retained earnings is a
meaningful figure in studying the development and p r o f i t a 
bility of owners'

18

equity.

The development of the firm is

George 0. May, "Distribution of Profits," The New
York Certified Public A c c o u n t a n t , XV (May, 1945), 223-24.
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disclosed in that the sources do show how much of the
owners'

equity has been provided by internal growth.

But

as was discussed in the previous chapter, the size of r e 
tained earnings

is not a reliable indicator of past or

future profitability.

19

Evaluation
The pros and cons of the source basis have been d i s 
cussed at various places

in this study,

and an overall

evaluation needs to be made.
Tracing the owners'
noted in Chapter

equity to its s o u r c e s .--As was

III, the source basis of classification is

predicated upon a system of generally accepted assumptions.

20

The assumptions are necessary because there

is no

way to relate decreases of o w n e r s ' equity to specific
sources.

However, the use of unprovable assumptions

les

sens the authenticity of the amount of owners' equity a t 
tributable to each source.
Even if the assumptions are a c c e p t e d , the m e a n in gf ul ness of the information is questionable.

A Committee on

Concepts and Standards of the American Accounting A s s o c i a 
tion felt that

19

20

S u p r a , pp.

131-33.

S u p r a , pp.

68-74.

1S2

. . .
retained
from the
tives at

the distinction between paid-in capital and
income may be essentially formal, resulting
selection of one or the other of two alterna
the discretion of management.21

One such example of this is the difference between (1) a
stock dividend and (2) a cash dividend issued with a stock
right.

22

Whenever a cash dividend is returned by the stock

holder to the firm in exercising a stock right, the effect
is to capitalize part of retained earnings.

Retained e a r n 

ings is reduced for the payment of the dividend, but the
paid-in capital is increased when the cash from the di vi 
dend is used by the stockholder in exercising his stock
right.

Likewise,

a stock dividend is a method of capital

izing retained earnings which by-passes the procedure of
paying out and getting back the cash.

In essence, a stock

dividend is the same as a cash dividend which the share
holder uses to exercise a stock right.

However,

the a c 

counting procedures of these two transactions have differ
ent results on the source basis.

In the case of the cash

dividend and exercised stock right, the effect is to trans
fer retained earnings to paid-in capital.

But no such

transfer is made for a stock dividend; under the source
basis of classification, transfers are not made between
sources for stock dividends.

^McMullen,
2 2 ,..,
Ibid.

"Clarifying the Balance Sheet," p. 165
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U s e f u l n e s s .--Usefulness to the financial statement
readers is the paramount criterion for evaluating the
source basis.

As was noted in the previous chapter,

in for

mation that statement readers might want about owners'
equity is the total owners'
equity;

equity;

the tangible owners'

the par and liquidation values and the call price

of preferred stock; and the restricted or unrestricted
amounts of owners'

equity.

the sources of owners'

None of these

items

involve

equity or require that it be c l a s s i 

fied according to origins.

And as was discussed in this

chapter, the sources of o w n e r s ’ equity are not valid for
studying the profitability or earning power of the firm,
for determining the o w n e r s ' capital which must be retained
by the corporation,

or in ascertaining whether a dividend

is income to the s t o c k h o l d e r s .

C o n c l u s i o n .--In conclusion,
statements have very little need,
sources of owners'

equity.

the readers of financial
if any,

to know the

The only possible justification

for classifying o w n e r s ’ equity by source

is that it is c o n 

sistent with the concept that the equities
balance sheet represents sources of capital.

side of the
However,

there is little value in communicating consistent but u s e 
less information.
owners'

In light of all the evidence,

the

equity section of the balance sheet should not be

classified according to sources.
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Classification of Owners* Equity
by Classes of Stock

When there are two or more classes of capital stock
outstanding,

financial statement readers often want a

breakdown of owners' equity according to classes of stock.
As was seen in the previous chapter, the division is hel p
ful in computing the book value per share, computing the
rate of return on common stock, and studying the margin of
safety for the preferred stockholders.

Financial analysts

and investors also want to know the amount that preferred
stockholders would receive if the stock were redeemed or if
the enterprise were liquidated.

Usefulness of Several
Values of Stoclc
Allocating owners' equity among the various classes
of stock appears to be a useful method of classification
for the statement readers.

The book value generally is

based upon liquidation values whereas the rate of return
should be computed upon the capital supplied by each class
of stockholders.

The call price is necessary in knowing

the assets that preferred stockholders would receive in
case of redemption.
ing owners'

Obviously, only one method of allocat

equity can be used on the balance sheet.

How

ever, the other values of the stocks can be shown p a r e n 
thetically or as notes to the financial statements.
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Choice of a Valuation Method
for Presentation Purposes
The valuation concept deemed to be most important is
the one which should be used in presenting the equity of
each class on the balance sheet.

However,

there is not

much evidence that any one of these valuation concepts is
more important than the others.

From one point of view,

the liquidation value and call price of preferred stock are
highly relevant because they pertain to the future; as far
as the preferred stockholders are concerned,

the capital

which they contributed represents a past event and has no
future significance.

On the other hand, the capital co n 

tributed by the preferred stockholders is a requisite value
for computing the common stock equity that is necessary in
the rate of return on common stock.
If no valuation method stands out above the others,
the nature of the balance sheet could be a consideration in
allocating owners' equity.

Since the right side of the b a l 

ance sheet represents sources of capital, the owners'
equity section could be allocated on the basis of capital
supplied by each group of stockholders.
The method of allocating owners' equity to the
classes on the balance sheet may not be too critical if the
supplementary information is complete.

This would be e s 

pecially true if the users of financial statements are
skilled readers who thoroughly study the balance sheet.
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The skilled analyst knows that one valuation concept for
preferred and common stock is not appropriate for all p u r 
poses.

Therefore,

the analyst will be looking for several

different values of the stock.

As long as the several

values of preferred and common stock are made available as
supplementary data in the financial reports, the choice of
the value for formal presentation in the owners'

equity

section is not critical.

Improvement in Present Balance Sheets
One weakness of present financial

statements is that

the capital contributed by each class of stock cannot
usually be determined.
is distinctly shown.

The total par value of each class
However,

the capital contributed in

excess of par is seldom separated according to classes of
stock.
making

Instead, a combined figure

is presented,

thus

it impossible to determine the amount of capital

supplied by each group of shareholders.
Conclus ion
In conclusion, allocation by classes of stock is a
useful method of reporting owners'
sheet.

equity on the balance

This classification basis provides

information

which is generally beneficial to the readers of the balance
sheet.

The dilemma is that there are numerous methods of

allocating the equity to each class, and the information
presented by several m e t h o d s --liquidation value,

call price,
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and capital contributed by each class--is useful.

However,

allocating the capital according to the amount contributed
by each class is more compatible than any of the other
methods with the overall concept of the balance sheet.
Utilization Basis of Classification
Purpose
The purpose of the utilization basis of classifica
tion is to show how the investment of the owners is being
used.

This pertains especially to the retained earnings.

If the enterprise elects to retain some of the income
rather than to pay it as dividends, the enterprise should
justify its retention.

The use to which retained earnings

is being put should be identified in the owners' equity
23
sect ion.

Weaknesses
A committee of the American Accounting Association
grappled with this question.

They recognized that if m a n a 

gerial policy or intention is to be shown, capital stock as
well as retained earnings should be subdivided to show
their dedication.

24

However, the committee concluded that

^ J o h n A. Beckett, "Can Earned Surplus Be Inter
preted, Analyzed, and Presented Logically?," The Controller,
XVIII (March, 1950) , 107-110 .
24

McMullen, "Clarifying the Balance Sheet,"
pp. 163-64.
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the equity section of the balance sheet is not a practical
vehicle for communicating managerial policy.

Instead, such

information is best disclosed through descriptive narrative
i .25
ma te ri■al
As was noted in the chapter on classification bases,
specific assets cannot be verified as coming from the
creditors'

or owners' equity.

Therefore, classification by

utilization is dependent upon certain assumptions about the
relationships of assets and equities.
assumptions could be challenged.

2 ft

Obviously, these

At the present time,

there is not any agreement concerning these assumptions.
Conclusion
If there is not general agreement concerning the
assumptions, the utilization method of classification
should not be used.

Confusion could result from the use

of a variety of methods that might be reported on the ba l 
ance sheet.

Moreover, all the information for determining

the use of owners' equity comes from the balance sheet.
the analyst wants to know how the owners'

investment is

being used, he can prepare the information himself using
the assumptions he believes are correct.

25

American Accounting Association, Accounting and
Reporting Standards for Corporate Financial Statements,
P . 21.
26S u p r a , p.

91.

If
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Legal Basis of Classification
As noted in the previous chapter, investors may be
interested in knowing whether the company has any legal
surplus for declaring dividends.

Creditors, too, are in

terested in the maximum dividends that can be declared or
the amount of capital which must be maintained.

Legal Capital and Consolidated
Financial Statements
A problem arises in showing the legal classification
of owners' equity on consolidated balance sheets.
Consolidated balance sheets are not considered to be
a satisfactory method for reporting the legal aspects of
owners' equity.

Stated capital and earned surplus apply to

individual corporations, not to a group of companies.

The

earned surplus on the consolidated balance sheet reflects
the combined undistributed earnings of the parent corpora
tion and its subsidiaries.

To ascertain how much surplus

is available for dividend purposes, stockholders of the
parent and subsidiary companies should rely upon the balance sheet of their respective corporations.

27

To classify the consolidated owners' equity into
legal components

27

is both superfluous and misleading.

George S. Hills, The Law of Accounting and F inan
cial Statements (Boston:
Little, Brown and Company, 1957),
p . 38.
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Strictly speaking, the capital of a non-corporate entity is
not subject to any corporate classifications or restric
tions.

Classifying consolidated owners* equity into par

value, earned surplus, and other elements gives the mislead
ing impression that the owners* equity has been legally
divided.

Moreover, the statement reader is also led to

believe that the consolidated retained earnings is the
amount on which the parent corporation may declare divi
dends .
The obvious solution is to omit any legal classifi
cation of owners* equity from consolidated balance sheets.
However, consolidated financial statements are usually the
only financial reports provided to the stockholders of the
parent corporation.

There is no doubt that the consoli

dated statements do give a better picture of the overall
operations of the parent.

But stockholders of the parent

do need information about the earned surplus of the parent
corporation.

If the consolidated statements are the only

ones to be provided to the parent's stockholders, considera
tion should be given to making full disclosure about the
earned surplus of the parent.

This could be done on the

consolidated statements by giving a breakdown of earned
surplus in the owners' equity section or by a footnote.
One example showing the details of owners' equity is
found in the 196S annual report of Standard Oil Company
(New J e r sey).

One of the statements shows the changes in
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consolidated stockholders'

equity during the year.

Follow

ing the new balance of the owners' equity accounts in the
statement is the following data:

28

(000 omitted)

Balance, Dec. 31, 1965

Capital
$7~,'2fr2 ,14g

Parent company
$2,262,149
Affiliates operating in
Western Hemisphere
Eastern Hemisphere
$2 , 2 6 2 , 1 4 9

Earnings
Reinvested and
Employed
Total
$6 ,421,397 $ 8 , 6 6 3 , 5 4 ?
$2,759,548

$5,021,697

3,273,030
388,815
$'5~,"421733T

3,273,030
388.815
$8 , 6 8 5 ; 542

This form of presentation shows the capital and retained
earnings of both the parent corporation and the sub
sidiaries .

Usefulness of the Legal Components
of O w n e r s ' Equity
Importance of the legal components■--Staubus m a i n 
tains that the legal classification should be used on the
balance sheet.

The creditors, he says, are interested in

the reliability of the owners' equity as a buffer or
cushion.

The reliability of the owners' equity buffer d e 

pends upon its legal components;

some components have

higher degrees of reliability than others.

Obviously,

for

instance, stated capital offers a firmer protection than

28

Standard Oil Company
1965, p. 17.

(New Jersey), Annual Report,
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the earned surplus.

If the legal components are left off

the balance sheet, the creditors have no way to judge the
margin of safety provided by the owners' equity.

29

Criticisms of the legal c o m p o n e n t s -However, numer
ous objections have been made to the use of the legal clas
sification of owners' equity on the balance sheet.

As was

mentioned earlier, some accountants feel that the financial
statements should report economic facts rather than legal
facts.

Most of those persons favor the source method of

classification.
Other accountants believe that the legal aspects are
seldom of any importance and that they could be omitted
from the balance sheet without any harm.

These accountants

point out that most major corporations have huge amounts of
earned surplus.

The earned surplus is so large that future

dividends are not affected by the amount of earned surplus.
In these corporations, earned surplus does not offer any
useful information to statement users about the firm's f u 
ture dividend policy.

Furthermore, a large portion of the

earned surplus is, in essence, permanent capital and p r a c 
tically has the same degree of reliability as the stated
capital.

Creditors should rely upon earned surplus as well

as the stated capital to provide a buffer for protection.

29
p.

107.

S t a ubus, A Theory of Accounting to Investors,
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According to these writers, the legal aspects of owners 1
equity are usually irrelevant for all practical purposes;
the reporting of the legal components is unnecessary unless
the earned surplus is s m a l l . ^
Evaluation.- - In the preceding paragraph,

the impli

cation is that the creditors' margin of safety should be
judged on the total owners' equity.

The conclusion is that

the amount of stated capital is irrelevant.

But such a

conclusion is misleading, for the evaluation of the margin
of safety involves numerous factors.

Some of the factors

are the current ratio, the ratio of debt to equity, future
earning power, priority of claims to assets, sinking fund
requirements, and stipulations concerning additional debt.
Two other factors are the size of the total owners' equity
and its legal composition.
No one factor is the sole indicator of the creditors'
margin of safety.

Instead, all the above factors have to

be taken into consideration;
evaluation.

each one influences the

For instance, high earnings and a large amount

of owners' equity both enhance the degree of creditors'
safety.

Likewise, a high amount of stated or restricted

capital adds to the overall margin of

30

-afety while a

Birnberg, "An Information Oriented Approach to the
Presentation of Common Stockholders' Equity," pp. 966-68;
Hendriksen, Accounting T h e o r y , p. 407.
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relatively low amount of stated capital detracts from the
reliability of the buffer.
In conclusion, the legal components of capital c a n 
not be dismissed as being irrelevant to the creditors.

The

legal component of earned surplus is also a significant
figure to the stockholders when the earned surplus is sriall.

Other Restrictions
on Owners' Equity
A major disadvantage of the legal basis is that it
reports only some of the restrictions on owners'

equity.

Creditors often impose restrictions that are more stringent
than the statutory restrictions.

This is discussed more

fully in the next major section of this c h a p t e r . ^

Conclusions
Even though the amount of earned surplus may not a l 
ways be an important figure to the stockholders, creditors
have a more widespread use for the legal components of
capital.

The creditors use the amount of stated capital

in evaluating their margin of safety regardless of whether
the earned surplus is large or small.

On this basis, the

legal method of classification presents information that is
useful to the statement readers.

One drawback, however,

that the statutory classification sometimes reports only

31

I n f r a , pp.

165-72.

is
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part of the restrictions on owners' equity.
There are at least two problems in classifying the
owners' equity into its legal components.

One difficulty

is that some state statutes are incomplete or ambiguous as
to how some items should be classified.

The second diffi

culty is that the consolidated owners' equity commingles
the capital of several legal entities.

To evaluate the

margin of safety or the availability of earned surplus for
dividend purposes, the owners' equity of the individual
corporations must be studied.

Classification by Restrictions
on Owners
Equity
Inadequacy of Legal Basis
to Report Restrictions
Statutory provisions do not constitute the only r e 
strictions on the distribution of owners'

equity.

Agree

ments with creditors and preferred stockholders usually
impose restrictions that are more stringent than those r e 
quired by state corporate statutes.

Under some state

statutes, distributions of surplus or capital can be made
under almost any circumstances which do not make the firm
insolvent.

In effect, some state statutes do not provide

much protection to the creditors, and as a result, credi
tors impose additional restrictions for protection.

Fu r 

thermore, the stated capital may be only a small part of
the total owners' equity, and creditors impose additional
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requirements to guarantee that most of the owners'

equity

is preserved.

Significance of Restrictions
Obviously,

the added restrictions result in larger

amounts of owners' equity that must be retained by the
company.

Sometimes the restrictions imposed by the credi

tors may be several times larger than the restrictions
under the state corporate statutes.
The result is that a much higher percentage of
owners' equity is precluded from use as a basis for declar
ing dividends.
creditors'

Some examples showing the effectiveness of

restrictions are shown in Table

I.

In every

company reported in the table, over 90 per cent of the
total owners' equity is restricted whereas under statutory
provisions,

the restricted owners' equity would have been

much less.
Even more effective is the relatively small amount
of unrestricted owners' equity which the firms have a v ail
able for declaring dividends.

Only one of the companies

shown in Table II barely has enough unrestricted owners'
equity to cover two years of dividends.

From the inves

tor's point of view, the margin of safety between unre
stricted owners' equity and the dividend payment is small.
Imposed dividend restrictions that exceed those
specified by state statutes are probably the rule rather

TABLE I
THE EFFECT OF DEBT AGREEMENTS ON RESTRICTED
OWNERS* EQUITY OF SELECTED CORPORATIONS*
(in millions of dollars)
MeDonne1
Douglas
Corporation
Par value
Capital surplus
Retained earnings
Total owners' equity

$

Unrestricted owners' equity**
Percentage of restricted owners'
equity to total owners; equity:
Without the debt agreement***
With the debt agreement

Collins
Radio
Company
3
53
55

$

i in
$

$

5

34
191
145
370

$

12

61%
97%

Consolidated
Foods
Corporation

i.i

50%
99%

Montgomery
Ward 6 Co.,
Incorporated

$

$

19
90
201
310

$

12
211
452
675

$

20

$

28

35%
94%

33%
96%

Caterpillar
Tractor
Co.

Brunswick
Corp.

$ 138

$

689
$ 827

%

14
51
77
142

$

$

-0-

68

17%
92%

46%
100%

*Dates pertain to the annual corporate reports that are shown below as sources for the data.
**The debt agreements impose restrictions on dividends. The unrestricted owners' equity represents the
amount that is legally available as a basis for declaring dividends.
***The capital surplus is included as part of the restricted amount.
Sources:

McDonnel Douglas Corporation, Annual Report, 1967, pp. 20-26.
Collins Radio Company, Annual Report, 1968, pp. 15-21.
Consolidated Foods Corporation, Annual Report, 1968, pp. 21-28.
Montgomery Ward 8 C o . , Incorporated, Annual Report, 1967, pp. 24-29.
Caterpillar Tractor Co., Annual Report, 1968, pp. 28-31.
Brunswick Corporation, Annual Report, 1967, pp. 4-1’.

TABLE II

NUMBER OF TIMES DIVIDENDS ARE COVERED BY UNRESTRICTED
OWNERS' EQUITY IN SELECTED CORPORATIONS*
(in millions of dollars)
McDonnel
Douglas
Corporation

Collins
Radio
Company

$ 689

2.3

J

16.5

%

13.5

$

68

1.1

$

20

$

28

$

68

$ 55

Dividends paid during the year

$

$

Unrestricted owners' equity at
end of the year

$

$

Number of times that dividends are
covered by the ending unrestricted
owners' equity

1.2x

.5x

1.2x

*Dates pertain to the annual corporate reports which are shown below.
Sources:

Caterpillar
Tractor
Co,

$ 452

$ 145

12

Montgomery
Ward § Co.,
Incorporated

$ 201

Total retained earnings

9.7

Consolidated
Foods
Corporation

McDonnel Douglas Corporation, Annual Report, 1967, pp. 20-26.
Collins Radio Company, Annual Report, 1968, pp. 15-21.
Consolidated Foods Corporation, Annual Report, 1968, pp. 21-28.
Montgomery Ward 8 Co., Incorporated, Annual Report, 1967, pp. 24-29.
Caterpillar Tractor Co., Annual Report, 1968, pp. 28-31.
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than the exception.

Of the 600 corporate financial state

ments surveyed in Accounting Trends and Techniques for 1967
and 1968, 411 of the corporations mentioned dividend r e 
strictions on their retained earnings.
porations mentioned restrictions.

32

In 1966, 399 cor-

Perusal through

M o o d y ’s Industrial Manual also indicates that dividend
restrictions are numerous and often substantial in size.
Reporting of Restrictions
on the Balance Sheet
Creditors,

investors, and financial analysts should

be interested in all the restrictions on owners' equity.
The total effect of the various restrictions has to be co n 
sidered in determining how much of the owners'

equity must

be kept in the corporation and how much can be legally di s 
tributed.

State corporate codes account for only part of

the restrictions on owners'

capital.

The other restric

tions are just as important and should receive as much a t 
tention as the statutory ones.

However, the typical p r e 

sentation of owners' equity gives more attention to the
statutory restrictions by displaying them in the body of
the balance sheet.

The imposed restrictions, oftentimes

much larger than the statutory ones, are usually subordi
nated and reported in a footnote.

32

American Institute of Certified Public Accountants,
Accounting Trends and Techniques:
1968, p. 237; 1967,
p. 228; 19 6 6 , p.

ITT.
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For reporting purposes,

the emphasis should be to

clearly communicate the restrictions on owners'
The classification of owners'

equity.

equity into its legal c o m 

ponents does not always do this well.

For instance,

label

ing a part of owners' equity as capital surplus does not
specify whether this amount can be used for dividend or
stock reacquisition purposes.

Nor is the legal component

retained earnings a relevant figure;

instead the parts

which must be retained and which need not be kept is more
important.
pared,

As most o w n e r s ' equity sections are now p r e 

the total retained earnings is shown in the body of

the balance sheet whereas
in the footnotes.

the restrictions are subordinated

This method of presentation seems to

stress the wrong facts.
If the restrictions are to be emphasized,

the p r e 

sentation should do this directly rather than use the in
direct method of the legal classification.
the owners'

A format of

equity section which clearly labels the r e 

stricted and unrestricted parts provides the information
which statement readers n e e d . ^

Limitations of the Restriction Basis
The restrictions on the balance sheet are those that
are in effect on the date of the financial statement.
ever, statement readers should be aware that the

33

For an example,

see page 89.

How
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restrictions are not necessarily permanent or long lasting.
In fact, some of the statutory restrictions can be relaxed
quite easily by corporations.

For instance, stated capital

can be reduced by a vote of the stockholders or sometimes
by the directors alone.

34

Such a transaction transfers

stated capital to capital surplus which often has no statu
tory restrictions

in some states.

Stated capital can also

be distributed if the corporation is in the business of e x 
ploiting wasting assets.

And corporations are often p e r 

mitted to acquire redeemable stock, to eliminate fractional
shares through purchase, and to acquire the stock of d i s 
senting stockholders even though the corporation does not
have any surplus;

such purchases would reduce the stated

capital or unrestricted owners' equity.

35

Other restrictions could also be temporary.

For

instance, a debt agreement may require that a specified
amount of working capital be on hand before dividends can
be paid.

In a year when the working capital requirement is

not met, the entire owners' equity is restricted.
the following year, a large amount of owners'

But in

equity could

34

Capriles and McAniff, "The Financial Provisions of
the New (1961) New York Business Corporation Law," p. 1264;
Elvin R. Latty, "Some Miscellaneous Novelties in the New
Corporation Statutes," Law and Contemporary Problems, XXIII
(Spring, 1958), 374-75.“
^ California Corporations C o d e , Sec. 1706; Louisiana
Business Corporation Law (1968) , S e c . 55.
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again become unrestricted if the working capital require
ment is met.
As is obvious,

there are numerous ways in which r e 

stricted capital can be distributed.

The amount that is

restricted on the balance sheet can be changed or reduced
shortly thereafter.

Therefore,

classifying the owners'

equity into restricted and unrestricted parts may give the
financial statement reader a false sense of security.
Another problem is in connection with consolidated
statements.

The problem is similar to the one in reporting

the legal components of owners'

equity.

From the viewpoint

of the parent company's stockholders and creditors, c o n 
solidated owners'

equity consists of (1 ) restricted owners'

equity of the parent;

(2 ) unrestricted owners'

the parent corporation;

and

equity of

(3) the parent corporation's

equity in the undistributed income of the subsidiaries.

Conclus ion
Classification by restrictions presents
for which statement readers have a need.

information

However, the r e 

strictions are only those which apply on the date of the
balance sheet;
nature.

the restrictions may not be of a permanent
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Comparative Analysis of the
Classification Methods'
Evaluation by Usefulness
The preceding evaluations indicate that the most
useful methods of classification are the division of
owners*

equity

(1 ) by classes of stock and

tions on distributions to stockholders.

(2 ) by r estric

The effects of

statutory classification can be incorporated into the r e 
striction's method of classification.

Statement

readers,

however, have little need for information about the sources
of owners'

equity or its utilization.

When there are two or more classes of stock, the
question arises as to which of the two methods of c l a ssifi
cation should be the primary one.

If the information of one

classification method is more important than the information
provided by the other, the more important

information should

probably be used in the presentation of owners'

equity.

This requires that a qualitative comparison be made to d e 
termine which information is more v a l u a b l e .
However,
the reader.

the value of the data depends partly upon

For instance,

the unrestricted owners'

equity

is significant to the investor who is primarily interested
in dividend payments.

On the other hand,

the rate of r e 

turn on the common stock is important to the investor who
is looking for growth rather than dividend payments;

the

capital contributed by the various classes of stockholders
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is more valuable to this investor than the restricted and
unrestricted amounts.

In sum, the information provided by

one of these two classification bases cannot be said to be
more valuable than the information provided by the other.

Evaluation with Overall Classification
of Equities
Another way to examine the problem is from the broad
viewpoint of the equity side of the balance sheet.
As was discussed in Chapter II, the entity theory
probably offers the most satisfactory explanation of the
balance sheet.

From the entity viewpoint, the balance

sheet is a report about the firm's resources and the sup
pliers of the capital.

The firm's capital has been sup

plied to it by various contributors,

and the right side of

the balance sheet is merely a listing of the suppliers.
From the entity viewpoint, the stockholders are suppliers
of capital just like the creditors.

Because the stock

holders are regarded as merely being one of several sup
pliers of capital, the stockholders are not accorded the
special importance that is given them in the proprietary
theory.
The preferred stockholders and the common stock
holders are two separate suppliers of capital.

Each class

is a distinct source of capital just as bondholders are a
source of long-term capital that is distinct from a finan
cial institution supplying capital on a long-term note.

In

17S

other words, when there are two or more classes of stock
holders,

they should not be thought of as being one source

of capital; each class of stock is a separate source.
For presentation purposes on the balance sheet, the
suppliers of capital are grouped under one of several h e a d 
ings describing the -jeneral relationship of the capital
suppliers to the firm.

The three most common groups are

short-term creditors, long-term creditors, and stockholders.
The equity of each class of stockholders should be
listed and clearly presented in the stockholders'
section.
holders

equity

As has been emphasized, each class of stock
is a separate supplier of capital and, as such,

should not be obscured.

There is no reason for the iden

tity of any class of stock to be lost or commingled with
the other classes of stock simply because they are all
grouped together in the stockholders'

equity section.

36

The purpose of grouping items is to organize the informa
tion into an orderly presentation, not to hide the sources
of owners' equity.
Classifying owners' equity by classes of stock is
consistent with the way in which other sections on the

**^0 f course, many sources of capital are combined
for reporting purposes.
Sources are combined when they are
small or when their distinction from other suppliers is u n 
important.
However, the equity of each class of stock is
useful information to the users of financial statements.
The separate identities of each class of shareholders
should be maintained under the stockholders’ equity head
ings .
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equity side of the balance sheet are reported.
tion of the other sections

Classifica

(current debt and long-term debt)

show the various sources or suppliers of capital.
the classification of stockholders'

Similarly,

equity by types of

stock would show the suppliers of stockholders'

capital.

In this way, the entire right side of the balance sheet
would be classified according to the same principle.
The equity assigned to each class of stock should
represent

the amount of capital contributed by each class

of shareholders.

Since the equities represent sources and

suppliers of capital, the contributed amount is a more
logical valuation basis than the liquidation or call values.
The common stock equity should also include the firm's u n 
distributed earnings;

the undistributed earnings

is capital

being supplied at the expense of the common stockholders.
However,

if there are dividends

of the undistributed earnings

in arrears, a proper amount

should be assigned to the

preferred stock equity.

Two-Stage Method of Classification

Consistency with other equity s e c t i o n s .--A two-stage
classification method could be incorporated so that both
the restrictions and the classes of stock could be shown in
the body of the balance sheet.

The first stage should be

classified by types of stock, and the restrictions should
be shown in the second stage.

To reverse the classification
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and show restrictions in the first stage and the classes of
stock in the second stage results in a framework which is
not uniform.

The following example illustrates the point:

Current debt:
Supplied by ....
Supplied by ....
Supplied by ....
Long-term debt:
Supplied by ....
Supplied by ....
Stockhclders 1 equity:
Restricted Capital:
Supplied by preferred stockholders
Supplied by common stockholders
Unrestricted capital:
Supplied by preferred stockholders
Supplied by common stockholders
As should be noticed, the sources of capital are shown in
the first stage of the current debt and long-term debt sec
tions and in the second stage of the stockholders'
section.

equity

The statement would be better organized if the

suppliers of resources were shown in the same stage in
every section.
Classifying restrictions in the first stage and
classes of stock in the second stage could be justified if
it presents data of a more informative nature than the reverse order.

But as was mentioned earlier,

37

there is no

clear-cut answer as to whether the equity by classes of
stock or restrictions on stockholders'
more valuable

information.

37S u p r a , pp.

173-74.

equity presents the

If neither is considered to be
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superior to the other, the overall classification principle
of the stockholders' equity section should probably be c o n 
sistent with that of the other equity sections.
When there is only one class of stock, the restric
tions can be incorporated into the body of the balance
sheet.

The following format should be used for the owners'

equity section.
Owners' Equity:
Common Stock:
Restricted
Unrestricted

xx
xx

xx

The common stock nomenclature should be shown to indicate
the supplier of owners' equity.

This is in accordance with

the reporting of the other equities.

The common stock is

then subdivided into its restricted and unrestricted parts.

Weaknesses of two-stage classification.--Whenever
there are two or more classes of stock, the two-stage
method of classification has several weaknesses.

For one

thing, the data shown in the second stage is often split
and shown in two different locations.
information about some items,
must be combined.

To get the complete

figures from several sources

In the following example, both of the

restricted amounts must be combined to determine the total
restrictions.

Likewise, the unrestricted owners'

equity

from two locations must be added to get the total amount
available for dividends.
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Stockholders' Equity:
Preferred Stock:
Restricted
Unrestricted
Common Stock:
Restricted
Unrestricted
Total S t o c k h o l d e r s ' E q u i t y

xx
xx
xx
xx

xx

xx
xx

The presentation in the preceding format could also
result in a misleading inference.

The unskilled reader

might get

the impression that each class of stock

titled to

dividends only from the unrestricted o w n e r s ’

equity shown for that respective class of stock.

is e n 

This

would be an erroneous idea.
From a technical

legal viewpoint,

component of restricted capital
class of stock.

the stated capital

is not associated with any

According to Hills,

. . . Stated capital does not "represent" and has no
dependent relation to shares or classes of shares.
To
r e p e a t , it is an independent amount in doliars or d o l 
lar values serving as a limitation on the rights of
shareholders to withdraw (by dividends or by the p u r 
chase of shares, except in special circumstances p r o 
vided by statute) any assets of the corporation.
The
amount of stated capital is computed by adding together
its various component amounts, but such component
amounts, having become a part of the total capital
amount, are merged into such total.
Stated capital is
the single total amount.38
To divide each class's equity into restricted and u n r e 
stricted parts

is improper from a legal point of view.

The value of the two-stage classification method

38

is

George S. Hills, "Model Corporation Act," Harvard
Law Review, XLII (June, 1935), 1360-61.
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questionable when it divides
individually,

are irrelevant.

information into parts which,
For instance, the creditor

does not care how much equity of each class of stock is
considered to be restricted.

To the creditor, only the

total amount of restricted capital

is relevant, for the

total amount serves as the buffer which is usually not d i s 
tributable.

And only the total of unrestricted owners'

equity is relevant to the stockholder

interested in d i v i 

dends.

Dividends can be declared on any unrestricted

owners'

equity regardless of how the unrestricted owners'

equity is classified in the two-stage classification.

In

conclusion, dividing the equity of each class of stock into
restricted and unrestricted amounts
effect in law.

is useless and has no

A two-stage method of classification does

not serve a useful purpose when there is more than one
class of stock.

Footnotes and Classification
An alternative

is to report only the total owners'

equity in the body of the balance

sheet.

The equity of

each class of stock and the restrictions on owners'
would be presented in the footnotes.

capital

This approach avoids

the classification problem, yet reports

the relevant facts

about the o w n e r s ' e q u i t y .
H o w e v e r , a criticism of the preceding alternative
that footnotes

should not be used as substitutes

is

for proper
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classification.

Information that is capable of being r e 

ported in the body of the balance sheet should be shown in
the body of the financial statements, not in the footnotes.

39

If the trend of reporting increasing amounts of

data in the footnotes continues, financial statements will
become textual descriptions rather than codified summaries.

40

The reporting of data in the body of the finan

cial statements should be encouraged.
Tangible O w n e r s 1 Equity
As was noted in Chapter IV, tangible owne r s ’ equity
is frequently used in calculating financial ratios.
fore, the division of owners'

There

equity into its tangible and

intangible parts would be a useful method of classification
on the balance sheet.
However, there are more useful methods of classify
ing owners’ equity than can be presented on the balance
sheet.

Obviously, several useful methods have to be

eliminated.

The classification of own e r s ’ equity into

tangible and intangible parts is dispensable and can be
left off the balance sheet without any harm.
users can calculate the tangible owners'

Statement

equity from the

data usually presented in the balance sheet.

39
40

Hendriksen, Accounting T h e o r y , p. 459.

John H. Myers, "Footnotes," The Accounting Review,
XXXIV (July, 1959) , 388.
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Conclusions
The equity of each class of stock and the r estric
tions on distributions are both useful

items of information

to statement readers, and both items should be reported on
the balance sheet.
A simple solution is to report the owners'
a total figure in

balance

other data about owners'
overreliance on footnotes

equity as

sheet and present all the

equity in the footnotes.

However,

is unsatisfactory and should be

avoided.
Either the equity of each class of stock or the r e 
strictions have to be treated as the primary method of
classification in the owners'

equity section.

As was seen,

neither of the two types of information can be considered
to be more important than the other.

Importance of the

information does not provide any basis for choosing a p r i 
mary method of classification.

However,

another criterion

is to classify the entire equity side of the balance sheet
according to a like principle.

Under the entity theory,

the right side of the balance sheet is similar in nature,
and the classification of all the equities
is logical.

By classifying the owners'

cording to classes of stock,

in a like manner

equity section a c 

the entire equity side shows

the various suppliers of capital.

For this latter reason,

classification by classes of stock appears to be the better
basis for presenting o w n e r s ' equity in the balance sheet.
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If the classes of stock are used as the primary clas
sification basis, the restrictions should still be reported
in some way.

One way is to show the restrictions in the

second stage of classification.
there is only one class of stock.

This is satisfactory when
However,

if there are

two or more classes of stock, reporting the restrictions

in

the second stage divides useful data into irrelevant parts.
It can also result in misleading inferences.
restrictions

in the footnotes

Reporting the

is a better alternative if

there is more than one class of stock.
In one respect, the choice for the primary classifi
cation method probably is not crucial.

The reason is that

the information not presented in the classified parts of
the owners'

equity section would be shown in the footnotes.

For instance, the liquidation value and call price of p r e 
ferred stock are usually shown in the footnotes of finan
cial statements.

If necessary, the capital contributed by

preferred stockholders could also be shown there, too.
Likewise, the footnotes often include a description of the
restrictions on distributions to stockholders.

The amounts

of the restricted and unrestricted owners' capital could be
indicated in the same footnote.
Nevertheless, whatever method is selected should co m 
municate useful data about the owners'

equity.

A definite

principle for classification would probably improve the
communication of ideas to statement readers and would
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reduce some of the misinterpretations that can otherwise be
made about owners'

equity.

A specified classification o b 

jective also provides a guideline for solving problems
the allocation of owners'

in

equity to the various accounts.
Summary

In this chapter,

the various classification bases

were examined as to their usefulness.
The source basis of classification does not convey
any information that is generally needed by statement
readers.

If anything,

interpreted.

the data about sources may be m i s 

The origins of owners'

misused to study profitability,

equity are sometimes

to ascertain whether a

dividend received by a stockholder is income, and to indi
cate the owners'
Neither

equity that can be distributed.

is the utilization basis a desirable method

for presenting owners'

equity.

The underlying assumptions

regarding the uses are not well established.

However,

the

reader of the statement can prepare a computation of the
uses from the balance sheet using his own assumptions.
Reporting the owners'
does provide information that
investors.

equity by classes of stock
is useful to creditors and

The equity for each class

is needed for d e t e r 

mining the rate of return on common stock and also for
valuing the preferred stock during
tion .

liquidation or r e d e m p 
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The legal basis is inadequate

in that it reports

on o w n e r s 1 equity.

only part of the restrictions

However,

a larger concept of restrictions that is useful includes
the restrictions

that are imposed by debt agreements.

This

gives a more complete picture of the capital that may and
may not be distributed to the stockholders.
The two most useful methods of classification are
those that show the restrictions and show the equity of
each class of stock.
are important,

But since both classification bases

the criterion of usefulness alone

is not

adequate to select one method as the better one for s t a t e 
ment presentation.

However,

the division by classes of

stock is more compatible with the classification principle
used in the other equity sections of the balance sheet.
this basis,

classification by types of stock appears

On

to be

the best method for reporting o w n e r s ' equity on the balance
sheet.

The restrictions can be shown in the second stage

of classification

if there is only one class of stock.

H o w e v e r , if there are two or more classes of stock,
restrictions are best reported
nancial

statements.

in the footnotes

the

to the f i 

CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY
Problem and Purpose of the Study

The present manner in which the owners’ equity sec
tion is classified does not seem to follow any clear prin
ciple.

The usual presentation of the owners* equity sec

tion is not classified according to its legal components.
Nor is the owners' equity section classified into its
sources; the sources are obscured by transfers from r e 
tained earnings to paid-in capital, as in stock dividends.
Neither does the owners' equity section convey a realistic
amount of permanently committed capital.

Nor is the equity

of each class of stock shown when there are two or more
classes of stock.
A need exists for a definite objective or principle
to be used in classifying owners' equity.

The lack of a

classification principle can result in erroneous interpre
tations by statement readers.

For instance, many readers

probably presume that the legal components are reflected in
the o w n e r s ’ equity section.

Likewise, others probably

presume that the retained earnings account shows the amount
of the undistributed earnings;
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transfers of earnings to
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Statement Readers* Needs
and OwrieTrs * Equi

To evaluate the usefulness of the classification
bases, the statement readers' needs for information about
owners'

equity were examined.
In financial ratio analysis, total owners' equity

and tangible owners’ equity are the two most frequently
used figures concerning owners' equity.
of owners'

Further breakdowns

equity are seldom used in ratio analysis.

One

exception, however,

is when there are several classes of

stock outstanding.

The allocation of capital to each class

of stock is necessary for computing
on common stock,

(1 ) the rate of return

(2 ) the book value per share of preferred

and common stock, and

(3) the percentage of a class' equity

to the firm's total capital.
In addition to use in ratio analysis, statement
readers may be interested in other pieces of information
about owners'

equity.

The restrictions on owners'

equity

are one of numerous factors used by creditors in judging
the reliability of capital and evaluating the margin of
safety.

The stockholders may also have an interest in the

amount of unrestricted owners'
owners'

equity.

The unrestricted

equity acts as a ceiling on the amount of dividends

that can legally be declared.

However, the legal maximum

is just one of several factors used in studying dividend
p ol i c y .
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The call price and the liquidation value of p r e 
ferred stock may also be of interest to the preferred stock
holders .

The Nature of Owners* Equity
The balance sheet and owners'

equity section are

best explained from the entity point of view.
sheet is a report about the firm's capital.

The balance
The assets

represent the form in which the capital is held while the
equity side of the balance sheet represents the sources of
the firm's capital.

From the entity's viewpoint, the credi

tors and stockholders are similar in the respect that both
are suppliers of assets.
Owners' equity is one of several sources of the
firm's assets and represents the amount of the resources
that have been derived from stockholders.

The owners'

equity includes the amount of assets that were received
from stockholders, past or present, who purchased shares of
stock when the shares were originally issued.

Owners'

equity also includes any assets the corporation holds b e 
cause of earnings that have not yet been distributed to the
stockholders.
After the corporation initially issues shares of
stock, stockholders buy and sell the shares at prices that
are not the same as the book value per share on the corpora
tions’s books.

The corporation does not record the prices
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of the exchanges among the stockholders.

Consequently,

the

owners' equity on the balance sheet does not reflect the
amounts paid by the current stockholders to acquire their
holdings.

In this respect, owners' equity is not reported

from the proprietary viewpoint.

Instead, owners' equity is

reported from the point of view of the entity.
Classification Bases of Owners'

Equity

Five ways of classifying the owners' equity section
are by its sources,

legal components,

by classes of stock, and utilization.

restrictions, equity
Each basis was

examined in the study as to its mechanics of classification
and its usefulness.
Source Basis of Classification
The source basis of classification attempts to r e 
port how much of the owners' equity is attributable to
profitable operations and how much is attributable to ca pi 
tal paid in by the stockholders.

Appraisal increases and

gifts of property are also considered to be sources of
o w n e r s ’ equity, but these sources are not common.
Increases in owners' equity can usually be traced to
a specific source.

Once in the business, however, owners'

equity is homogeneous and becomes commingled with the
owners' equity from other sources.

Consequently, decreases

of owners' equity cannot be physically identified with any
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source.

For example, a dividend to stockholders is g e n er 

ally considered to be a distribution of earnings.

But the

source of the dividend could be challenged by maintaining
that paid-in capital is being returned before earnings are
distributed.

As is evident,

source of owners'

there is no way to prove what

equity is being distributed.

Under the source basis of classification, however,
assumptions are made as to the sources that are affected by
different kinds of decreases

in owners' equity.

Most of

the assumptions are, in general, very well accepted and are
seldom questioned.

One exception exists, though,

in a c 

counting for the sources that are affected by treasury
stock transactions.
The source basis has been supported by many accoun
tants as the ideal principle for classifying owners'
But upon close examination,

equity.

the information about the

sources of owners' equity is not very relevant.

The size

of retained earnings is not a reliable indicator of the
past success of an enterprise.

For instance, an enterprise

may have had large earnings but paid them out as dividends.
In this case, a small balance of retained earnings is not a
sign of poor earning power.

Furthermore, an absolute

amount of retained earnings does not indicate over what
time span the earnings have been accumulated.

To study a

firm's profitability, past income statements are a better
guide than retained earnings.
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The sources of dividend distributions are not rele
vant to stockholders in determining whether or not they
have had an income.

Whenever a stockholder purchases his

stock from a prior owner, the new stockholder is acquiring
the book value of the shares.

The book value most likely

includes some retained earnings.

Therefore,

if the corpora

tion pays a dividend based upon retained earnings created
prior to the new stockholder’s acquisition,
not income to the stockholder;
sents a return of capital.

the dividend is

instead, the dividend repre

The book value per share of r e 

tained earnings seldom corresponds to the past earnings of
the individual stockholders.

Thus, the source of a corpora

tion's distribution is irrelevant in determining whether or
not the dividend is income to the stockholder.
Nor do the sources of owners'

equity indicate the

amount of capital that can be distributed as dividends.
The legal availability of capital for declaring dividends
is not based upon the origins of the owners' equity.
In conclusion, the source basis does not convey any
information that is useful in making investment or credit
decisions.

Ratio analysis does not make use of any data

about the sources of ow ne rs ’ equity.

Nor are the sources

helpful in studying profitability, determining income to
the investor, or appraising dividend policy.
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Statutory Classification
The legal classification of owners'

equity is based

upon the corporation statutes of the individual states.
According to most state statutes, owners' equity is d i 
vided into stated capital, earned surplus, and capital sur
plus .
The stated capital is not normally intended to be
distributed although it can be disbursed in numerous states
under special circumstances.

The amount of the stated

capital must usually be at least as large as the aggregate
par value of the issued shares.

However,

the stated ca pi 

tal can be larger than the par value.
Earned surplus is the undistributed earnings less
any amounts that have been transferred to stated capital or
capital surplus.

Earned surplus is normally the legal

basis on which dividends are declared.
Capital surplus is any owners' equity not classified
as stated capital or earned surplus.

The capital surplus

can usually be used in most states as a basis for declaring
dividends.
In general, there are not many problems
ing owners'

in classify

equity in accordance with the legal basis.

The

most frequent problem is that the statutes in some states
are not clear as to how some transactions should be classi
fied.

For instance, the statutes in several states are

either ambiguous or silent concerning the classification of
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appraisal capital and the effects of treasury stock t r an s
actions on components of owners'

equity.

At first glance, the value of the legal classifica
tion for statement readers seems to be in determining the
o w n e r s ’ equity which must legally be retained in the b u s i 
ness and that which may be distributed.

However,

classification falls short of this objective
For one thing,

the legal

in two ways.

the legal basis of classification does not

indicate whether capital surplus can be used for making
distributions

to the stockholders.

A second weakness

is

that the statutory components do not include the effects of
dividend restrictions

that are

imposed by agreements with

creditors and preferred stockholders.

The restrictions

im

posed by the creditors and preferred stockholders are more
severe than the statutory ones.

Consequently,

classification is only a partial

indicator of the owners'

equity that must be retained

the legal

in the firm.

Classification by Restrictions
The restrictions method of reporting owners'

equity

stresses the amounts that can and cannot be distributed.
The restrictions are based upon the statutory and c on tr ac 
tual requirements.

These types of restrictions can be d e 

termined quite readily, and they explain the dividend lim i
tations imposed by outsiders on the actions of the co r p o r a 
tion.
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Managerial restrictions should be omitted from the
classification of owners' equity because of their awkward
ness in reporting.

If managerial restrictions are listed,

the restrictions tend to represent the owners' equity
necessary for operating the business.

Consequently,

the

unrestricted owners' equity would have the connotation that
it is not needed in the business.

But it is doubtful that

a firm would be willing to label a portion of its owners'
equity as available for dividends, yet retained.

Stock

holders would surely demand that the available amount be
distributed as dividends.

On the other hand,

if the entire

owners' equity is always restricted but dividends are co n 
tinually paid, the managerial restrictions are useless for
studying dividend policy.
The effects of the restrictions should be emphasized
in the classification by restrictions.

The classification

should clearly indicate how much of the owners' equity is
distributable and how much is not distributable.
plicable, owners'

If a p 

equity that is distributable to preferred

stockholders but not to common stockholders should also be
indicated.
Classification by restrictions

is more relevant to

statement readers than the classification by statutes.
Classification by restrictions provides a more complete
portrayal of the legal constraints on withdrawals of owners'
than is shown by statutory classification.

The restrictions
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method also stresses specifically a fact about owners'
equity that creditors and stockholders want to know.
Classification by Equities
Whenever there is more than one class of stock, the
owners' equity can be classified on the basis of the equity
of each class of stock.

The major problem is on what basis

to allocate the owners' equity to each class.
several alternatives that can be used.

There are

In all the alterna

tives, a specific amount is assigned to the equity of p r e 
ferred stock, and any residual own er s’ equity is assigned
to the common stock.

The alternative methods of valuing

preferred stock are by par value,

liquidation value, call

price, and the capital paid in by preferred stockholders.
There are two major uses for information about the
equity of each class of stock.

The differentiation between

classes is necessary in computing rates of return on the
preferred stock and common stock.

The statement readers

may also want to know about the amount that would be paid
to preferred stockholders if their stock is redeemed or if
the company is liquidated.
In computing the rates of return, some distortions
can result when the par value,

liquidation value, or the

call price is assigned to the preferred stock.

The most

satisfactory basis for computing the rate of return is to
assign the capital paid in by preferred stockholders to the
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preferred stock equity.
to the common stock.

The remaining equity is assigned

However, if the objective is to r e 

port the amount to be paid to preferred stockholders upon
termination of their stock, the call price or liquidation
value would be assigned to preferred stock.
As is evident, the liquidation value, the call price,
and the capital contributed by preferred stockholders are
all useful information for certain types of inquiries by
statement readers.

Par value has little usefulness.

How

ever, only one of the three relevant values can be used for
classifying owners'

equity in the body of the balance sheet.

The other two values must appear either parenthetically or
in footnotes.

The choice of the value to be used for

classifying owners'

equity on the balance sheet is taken

up later.
Classification by Utilization
Another classification basis attempts to explain the
use that is made of the resources financed by the owners.
This method requires that several assumptions be made as to
the assets that are financed by the owners* equity.

Some

of the assumptions are well accepted while some others are
not.
The rationale of the utilization classification
basis is that the firm ought to explain to its owners how
their equity is being used;

the enterprise should justify
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why the owners' equity is needed in the business.

However,

there is no evidence in the literature of investment and
financial analysis that the form of resources financed by
the owners' equity is significant information.

Creditors

and investors apparently do not need this type of informa
tion in evaluating a firm.
The controversial methodology and the irrelevance of
the information about the use of owners'

equity do not p r o 

vide much support for reporting the utilization basis on
the balance sheet.

In the rare instance that someone does

want this type of information, one can prepare it himself
from the assets and equities shown on the balance sheet.
Furthermore,

the user can employ whatever assumptions he

believes are correct.

In sum, there is little justifica

tion for the utilization basis of classifying owners'
equity in the balance sheet.

Evaluation and Conclusions

The two most useful principles for classifying
owners' equity are by restrictions and by classes of stock.
Classification by sources and by utilization provide little,
if any, useful information.

The objective of the legal

classification basis is better achieved through the r e 
strictions method of classification.
Division by classes of stock appears to be the best
principle for classifying the owners' equity on the balance
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sheet.

This method furnishes information that is useful to

statement readers, and the principle is also consistent
with the overall classification concept used on the equity
side of the balance sheet.

As has been noted, the equity

side of the balance sheet indicates the sources of the
firm's capital.

The items listed under the current lia

bilities and long-term debt sections identify major groups
of capital suppliers such as trade creditors, banks, e m 
ployees, and bondholders.

Likewise, classifying o wn e r s ’

equity by classes of stock is a way of disclosing the
various suppliers of capital and is similar in principle
with the classification of liabilities.

Although the r e 

strictions method conveys useful information,

it does not

identify the sources or suppliers of capital.

For these

reasons, reporting the equity by classes of stock seems to
be the best method of balance sheet presentation.
The equity assigned to each class of preferred stock
should be based upon the capital contributed by each group
of preferred stockholders.

The residual equity would b e 

long to the common stockholders and would be equal to their
contributed capital plus the undistributed earnings.

Since

the equities represent sources of capital, the contributed
amount is a more logical valuation basis than the liquida
tion or call values.
If there is only one class of stock outstanding, the
restrictions can be reported in the second level of a
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two-stage classification.

However, showing the restric

tions in the second stage is awkward and sometimes mi slead
ing if there is more than one class of stock.

Therefore,

whenever two or more classes of capital stock are outstand
ing, the restrictions on owners' equity are best reported
in the footnotes.
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APPENDIX I

MATERIAL SURVEYED FOR THE USES OF OWNERS' EQUITY
IN FINANCIAL RATIO ANALYSIS
Books on Financial Statement Analysis

A.

Foulke, Roy
Practical Financial Statement An alysis.
Fifth edition. New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company,
In c ., 1961.
Graham, Benjamin, and Charles McGorlick.
The Interpretatation of Financial Statements. Second revision.
New York:
Harper § Brothers, Publishers, 1964.
Guthmann, Harry G. Analysis of Financial Statements.
Fourth edition.
New York : Prentice-Hall, Inc. ,
1953 .
Kennedy, Ralph Dale, and Stewart Yarwood McMullen.
Finan
cial Statements:
Form, Analysis, and Interpretation
Fifth edition.
H o m e w o o d , 11 1 .: Richard D. Irwin,
In c . , 1968.
Myer, John N.
Financial Statement Anal y si s. Third e d i 
tion.
Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
1961.
Prochnow, Herbert V., and Roy A. Foulke.
Practical Bank
C r e d i t . Second edition.
Englewood ClTFf"s, N.J.:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1950.
Books on Investment Principles
Amling, Frederick.
Investments:
An Introduction to
Analysis and Ma na gement. Englewood Cliffs, N . J . :
Prentice-Hall, Inc. , T?6 5 .
Badger, Ralph E., Harold W. Torgerson, and Harry G. G u t h 
mann.
Investment Principles and Practices. Sixth
edition"!
Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
Prentice-Hall,
Inc. , 1969.
Graham, Benjamin, David Dodd, and Sidney Cottle,
Security
Ana ly si s. Fourth edition.
New York:
McGraw-Hil1
Book Company, Inc., 1962.
Hayes, Douglas A.
Investments:
Analysis and Mana ge me nt .
New York:
The Macmillan Company, 1961.
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Prime, John H.
Investment A n a l y s i s . Fourth edition.
Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1967.
Sauvain, Harry.
Investment Management. Second edition.
Englewood Cliffs, N . J . : Prentice-Hal1, Inc., 1959.
Books on Accounting Principles
Bedford, Norton M.
Introduction to Modern A cc ounting.
New York:
The RonalJ Press Company, 1968.
Finney, H. A., and Herbert E. Miller.
Principles of
Accounting:
Intermediate. Sixth edition. E ngle
wood Cliffs, N . J . : Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1965.
Meigs, Walter B., and others.
Intermediate Ac c ounting.
Second edition.
New York:
McGraw-Hil1 Book Company,
In c ., 1968.
Welsch, Glenn A., Charles T. Zlatkovich, and John Arch
White.
Intermediate Ac counting. Revised edition.
Homewood'^ 111.:
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1968.
Sources of Standard Ratios
"The Ratios of Manufacturing," Dun's Review, XCII
ber, 1968), 107-14.

(Novem

Robert Morris Associates.
Annual Statement Studies.
1968 edition.
Philadelphia: The National Association of Loan Officers and Credit Men, 1968.
Troy, Leo.
Manual of Performance Ratios for Business
Analysis and Profit Evaluation.
Englewood C l i f f s ,
N.J.:
Prentice-Hal 1 , Inc., r 9 6 6 .
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FINANCIAL DATA AND RATIOS--GLEN ALDEN CORPORATION
Data from the Financial Statements:
1967
(data includes
the poolings)*
Total owners' equity
$ 215.8 million
Stated value of p r e 
51.0 mill ion
ferred stock
Liquidation value of
346 0 million
preferred stock
17 6 million
Net income
Number of outstanding
5 .5 million
shares of common stock

1966
(not adjusted for
the poolings)**
$ 70.0 million

0
0
6.4 million
4.8 million

Other Data:
Annualized dividends on
preferred stock
(number of shares x
preferred dividend
$ 10.4 million
rate)
Capital contributed by
preferred stock
holders***
132.0 mill ion
*The 1967 figures are taken from Glen Alden C or pora
tion, Annual Report, 1967, pp. 21-23.
**The 1966 figures are taken from Moody's Industrial
Manual (New York:
Moody's Industrial Service, Inc. , T91S7T,
p p . JH90-91.
***The capital invested by the preferred stockholders
was computed by finding the difference in owners' equity at
December 31, 1966, on (1) a balance sheet prepared before
the pooling and (2 ) a balance sheet that was subsequently
adjusted to reflect the pooling.
The result is only an
approximation of the owners' equity added by the pooling.
The acquired firms may have had some net income or other
changes that took place in owners' equity after December 31
1966, but prior to the poolings during 1967.
However,
these changes are not shown in the financial reports and,
therefore, could not be taken into consideration in deter
mining the equity provided by the preferred stockholders.
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Values Calculated from Previous Data:
1967
(data Includes
the poolings)
Common stock equity-(preferred stock
valued at liquida
tion value)
Common stock equity-(preferred stock
valued at stated
value)
Common stock e q u i t y - (preferred stock
valued at invested
amo un t)
Net income for common
stock
Earnings per share of
common stock

1966
(not adjusted for
the poolings)

$(130.2 million)

$ 70.0 million

164.8 mi 11 ion

70.0 million

83.8 mill ion

70.0 million

7.2 mi 11 ion

6.4 million

1.31

1.33

Financial Ratios
Rate of return on common stock
e qu it y- -1966
Rate of return on common stock
equity--1967 (preferred stock
valued at assumed liquidation
value of $210 million)

6.4 million
70 .0 mill ion

7.2 mi 11 ion
6.0 million

= 9.1%

120%

Rate of return on common stock
e q u i t y - -1967 (preferred stock
valued at stated value)

7.2 million
165 million

Rate of return on common stock
equity--1967 (preferred stock
valued at invested amount)

7.2 million
-- - —
* 8 .6 %
mi
ion
i

j

i— i

= 4.4%
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